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BETWEEN GAIA AND DEMOS

TURNING ANTHROPOCENTRISM
INSIDE OUT

The more I read, the more it makes sense to me to
see “neoliberalism” behind these natural and socio-cultural devolutions. By neoliberalism I mean
a political economy being shaped into an institutional system of privatization and the emergence
of a style of reasoning and valuing to rationalA democratic order does not inherently need to be
mentally rooted in “the nation” as a pre-political
community of shared destiny. The strength of the
democratic constitutional state lies precisely in its
ability to close the holes of social integration through

BRU CE
JENNIN G S

as different as Austrian economist Friedrich A.
Hayek (1899-1992) and American economist
Milton Friedman (1912-2006), neoliberalism is
based on an utter rejection of social planning, po-

the political participation of its citizens.

litically driven governmental regulation, and val-

—Jürgen Habermas1

that provide greater security and equality to indi-

The right to life, and to the free development of the
living species still represented on the earth, is the only
right that can be called inalienable—for the simple
reason that the disappearance of any species leaves
us with an irreparable void in the system of creation....
The right of the environment... is the right of the
environment in regard to man, and not the right of
man in regard to the environment.
—Claude Lévi-Strauss2

What is between Gaia and demos? What connects
the planet as an assembly of life and the democratic polity as an assembly for the good life of
the people? They exist on vastly different scales
certainly, but do they belong to different worlds,
different orders of existence? If not, how should
we speak about their common fate?
Regardless of how they are connected, Earth and
democracy are undergoing a common assault.
Something is disassembling the planet, overwhelming its resilience and forcing its systems
over the edge into a cascading state transformation, a bio-geophysical coup d’état. Something
is also undoing the demos in those very places
and nations where achieving the sovereignty of
the people in civic association and equal human
rights seemed almost within reach. Aspirational

4   BRUCE JENNINGS

ize that system. Influenced initially by thinkers

ue-based redistributive programs—all programs
viduals living in capitalist societies. Neoliberalism
is opposed to security and redistribution. Security
is complacency and equal distribution is theft.
Compared with other manifestations of capitalism
with which it co-exists, neoliberalism promotes a
more unrestrained, rapacious style of economic
activity that is extractive (rent seeking and privatizing of previously public functions), monocultural (everything is monetizable and fungible), and
excretory (externalizing risk and cost) in virtually all sectors, from agriculture to finance, from
higher education to health care. It prescribes the
shock “therapy” of social austerity for spendthrift
countries like Chile, Greece, Spain, and Italy,
while it burrows and spreads rhizomic tendrils
into the way associational aims are defined, the
way priorities are set and choices are framed, the
way success is measured, and the way a person
becomes the bearer of “human capital,” rather
than rights and solidarities. The human becomes
an ensemble of entrepreneurialism and investment, just like nature for so long has been considered raw material with value only for human use.
Neoliberalism turns anthropocentrism inside out.
It is important to recognize that neoliberalism is
futuristic rather than nostalgic; it doesn’t want to
return to anything. It breaks with welfare state lib-

democracy, so fleeting and fugitive historically,

eralism, to be sure, but not in the name of the lais-

might be achieved. But now something is forcing

sez-faire capitalism and the night-watchman state

that horizon to recede, bending the arc of history

of nineteenth century thought. Its main animus is

away from justice.

the social contract of egalitarian liberalism and
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civic humanism that has informed the political

Disassembling the planet disrupts the wonderful

philosophy of the long twentieth century.

life of evolutionary worldmaking. Undoing the

Moreover, neoliberalism is unlike what has come
before because it does not seek to tip the balance of
power in the direction of private enterprise; it aims
to eliminate the distinction between public norms
and private interests altogether. Undermining the
notion of public sovereignty over private enterprise
opens the door to this economic regime, and the institutionalization of global and unregulated private
competition locks in this way of thinking. Since
the turn of the century, neoliberalism has achieved
take off as a system with positive feedback loops
between theory and practice, and that is a formidable thing. Once begun, it erodes public sovereignty
by corrupting it and undermining its public legitimacy. Historian and political commentator Perry
Anderson captures this process in his discussion of
the political and financial scandals besetting many
European countries during the past twenty years:
The pollution of power by money and fraud
follows from the leaching of substance or in-

demos disrupts the just civic worldmaking that I
believe is the best historical expression of human
being and becoming. It erases the zöon politikon or
homo politicus from our aspirational sense of self
and the possibilities of real politics, real contestation, real self-discovery from our collective lives.
At stake is the ancient and enduing democratic
ideal, first articulated in Greek in the late sixth
century BCE with the prefix iso- (equal): isonomia (equality under law), isegoria (equality of
voice or speech), and isokratia (parity of power).5
It has taken centuries to achieve the inclusion that
is dreamed of in the iso; to extend a political life
of justice, deliberation, and power from the few to
the many to the most to the almost all.

Disassembling the planet
disrupts... evolutionary
worldmaking. Undoing the demos
disrupts... just civic worldmaking.

volvement in democracy.... But corruption is
not just a function of the decline of the political order. It is also, of course, a symptom of
the economic regime that has taken hold of
Europe since the 1980s. In a neoliberal universe, where markets are the gauge of value,
money becomes, more straightforwardly than
ever before, the measure of all things. If hospitals, schools and prisons can be privatised
as enterprises for profit, why not political
office too?3
Putting too much pressure on the boundaries of
Earth systems leads to the disruption of ecological separations on smaller scales—niches and
evolved specialized capabilities and functionings,
spheres and boundaries allowing for diversity
and symbiosis. Breaking down spheres of social

In the early 1980s, a significant enabler of the
rise of neoliberalism, Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher, reflected on what she was trying to do
in abandoning the balance between capitalism
and democracy, which she thought amounted to
collectivism: “the whole direction of politics in
the last 30 years [has] always been towards the
collectivist society. People have forgotten about
the personal society.... I set out really to change
the approach, and changing the economics is the
means of changing that approach. If you change
the approach you really are after the heart and
soul of the nation.”6 On another occasion, she famously remarked that there is no such thing as
“society” really, only collections of individuals.

diversity governed by different norms and rela-

The modest term “approach” hardly does justice

tionships has a destructive political and ethical

to the significance of what she was talking about.

effect also. Anderson’s closing irony here serves

Neoliberalism involves a large-scale change in the

to remind us of the good of boundaries between

social imaginary—in the images, narratives, and

the public and the private spheres. Are there some

figurations with which we form social aspirations

things that money shouldn’t be allowed to buy?

and personal identities.7 In her recent study of

Neoliberalism answers no.4

neoliberalism and democracy, political theorist
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Wendy Brown captures the breadth and distinc-

limits if planners and ethically motivated ad-

tiveness of the neoliberal aspiration:

vocates are not permitted to interfere. What

Neoliberal rationality disseminates the model
of the market to all domains and activities—
even where money is not at issue—and configures human beings exhaustively as market
actors, always, only, and everywhere as homo
oeconomicus.... Neoliberalism governs as sophisticated common sense, a reality principle
remaking institutions and human beings everywhere it settles, nestles, and gains affirmation.... Within neoliberal rationality, human
capital is both our “is” and our “ought”—what
we are said to be, what we should be, and
what the rationality makes us into through its
norms and construction of environments....

provides this self-correcting ability is not what
Adam Smith called the “invisible hand” of market
competition, in which micro-decisions by narrowly self-interested individuals will produce a
patterned outcome at the macro-level that will
promote the common good. Neoliberalism does
not reprise that idea. Instead, it is change as its
own end, the constant momentum of growth and
innovation, motivated not by the desire of individuals reaching for gain that may lie just ahead,
but by the anxiety of individuals who are always
on the brink of loss and do not know when or how
the ax will fall. There is only making more with
which to make more.

Human capital’s constant and ubiquitous

Since neoliberalism cannot countenance econom-

aim, whether studying, interning, working,

ics as a complex and open bioenergetic system,

planning retirement, or reinventing itself

it eschews environmental regulation for ends

in a new life, is to entrepreneurialize its en-

that markets cannot sanction. In the meantime,

deavors, appreciate its value, and increase its

it imposes shock economic policies and austerity

rating or ranking.8

on wayward nations that live beyond their means
and falter in the new global economics of fungibil-

NEOLIBERAL ANXIETY AT THE
PENALTY KICK

ity, mobility, and incessant insecurity. If the homo

Neoliberalism undermines democratic sovereign-

stop talking, the homo oeconomicus of neoliber-

ty and the priority of public good over private in-

alism dares not rest.10

terest, but it also oversees the historical transformation of capitalism itself from a national system
of production and capital accumulation into a
global system in which everything, natural, technological, and human alike, becomes embodied
capital to be hired and rewarded according to its
competitive contribution to a market impelled by
the categorical imperative of growth.9
Neoliberalism has a direct and indirect relationship with climate change—and hence with
the planet and the polis—that manifests in two
ways, through its cultural fallout and its systemic impact. Here I am primarily concerned with its
fallout—its acid rain that is turning democracy
into a dead lake.

6   BRUCE JENNINGS

politicus of the democratic parliament cannot

But while neoliberal rationality produces public
policy that undermines timely climate change
mitigation, there is a deeper trend at work that
we should try to fathom. The greatest danger that
neoliberalism poses to effective and just climate
action politics is in the effects of its discourse.
Brown captures this chemistry as follows:
When there is only homo oeconomicus, and
when the domain of the political itself is
rendered in economic terms, the foundation vanishes for citizenship concerned with
public things and the common good. Here,
the problem is not just that public goods are
defunded and common ends are devalued by
neoliberal reason, although this is so, but that

Neoliberalism’s substantive advocacy against

citizenship itself loses its political valence

environmental regulation is predicated on the

and venue.... The norms and principles of

dogma that market-driven competition and

neoliberal rationality do not dictate precise

growth will self-correct and overcome natural

economic policy, but rather set out novel
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ways of conceiving and relating state, society,

differentiation and institutional separation of

economy and subject and also inaugurate a

social action systems in the modern period. Alert

new “economization” of heretofore noneco-

to the dangers and difficulty of breaking down bar-

nomic spheres and endeavors.11

riers that modernity has built between the state,

This discourse aims to undermine and displace
the civic ideals of democratic politics and government, as well as the egalitarian liberal values of
Keynesian macroeconomics. Together, these political moralities provided direction and rationale
for the liberal capitalist welfare state, but they also
helped to sustain the environmental values that
support climate action. The weakening of these
ideals and values is the indirect or background
effect of neoliberalism on the disassembling of
Gaia, and it is more powerful and far-reaching
than any direct lobbying or public policy effect
neoliberal interests are likely to achieve. Its goal
is not to win a political argument but to recast
the debate itself in economic terms that reflect an
enterprise society and eclipse the solidarity and
mutual aid of a civic association. The neoliberal
imaginary enshrines an anti-civic or anti-political
discourse, with its ways of talking, thinking, and
acting in which the civic dimension of humanity
becomes invisible, illegible—almost, if not quite

the economy, the civil society, and the family, this
approach does not seek to recapture the holistic
cultural ethos and worldview of traditional societies, an integrated world to which communitarian
and ecological thinkers have often been drawn.12
Instead, this approach seeks to defend Earth
and democracy through strengthening sociological pluralism and communicative dialogue amid
diversity.
The second line of thought suggests a dynamic of
political and moral psychology that potentially
could reframe and redirect climate action politics
through a renewed recognition and avowal of the
blessings and duties of associational membership
through the practice of democratic citizenship. A
new complex of communicative action can form
among and between the differentiated institutional systems in response to the challenges and
opportunities that a new scientific awareness of
Earth-system functioning has called to our atten-

yet, unthinkable.

tion. The emerging “complex of action” to which

THE DREAM OF ISO-

ments and civic deliberative activities, as well as

Climate action politics that is progressive and
effective, just and transformative, does have a
future. And the path to it, I believe, lies in tapping
dimensions of political possibility in contemporary democratic societies in ways that will allow
democratic will formation (the voice of the demos,
isegoria) writ small on local and regional scales to
kindle democratic will formation writ large in national and international governance. I now turn
to two lines of thought that suggest dimensions
of politics that could effectively counter the reframing of society and the self that neoliberalism
promotes. These lines of thought thereby give the
dream of the iso a new lease on life.

I refer is made up of the discourse of social moveformal law, legislation, regulation, and economic
decision making. At its substantive core are conceptions of relationality—associational coexistence, interdependence, capabilities of mutual
flourishing, solidarity, and what I shall call
“civic avowal.”
In sum, we must develop conceptual resources
and capabilities that will enable human beings
to think and act like members of a community of
reciprocal recognition and mutual empowerment
in their dealings with their own kind and other
species. The growth of moral awareness that participation in the activism of social movements
and the deliberations of citizenship—the precise

The first grows out of systemic approaches to

opposite of what Anderson identified as the “pol-

mobilizing climate actions that bring together

lution of power”—can set in motion will not only

material interests, respect for legitimate norms,

heal the environment, it will rescue the dream of

and ego-ideals. This takes as given the functional

iso and redo the demos.
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Neoliberalism... is motivated... by
the anxiety of individuals who are
always on the brink of loss and do
not know when or how the ax will
fall. There is only making more
with which to make more.

public sphere of civic deliberation and the communicative validation of empirical knowledge
and ethical norms.
A cross-cutting model that is useful in defining
even more specifically the challenge posed by neoliberal reason is found in the work of the social philosopher Jürgen Habermas. He presents a theory
of the intersection between social systems and
the symbolically constituted “lifeworld” of culture

IN PLURALITY ASSEMBLED

and social interpretation.14 These can be viewed as

In order to guide effective climate action, and

institutional and practical spaces or architectures

to counteract neoliberal reason, a good starting
point is to locate political thinking and the formation of democratic values in the context of the
differentiated systems of social action in modern
societies. Neoliberal reason promotes a monoculture of morality; Gaia and demos thrive in a moral
plurality or assemblage, a network with multiple

sion—together with the “politics” each contains—
are enacted. There is an architecture of power and
money in a structural system of governmental
administration and capitalist economy. There is
an architecture of justice and the common good
within a cultural and legal system of normative

nodes of meaning and value.

argumentation and consensus formation. And

As one example of this, consider Charles E.

judgment in a lifeworld of relational association

Lindblom, who built a theory of political economy
around three mechanisms of social control, which
he called the “authority system,” “the exchange
system,” and “the persuasion system.”13 These
systems are symbiotic: although a given society
may stress one, in reality all three are always operative to some degree. As the terms imply, authority shapes behavior by coercion, exchange
shapes behavior through the pursuit of self-interest, and persuasion shapes behavior by appeal to

there is an architecture of desire and reflective
and self-identity formation.
Habermas is a pluralist, and he is especially concerned about the tendency of the state and the
economy to impose their system rationalities
(bureaucratic power and money) on the mentality or rationality of the cultural lifeworld. He calls
this the “colonization” of the lifeworld, and it is
essentially what Brown also sees at work in neoliberalism with the cultural dominance of homo

moral ideals and reasons.

oeconomicus. Neoliberalism betrays Gaia and

The term “politics” might be thought of as activi-

ity for both the planet and the people so long as

ty confined within the authority system, but that
is clearly a mistake. The authority system has
mainly to do with bureaucratic public administration, a close analogue to corporate private
economic administration. Politics pervades each
of the three systems, and within each, it involves
strategic manipulation and access to power, to
be sure, but also open dispute and contestation
over political legitimacy and access to accountable leadership. In a democracy, Lindblom’s

8   BRUCE JENNINGS

within which authority, exchange, and persua-

hobbles demos. It will fail as a governing mentalit remains blind to the synergy among pluralistic
systems of social control and fatefully strives to
bring about hegemony by reinventing authority,
exchange, and persuasion it its own image and
on its own terms. Fortunately, such hegemony is
exceedingly difficult to attain or to sustain within
a polyvalent lifeworld so long as the institutions,
practices, and forums of deliberative democratic
discourse and citizenship continue to function.

persuasion system takes on a special political

Preserving the autonomy of the lifeworld may

dimension not found in more closed authoritar-

seem far removed from ecological problems like

ian societies. Democratic politics is intertwined

climate and the fate of Gaia, but it is not. The life-

with, and ideally ultimately subordinate to, the

world (the cultural incubator of the norms and
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values of civic association) is the home ground

think and act in ways appropriate to the human

of homo politicus, the dream of the iso, and the

condition of interdependence and relationality.

normative space critically maintained and pro-

How else can we ever garner the civic will to move

gressively improved by deliberative democratic

climate action politics and policy in the right

citizens. I think it is not an exaggeration to say
that the active, argumentative civic lifeworld is
the demos—the people—without which concrete
manifestations of rule (kratia) such as voting and
competitive elections, the free flow of verified in-

direction?
But citizenship avowal also needs a political
venue, a place of demos practice and iso-dreaming. Here it seems to me that the politics of partic-

formation, the impartial rule of law, and individ-

ipatory and deliberative democracy, not a behind

ual civil liberties would be in peril. Democracies

the scenes politics of scientific and technocratic

can be disassembled and reassembled as tyran-

elitism, holds the key. It alone can provide spaces

nies. They often are.

and practices in which the human capability for
relational being and civic doing will be stimulated

WE ARE A WE

and developed—not through the influences of

On that sober note, I now turn to the prospect of

defaults, habits, or inattention, but by attentive

redoing an undone democracy through the kind
of citizenship that is a practice of recognition
avowing the good of civic association. This form of

learning, consideration of evidence, and discovering reasons and implications of an action or decision. These spaces and practices are social move-

citizenship may be exercised during elections and

ments and civic debate and consensus formation

during deliberations within parliaments (places

in the public spheres of civil society.

of talking), but it also emerges from activist social
movements and from local participatory deliberation that affirm both impersonal rights and personal investments in place and heritage. The old
adage is only half-right: all politics is not local;
politics is a bridge between locale and world, polis
and the cosmopolis.

Gaia and demos thrive in a moral
plurality or assemblage, a network
with multiple nodes of meaning
and value.

Political sociologists Jean L. Cohen and Andrew
Arato come to a similar conclusion about the
power of broadly participatory civic discourse:
[As individuals we] affirm and in part constitute through discourse who we are, and under
which rules we wish to live together, apart
from our personal or particular identities
and differences—that is, what our collective
identity as members of the same civil society
is... the discovery of generalizable interests in
discussion... can show us that, after all, we do
have something in common, that we are a we,
and that we agree on or presuppose certain

Climate change is a global threat that requires political action, and climate action is a politics that
requires the political reasoning and self-understanding of homo politicus, not the human capital
of homo oeconomicus. If it is to have any traction
and be sustainable—institutionalized rather than

principles that constitute our collective identity. These [generalizable interests and principles] become dimensions of the content of
legitimate legal norms and the foundation
of social solidarity.... [Through the praxis of
democratic citizenship we learn to] take re-

simply episodic and gestural—the new politics

flective distance from our own perspective so

of climate action must have recourse to values

as to entertain others,... recognize or create

and purposes ordinary people will understand

anew what we have in common, and come

if they think and act like interdependent and re-

to see which dimensions of our traditions

lational selves. We need to cultivate a citizenship

are worth preserving and which ought to be

that avows association and citizens who really do

abandoned or changed.15
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AVOWING CITIZENSHIP

humans and nature. When one sees immigrant

The notion of practices of mutual recognition is

families in internment camps and children sep-

important, and in the discussions of the ethics
and politics of climate action we should talk more
about it. Solidarity, one might say, is a recognition
in practice of the moral standing of others as subjects and fellow members of communities of interdependence. Care is the practice of recognizing
and paying attention to the need and vulnerability of others.16 In a similar way, citizenship might
be understood as a practice of recognizing and
avowing (publicly making a commitment to) the
benefits and duties of associational membership
with others who are interdependence beings. If
solidarity is standing up for, and care is attending
to, citizenship is facing up to.
Citizenship is not limited to governing or exercising collective authority. It is also civic associating

arated from their parents on the southwestern
border of the United States and says, this government action does not bespeak who we are or
the people we aspire to be; or when one views the
devastation of the Athabasca tar sands of Alberta
and says, the wealth this pays is poison and brings
shame upon our land; it is not partisanship speaking, but civic trusteeship.

The new politics of climate action
must have recourse to values
and purposes ordinary people
will understand if they think and
act like interdependent and
relational selves.

and involves the praxis of making connections in
a pluralistic and a panarchic society. It involves
carving out common spaces for sharing commitments and mutual learning. More specifically,
citizenship as civic associating is a dynamic, concerted, and transformational practice that both
fosters and is sustained by a narrative of self-discovery for both individuals and communities.
Through dialogic question and answer and deliberation, we build our capacity to appreciate the
possibilities opened up by human symbiotic interdependence and to see accommodating natural
limits as a form of freedom rather than restric-

Through taking part in the trusteeship practices
of civic avowal, citizens learn to interpret rights
and obligations in new and more just ways and to
institutionalize them more equally and effectively. Through citizenship individuals also learn to
respect their neighbors, think about the common
good, and understand why compromise is necessary. As Kathleen Dean Moore has rightly said:
“Moral reasoning is a discourse in which people
affirm what they think is true or good or right, and

tion. Civic association helps make that possible.

then they back up their claims with reasons.... It’s

There is a developmental dimension to civic as-

both sides listen and might even change their

sociation, as well. The experience and activity
of dialogic and self-reflective deliberation have
morally and politically positive developmental
effects on individuals, enlarging their imaginative
capacity for care and solidarity, allowing them to
value diversity, and honing their appreciation for
the behavioral and the institutional requirements

an invitation to a respectful dialogue in which
minds. In civil discourse you test your beliefs
against experience—your own and others’—and
revise and improve them.”17
Finally, an aspect of civic avowal is remembering, by which I mean not so much recall of what
has happened in the past, but re-membering as

that will bring about values and actions to sustain

sustaining associational ties and holding people

both Gaia and the demos.

together through the rhythms of conflict and rec-

One aspect of civic avowal is trusteeship on behalf
of the well-being of the association as a whole

10   BRUCE JENNINGS

Another aspect of civic avowal is civic learning.

onciliation, fracture and unity, political self-assertion and humility.

and for how it exemplifies just recognition and

The work of civic avowal is done within social

relationship, among human beings and between

networks, social movements, and the various
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communicative public spheres where critical activism and deliberation take place. Neoliberalism
ensconces itself into common sense and countering it will need the drive of both passion and
righteous commitment. The social imaginary and

Bruce Jennings is senior fellow at the Center
for Humans and Nature and editor-in-chief of
Minding Nature. His most recent book is Ecological
Governance: Toward a New Social Contract with the
Earth (West Virginia University Press, 2016).

common sense are the ground that is being lost
and must be retaken.

NOTES

One of the challenges of redoing the demos is to
balance conflicts and tensions between movement advocacy and civic learning—debate and deliberation, contestation and consensus. Anderson
astutely notices this when he says, “If it is to be
effective, protest requires manoeuvre of the intelligence, along with intransigence of the will.”
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Movements are often fueled by strong feelings
and engaged voices; they need an answering
chord of considered reasons and unifying voices
that civic learning provides. Movements are often
angry and adversarial when they confront those
who use power to exclude, objectify, and hurt; yet
they need a counterpoint of reconciliation, repair,
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Natural History as a
Practice of Kinship
THOMAS LOWE FLEISCHNER

W

e clamber out of the rafts onto the dry terrace,
heading up into the side canyon, where, it is
rumored, ancient pictographs and giant cottonwoods await. The first week of June, almost noon, this treeless
terrace radiates heat. Our group—a dozen naturalists of diverse
backgrounds and ages, drawn together on this river voyage by a
shared sense of adventure and inquisitiveness—pushes for the
bend in the canyon where we might finally gain some modicum
of shade. While still in the harsh grip of the relentless sun,
we’re stopped in our tracks: we notice a living being atop the
nondescript pile of rocks a hundred feet off the path. One after
another, we gasp as we gaze through binoculars—startled by
exquisite beauty. From a distance this lizard appears little different than the rocks on which it sits. Seen close-up, though, it
is simply stunning—golden head and bright yellow feet; greenish back, spotted blue, ringed with golden stripes; brilliant
orange patches; and chocolate brown-and-white patterning
on a long tail, which droops off the edge of this jumbled sandstone platform. First we identify the species. It’s an Eastern
Collared Lizard. Once we think through these details of color
and pattern, we recognize this being as an adult male. “It”
becomes “he.”
He sits motionless, but our group erupts into ecstatic whoops,
trying but failing to keep quiet. A few days later, a photo of this
lizard on social media elicits hundreds more awed responses.
We’re all so hungry for kinship, so ready to affiliate with the
beauty that emerges, when we bother to pay attention, from
the seemingly drab background of our lives.
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Eastern Collared Lizard. Photo credit: Thomas Shahan

◆◆◆

Kinship. The sense of affiliation, of belonging. We all need it.
But too commonly, we’ve lost this sense of connection in our
human world, our windows rolled up tight, locks pressed shut,
children kept indoors, neighbors unmet. As for the multitude
of worlds beyond the merely human, our lack of kinship is
so thorough it often goes unnoticed. I once wrote that “our
deepest affinity is for this rich and remarkable world we live
in—our fellow beings, the textures and colors of landforms,
the luscious scents of each place we touch.”1 This kind of expansive, interspecific affinity is deep in our bones, encoded in
our genes.
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But we live in a historical anomaly—human acknowledgement

bromeliad flowers, filled to the brim by last night’s downpour.

of the rest of the living world has never been so rare as today.

One by one, these diminutive birds begin plashing themselves

Over the past couple centuries, the dominant Western culture

clean in the freshly captured rainwater, here in this habitat

of commerce has developed strategies to push this broader

usually beyond the realm of humans. Yes, this moment rep-

sense of kinship aside and foist upon us the tragic idea that

resents data—a new species for a list. But any impulse of ratio-

connection with more-than-human nature isn’t worthy of adult

nality is overpowered by something more primal—the sudden

attention. Yet capitalist impulses often dissolve in the presence of the innate, self-directed fascination we were all born
with—what’s this? Watch any small child anywhere, and you’ll
witness how deeply embedded is our human curiosity about
our world—leaning down to turn over stones, stretching to peer

flush of awe, suffusing through my whole body: these gorgeous
beings in this intimate encounter. The sense of this moment as
a gift reverberates long after I’ve descended back to the forest
floor and followed the faint trail back to where our canoe waits
at the shore of the blackwater lake.

into a bird’s nest. Collective disregard of our inherent, full-on
attentiveness to the world represents a momentous miscalcu-

◆◆◆

lation, a massive plunge to the edge of a psycho-spiritual abyss.

So many of our cultural assumptions work against connection

We’re all so hungry for kinship, so ready to
affiliate with the beauty that emerges, when
we bother to pay attention.

and kinship. Indeed, our very language is structured to deny
kinship with Others. Native American ecologist Robin Wall
Kimmerer has written: “In the absence of knowing the names
of our neighbors the plants, we are compelled to refer to them
with the ubiquitous pronoun ‘it.’... ‘It’ robs a person of their humanity and reduces them to the lowly status of an object. And

It’s critical that we break down barriers to affinity so that we can
open up our sense of kinship. This is conspicuously true these
days in human social dynamics, as we witness mass anxiety—
despair at random violence, walls along borders, and neighborhoods cordoned off with iron gates. But there’s an even deeper
need to transcend the eco-tribalism of our own species—the
self-destructive notion that only we humans matter.
Our species must strive to re-inhabit a world of broader and

yet—in English, a being is either a human or a thing.”3 She goes
on to assert that we need a new pronoun—one that denotes
respect and animacy rather than objecthood. Drawing upon
her native Anishinaabe language, she suggests ki as a respectful pronoun for an animate being of the Earth. And the plural of
ki already exists in English: kin. Thus, what might seem at first
to be a linguistic contrivance, turns out to lubricate the psychic
gears of our turning toward kinship. As Kimmerer states, “The
language of animacy, of kinship, can be medicine for a broken

deeper connectivity and interpenetration. No task is more

relationship.”4

urgent, no effort more fundamentally human and humane

Words like ki can open new possibilities. Words can also

than to enlarge our circle of affinity, our web of kinship. As the
writer Scott Russell Sanders put it: “Our sense of moral obligation arises from a feeling of kinship. The illusion of separation... is the source of our worst behavior. The awareness of
kinship is the source of our best behavior.”2

constrain experience. For example, the sterile, bureaucratic
word “environment” is part of the problem for “environmentalists.” Who can love such a dry term? The root of the word,
environ, denotes “surroundings,” or simply what’s around.
Environment, by its very nature, is vague—removed from,
and less important than, us. It certainly doesn’t prioritize a

◆◆◆

sense of kinship with the greater world. Simply referring to

One hundred fifty feet above the muddy floor of this tropical

animate beings with respect—acknowledging actual individual

rainforest—snow-clad Andean peaks one hundred and fifty
miles in one direction; the Atlantic coast, where this surface

lives rather than abstract renderings of lives—goes a long way
toward establishing a baseline of kinship in communication.

water eventually flows, more than three thousand miles in the
other. Opal-crowned Tanagers—smaller than my fist, their lu-

◆◆◆

minescent cobalt plumage contrasting with a glowing stripe

It’s not hard to be distracted by Penstemon flowers. They come

above the eye, and a patch of the same hue at the base of the

in several colors—scarlet, lavender, white-tinged-with-pink; all

tail—appear out of the receding rainfall of the canopy, descend-

are tubular (the botanist would say, “fused corolla”), but the

ing like tiny feathered jewels into the welcoming watery cups of

flower tube of some is dramatically elongated, while in others
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it is scrunched-up and squat. Even more delight comes to those

known about the world around us: a multi-volume compendi-

who look inside. Penstemon is named for an anomaly in one

um on plants, animals, minerals, stars, and a great deal more.6

of its stamens—the male part of the flower, a long filament

From the beginning, then, natural history was expansive,

capped by the pollen-bearing anther. In this genus, though, one

broadly and deeply inquisitive. While the term natural history

of the five stamens differs from the other four: it lacks pollen

is two thousand years old, the practice of open-minded atten-

but shows off other features instead. Different species exhibit

tiveness goes back to the very origins of our species. Different

distinct shapes and textures of this fifth stamen, the “stami-

contexts have provided different variants of natural history:

node”—silky smooth in some, crowded with hairs in others.

curiosity cabinets in Victorian England, rows of shells in a sea-

Just as the flowers display different colors on the exterior,
so the inner forms present diversity, too. And a careful look
inside this flower reveals another botanical truth: this being is
neither he nor she, but both. When we pay attention, we find

shore cabin, or as a subset of scientific ecology in the world of
twentieth century research. But, across the stretch of history,
there has never been a moment in the story of human existence
when natural history was so little practiced.7

our social assumptions challenged, even more fully than they
are in human political discourse. It turns out that in the plant

◆◆◆

world, plants of only one sex are very much in the minority.

Heat waves shimmer, here at the desert’s upper edge—the

What is normal in nature can surprise us. In botany, “bisexual”
and “perfect” are synonyms.

narrow ecotonal band where saguaro cacti and mesquite from
below intermingle with junipers from the mesas above. Piquant
Seepwillow scent and the damp arroyo sand. Butterflies—

◆◆◆

blues, whites, admirals, and, especially, Queens (think smaller,

How do we rediscover passion for the world? What is required

darker Monarchs)—fountain up through willows along the

to build a sense of human community? Mutual respect, an opportunity for positive social interaction, and clear communication. The same ingredients—frequent interaction, honesty, and
a strong sense of respect—undergird a healthy sense of belonging, of kinship, with the fuller community of life. What promotes frequent interaction with and respect for non-human
Others? The practice of natural history creates a forum for
interaction with Others, encouraging compassion and respect,

length of this short canyon. The buoyance of many thousands
of butterflies contrasts with the stark stillness of the hot, arid
plain just beyond. This burst of life energy, oblivious to human
concerns, transforms the arid landscape from a sere backdrop
to a many-colored tapestry of delight. It helps me transcend
the confines of my busily thinking mind and journey into the
rich realm of the unexpectable—often joyous, occasionally horrendous, always enlivening.

helping us rediscover passion for the world and each other.

The sterile, bureaucratic word
“environment” is part of the problem for
“environmentalists.” Who can love such a
dry term?

◆◆◆

Attentive natural history helps us see and acknowledge more
of the world. Watching birds at a backyard feeder, tracing the
veins of rock with our fingertips, getting on hands and knees to
look at the miracle of a spider’s web, sitting back on a mountain peak and imagining the tectonic forces of creation and
the glacial forces that sculpt the jagged ridges before us. There
is literally no limit to what is presented before us each day,

Natural history is the practice of falling in love with the world.

available for our attention. By its very nature, natural history

Or, as I’ve defined it previously, “a practice of intentional,

practice extends our psyches beyond the limits of the purely

focused attentiveness and receptivity to the more-than-human

human into the realm of the greater psyche of the world. Field

world, guided by honesty and accuracy.” Natural history, then,

biologist Christopher Norment has described natural history

is a practice of attentiveness—a doing; a verb, not a noun.

field study as “sympathetic observation.”8 Research scientists

5

The term natural history—historia naturalis—was coined
by the Roman philosopher and writer Pliny the Elder in the

Ron Pulliam and Nickolas Waser proclaim the importance of
“natural history intuition.”9

same century that Jesus walked the Earth. Pliny’s Historia

Along with a great many colleagues, my own work has been

Naturalis—literally, “the story of nature”—was the first en-

focused on promoting a renaissance of expansive, inter-

cyclopedia, the first attempt to capture in writing everything

disciplinary natural history, fostering opportunities for
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people of all backgrounds to remember what it means to
be in love with the world. For many years, this work took
place from a professor’s perch, leading students into the
field from Alaska to México, Southwest canyons to Maine
coast islands. More recently, I’ve been at the helm of a small
non-profit with a big mission—the Natural History Institute
(naturalhistoryinstitute.org), which seeks to provide leadership and resources for a revitalized practice of natural history
that integrates art, science, and humanities to promote the
health and well-being of humans and the rest of nature. This
work involves public lectures, art exhibits, scientific research,
and convening confluences of ideas. Sometimes, it takes new
friends down a river to encounter the breathtaking surprise
of a colorful lizard or elevates us into a rainforest canopy to
discover bathing tanagers.

Natural history practice extends our
psyches beyond the limits of the purely
human into the realm of the greater psyche
of the world.

◆◆◆

A blurry backdrop becomes sharply etched, gains depth,
becomes three-dimensional. And then, as one grasps the

the planet—selected for our immense capacity for attentiveness. We were not the fastest, the strongest, nor the most agile.
But our highly attuned eyes and ears and our inquisitive sense
of touch combined with the new twist of our developing cleverness, our facility for memory, and our innovative aptitude for
passing knowledge on, story by story. Thus, we could adapt and
learn without waiting for our genes to change.
We are built to pay attention to the world around us. A sense
of kinship is a natural by-product of this evolutionary heritage.
It’s well past time to reawaken to our senses, to re-activate our
innate skill at attentiveness, our great natural capacity for being
kin—animate beings of the Earth reaching out for connection.
Let’s just say it: we need to love this world. Natural history
opens the door.

Thomas Lowe Fleischner is Executive Director of the Natural History
Institute (naturalhistoryinstitute.org) in Prescott, Arizona, Faculty
Emeritus at Prescott College, and Chair of the Natural History
Section of the Ecological Society of America. He is the editor of
two anthologies: The Way of Natural History and Nature, Love,
Medicine: Essays on Wildness and Wellness.
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desert-varnished Navajo Sandstone, fronted by Fremont
Cottonwood, Rabbitbrush, Coyote Willow. Unnoticed squawks
cohere into Towhee, Grosbeak, Yellow Warbler, the crazed
burble of a hidden Yellow-breasted Chat. As we pay attention,
stories emerge out of vagueness, increasing in clarity. This rock,
born of continent-wide Sahara-like dunes, two hundred million
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These intentional changes to our consciousness—simple yet
profound shifts in how we speak and think, what we choose to
pay attention to, and that we do choose to pay attention—help
us embrace more of the world, understand it more fully, and
feel it with greater vibrancy.
And this is, quite literally, what we were born to do. The evolution of our species—from a naked vulnerable biped on the
savanna to successful inhabitant of virtually every habitat on
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The Preacher of the Prairie
AMY WRIGHT

Jesus said, “Recognize what is in your sight, and what is hidden will
become clear to you.”—The Gospel of Thomas

O

n this mid-April day, shining bluestar, prairie phlox,
and Alabama snow wreath are in bloom, and the air
smells faintly candied, as if a fair were being held

just out of sight with vendors glazing apples in cinnamon and
syrup. A hummingbird drinks from a coral flute of honeysuckle. A gust of wind bewilders a clump of switchgrass, and a bee
fly buzzes toward a bouquet of wild red columbine, disguising
its two missing wings until it lands.
“There are 330 plant species here, all native to the region,”
says Dr. Dwayne Estes, the botany professor who planted this
garden. This hidden oasis is nestled on the campus of Austin
Peay State University between the president’s house and the
science complex. Something flowers, fruits, or seeds here
almost year-round, attracting red-winged blackbirds, zebra
swallowtails, sphinx moths, golden tortoise beetles, and other
wildlife that flew, crawled, or were carried here when Estes
sowed the first bed.
Tennessee was experiencing a severe drought in 2007, the
summer he joined the faculty. By the end of June, regional
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rainfall was ten inches below normal. River reservoirs dropped
so low that hydroelectric power had to be cut in half. Then,
August brought a heatwave that pushed daily temperatures
past one hundred degrees. Defeated, farmers lost millions of
dollars’ worth of crops. The governor requested emergency disaster relief for all ninety-five counties in the state.
After watching five Japanese flowering cherry trees outside his
biology classroom die, he secured permission to convert the ornamental landscaping into a plot of native species. He also repurposed nearby mulch beds to create a three-thousand-square-foot
outdoor classroom where he could take students on impromptu field trips and discuss the importance of urban pollinators.
Here he delivers some of the impassioned lectures that inspired
his colleagues to liken him to a member of the clergy. For these
homilies, Estes needs no pulpit, because his six-feet-three-inch
frame commands attention enough. His voice carries over the
wind, traffic, and bird chitter, as he points out rare species that
can be found in no other garden in the world. He pinches a leaf
of bee balm that grows in only three counties in Kentucky and
holds it out to me like a communion wafer. It smells like sweet
basil with a hint of lemongrass. Raw bee balm is edible, but I do
not eat it. The itinerant orator is already testifying over another
plant, and I scramble to follow him.
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Roan Mountain, TN, Credit Malcolm MacGregor

Each species in the garden has a label noting its scientific
name. Pointing to a small plant in the parsley family, which
he refers to as Kentucky meadow parsnip, Estes says this
species’ scientific name is not yet official. After identifying
such a plant’s differentiating characteristics, it takes years
to go through the peer review process to ensure its potential
name complies with the International Association for Plant
Taxonomy. The commitment to see each individual through
to publication is a lesson in patience, for those who have ears
to hear it.
Estes is one of the preeminent botanists of the Southeast, well
versed in over four thousand plant species particular to the
region as well as their range, varieties, history, and unidentified brethren living in remote gorges. He squats on haunches
thick as a linebacker’s, developed from holding similar postures for hours in the field studying plants. Last week in Pine
Mountain, Georgia, he spotted another yet unnamed species.
He has formally named six botanical species and has twenty
more in progress. He rises agilely but bows again in a few steps
to minister to a flattened band of beardtongue edging the sidewalk. “Somebody ran over my garden!” he fumes. The challenges of an urban gardener differ from a rural one. Rather than
deer and other browsers, he and his volunteer gardeners must

contend with tire tread, careless feet, litter, and human
foragers. I am grateful that
I didn’t commit this offense.
It would have surprised the
experts of old to learn where
species new to science are
being found, says Mason
Brock, one of Estes’s former
students and the Austin
Peay
Herbarium
dataDwayne Estes, the Preacher of the
base manager. When Estes
Prairie in the APSU Botanical Garden,
Credit Mark Fraley
started collecting in the late
1990s, there was a general
sense among taxonomists that all but the rarest species had
been described, and any unsung flora could only be waiting,
like maidens, in the most pristine places. “Like on that poster,”
Mason says, pointing to a picturesque photo hung on one
wall of the herbarium office that depicts dawn in the Smoky
Mountains. Instead, what modern field botany has brought to
light, in part through Estes’s work, is that the richest territories
for uncelebrated specialists are often the rights of way of old
railroads, the margins of highways, and otherwise inglorious
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Cherokee Prairie Natural Area, Credit William Dark

strips of land that for various reasons have been left untilled

never seemed to work. Fifteen miles away was the county

and free of concrete or asphalt.

seat of Pulaski, where more than one hundred years earlier,

What might appear to the layperson as wasteland can be
hotspots of biodiversity. While reduced to less than 1 percent of
the current land area in North America, remnant native southern prairies host more varieties of plants and animals than the
Great Plains and the Midwestern Tallgrass Prairie combined.
Of the four hundred plant species that have been described in
the Southeast since 1960, 65 percent of them were found not
in its legendary Southern forests and fertile estuaries, but in its

poverty, desperation, and grudging gave birth to the Ku Klux
Klan. His single mother supported their family of two by juggling several jobs at a time, including driving a bus, working in
sewing and automobile factories, sitting with the elderly, and
waiting tables. They were members of the working poor, a class
that is itself often overlooked, but he didn’t feel poor, growing
up in an old farmhouse surrounded by thousands of acres of
rolling countryside.

less renowned grasslands.

At least in the beginning, his passion for plants was practi-

Estes’s own origins may have kept him from being put off

ment his mom’s income. He learned what the natural world

by humble-seeming sites or from being told not to bother by

cal, since he learned that harvesting ginseng could supplecan provide, not from a local elder or a family member but

his superiors. He grew up in Bunker Hill, Tennessee, a town

from library books. The first was William C. Grimm’s Indian

with about two hundred and fifty inhabitants on the Alabama

Harvests, which contains illustrated descriptions of forty food

border. It had, he remembers, twenty or so houses, a church, an

plants used by Native Americans, including fern fiddleheads,

antique store, a horse trough, and a gas station whose pumps

wild carrot (and its poisonous lookalikes), and pine bark that
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could be ground into flour for bread. The second was Asa

terrestrial ecosystem in eastern North America and to prior-

Gray’s Manual of Botany, a more technical handbook of flow-

itize research on this complex biome. The SGI’s priority is to

ering plants. In Estes’s personal version of the book of Genesis,

preserve and study native remnants, banking seeds and rescu-

the word of man divided light from darkness, weed from herb,

ing plants that have evolved over millions of years and threaten

his life before from after. A comparison of the makings of a
taxonomist with the Old Testament may seem far-fetched, but
it is not. The Book of Genesis opens with God distinguishing
night from day, earth from sky, and land from sea by naming

to vanish in a few decades. With no area to reproduce, wildflowers such as Tennessee featherbells, snowy orchids, and
other as-yet-unidentified species will go extinct.

each of them, creating order through identification. Not inci-

On the SGI website (segrasslands.org) is a photograph of

dentally, the word “taxonomy” originates from the Greek word

Kentucky’s last known bunch of Royal Catchfly clinging to a

for order, taxis, and nomia, method. To call night “night,” or

fencerow in Hart County. Its blossoms are a red squirt of sri-

foxtail “Alopecurus,” is to begin to know each one, and where

racha by the roadside, at risk of being wiped away by a single

in the vast reaches of space the namer is. For this young scien-

herbicide-armed road crew. Below this tenacious perennial is

tist-to-be, botany bespoke the power of plants, and it was good.

a caption that explains its presence as a lonely reminder that

From his time outdoors, Estes recognized several of the plants
Grimm listed. He knew acorns from the deer he hunted, and
hackberry because it threatened to overtake their yard. He
hadn’t known that the pea-sized drupes are rich in protein and
could be nibbled straight from the tree when ripe, but he soon
came to value wild species and Native peoples’ knowledge of
their worth.
When ancestral Native Americans raised mounds at Cahokia,
Etowah, Nacoochee, and other sites, circa 1050–1350 CE, they
moved tons of soil in baskets woven of sweetgrass and river-

prairie covered this region, long before cameras were invented. These landscapes were gone before the Southeast found
its great oil painter to imprint their sublimity on our collective
memory. No journals comparable to Lewis and Clark’s expeditions recorded the wealth of species before colonists stopped
the regular wildfires that kept trees from overtaking the land.
But sometimes, Estes says, beneath the shrouds of these canopies, native grasslands are still waiting to be released.
Grasses are even easier than flowers to overlook, yet the ancestors of every domesticated cereal crop, including corn,

cane gathered from the southeastern prairies, glades, and

rice, wheat, barley, millet, and others, evolved in grasslands.

meadows. They sat on grass mats on packed earth floors and

Their surviving wild cousins insure diverse genetic material

slept on braided reed cots. When white colonists arrived centu-

can be used to enrich cultivated species or even save one of

ries later, they grasped the usefulness of nearby oaks and other

these crops when a disease or pest threatens to decimate it.

hardwoods but did not realize the function of barrens. They

Wild grasses’ relationship to agriculture is significant, yet agri-

could not see their purpose under the heavens. The very term

culture and other forms of human development have claimed

connotes infertility, but barrens became some of the richest

their habitat so thoroughly that we no longer even remember

agricultural territory in the Southeast, supporting dark-fired

the loss correctly.

tobacco, cabbage, and many other crops.
In time, Estes came to value the natural world beyond human
purposes. Beauty overwhelmed a merely utilitarian perspective
and instilled reverence. It follows that as an adult he would undertake to protect a realm he deems sacred, but the timeframe
for doing so is daunting.
The Southeastern Grasslands Initiative (SGI), an organization
that Estes co-founded with Arkansas botanist Theo Witsell, is a
group of biodiversity researchers and philanthropists attempt-

“We often talk about endangered old-growth forests,” Estes
says, “but we rarely hear about the loss of old-growth grasslands.” There is a story he tells to illustrate this tragedy, burned
into his memory by his sixth-grade Tennessee history teacher,
who inspired his students to imagine an early America covered
by a forest so dense and lush that a squirrel could leap branches from the Atlantic to the Mississippi without ever touching
the ground. That historic vision of the preindustrial world is
striking, but it is not the whole picture, especially south of the

ing to rescue the remaining fragments of Southern grasslands

Mason-Dixon line. Estes corrects it, saying, “Recent ecolog-

before they disappear. “Twenty-five years will be too late,” he

ical studies have shown that what we imagined as unending

says, since 95 percent of them have already been destroyed.

forest was actually a complicated and diverse mosaic of forests,

SGI works to educate the public about the most imperiled

woodlands, wetlands, and grasslands.”
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The tragedy of this mistaken memory, Estes says, is that it

It is no wonder that many liken Estes to the faithful, since he

alludes to a widespread amnesia. Many imagine that meadows,

must help others to see what can no longer be seen. Unlike

glades, and savannas were once forests, or should be, and that

those who rely on belief alone, however, he envisions an

marshes should be drained and planted, ignoring their in-

earthly landscape that once was visible. If we could only see

herent value. Bias against barrens have allowed southeastern

those ancient savannas, glades, and meadows today, with our

grasslands to be destroyed at a terrifying rate, mostly unno-

current ecological understanding, Estes thinks their impor-

ticed. Clear-cut forests scar a mountainside visibly, sometimes

tance would be clear.

for hundreds of miles, but when an ancient prairie is plowed,
the only apparent wound is absence. If no one bears witness
to its missing sedges, wildflowers, shrubs, grasses, birds, and
mammals, passersby see no more than the blind man in the
New Testament parable before Jesus opened his eyes.

He takes down a volume of The Third Atlas from the herbarium
library and flips through its pages until he finds mention of “a
stake in the barrens” on a 3,840-acre property owned by Captain
Samuel Budd in the 1790s. Budd was among the early settlers
who gave Anglo names to the rivers and terrain of the Southeast.
Though “barrens” is an ecological term still in use today, the name
reveals a misconception held by Budd and his contemporaries
that later settlers inherited. Unaware of the barrens’ fecundity
and importance, they devalued regions that couldn’t be logged.
To return these fertile barrens to plain sight, Estes has plugged
Budd’s hand-drawn maps into GIS models. “Imagine having a
feature you could select on Google Maps when you’re in streetview that could go back in time,” he says: “You could slide a
bar back to view the landscape in the 1600s, the 1790s, the
1820s, the 1900s.” He points to buffalo trails on Budd’s map,
black and white photos of meadows, and oil paintings by Philip
Juras, a Georgia artist dedicated to recreating lost landscapes

Atlantic Coastal Plain Hydric Savanna, Credit Alan Cressler

like the Black Belt Prairie circa 1775, and I do picture it.

“The grasslands of the South, and in particular the Southeast,
encompass a diversity of open habitats that beggar the more
familiar iconic grasslands of the Great Plains,” E.O. Wilson
writes in his foreword to Forgotten Grasslands of the South, an
ecological guide by Reed Noss, the SGI’s Chief Science Advisor.
Wilson goes on to call remaining grasslands “probably the
richest terrestrial biome in all of North America” because it is
not unusual to find over two hundred species of herbaceous
plants growing in a single acre of its ground flora. But biodiversity is not the only contribution of this ecosystem. Grasslands
also reduce erosion, control flooding, filter water, support pollinators, and store carbon.

Philip Juras oil painting from A Vision of Grasslands in the Southeast exhibit

The devastation of soil erosion during the 1930s Dust Bowl
made farmers aware of the underestimated value of grasses’
complex root systems, which to some extent infiltrated public
consciousness. Yet we have since encountered equally dra-

The good book that defines his doctrine is Gray’s Manual of
Botany, and he stole it. “I really should return it,” he says. “I’m

matic images of flooding in the Southeast, but the connec-

going to,” he adds, which makes me laugh, because I don’t

tion between storm damage and lost prairies is not as widely

know when he could find time now to do so. I pull the fat green

understood.

hardback from its shelf in the herbarium library.
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It has been over twenty years since the Giles County High

Reed Noss reports in Forgotten Grasslands of the Southeast

School librarian asked if he knew anything about the missing

that the numbers of trained taxonomists and all-round nat-

text that left a gaping hole on the reference shelf. Knowing

uralists are plummeting, in part because many schools, uni-

something about that book was exactly what he was trying to

versities, and even conservationist organizations are training

do. He knew that it could take his amateur studies to the next

specialists in “ecosystem services” rather than ecological re-

level, and even in high school he sensed his charge. The librar-

lationships, slicing the web of connections down to the single

ian must have recognized it, too, because the boy had already

strands that serve human society. Such training exacerbates

checked out every available plant book in the library. I imagine

imbalance so extreme it can only be communicated in parable,

the reason his brain is a database of botanical information is,

for how can a lifetime of seventy to eighty years see far enough

in part, because he had to return the other guides that supplied his early education. At home, there were no bookshelves
or allowances for books to consult at his leisure, so he had to
memorize each loaner’s contents if he wanted that information
to be readily available.
Whether he eventually does return the manual or not, he
has since magnified its reach many times over. He became
a walking, booming version of its contents and, later, co-authored a regional offspring in its image, the Guide to the
Vascular Plants of Tennessee. Both books contain near-Biblical records of botanical ancestors, compiling the stories of
flora whose seed begat seeds that multiplied, specialized, and
covered the Earth. Few books have the honor of such an ardent
spokesperson, but the ones that do tend to rally a congregation.
Estes’s concern for rare plant breeds bespeaks his humanity, as well as his recognition of the need for help along the
way. “Plant collections are subject to their own vulnerabilities,” Mason explains, giving the example of two herbaria in
Kentucky that have closed recently due to lack of institutional support. Plant libraries are as easy for the average person
to undervalue as a purple pitcher plant. Yet in the face of this
trend, thanks largely to grants and other support that Estes has
received, the Austin Peay Herbarium is growing. The second
largest collection in the state after the University of Tennessee,
it hosts over 120,000 vascular plant specimens, as well as
several hundred bryophyte and lichen specimens, which it
loans out to researchers internationally.
Every herbarium suggests a vast cooperative, because plant
families connect globally. Soon Mason will be traveling to
Japan to study temperate-region trees and flora that he says are

to know the consequences of such choices? There are only
those who might explain that the trade involves a pearl of great
price worth more than all of your belongings.
Faculty at APSU recognized this shift coming in the 1980s.
They foresaw ecological training degrading as universities nationwide opted not to replace retiring professors. To protect
a space where traditional techniques would continue to be
taught, they created the Center of Excellence for Field Biology,
which is dedicated to field-based training and research. This
institutional affinity with SGI’s mission, Estes says, makes
the campus an ideal setting for their mutual effort to preserve
biodiversity.
Estes illustrates the importance of spending time in the field
with the example of May Prairie, a thirteen-acre, virgin oldgrowth Tennessee grassland, which has been recognized as a
national natural landmark. At first glance, he says, this gem
may appear no different than a common pasture, but closer inspection reveals a profound network of hundreds of diversely
adapted species. That some of these plants distinguish it as a
prairie, rather than a meadow, glade, or fen, reminds me that
to identify something is to begin to know it, and those who do
know it speak in a tongue that few can translate.
Fewer still are the speakers who inspire future translators. After
years of encountering naturalists primarily through written
texts, to meet one as exuberant as Dwayne Estes is akin to spotting an unusual aster, as he did on a field trip in 2008, and recognizing that it is one of a kind. “We turn into a litter of puppies the
second Dwayne steps into the herbarium,” says current graduate
student Claire Ciafre: “Everyone pools around him when he’s on
campus to ask questions about our latest finds.”

more familiar to a Tennessee taxonomist than those of Florida

Claire is the one graduate student Estes regularly addresses by

due to the way the continents were joined. Even localized bo-

name. She came to APSU from a Missouri non-profit that gave

tanical knowledge is never provincial. If you look closely and

her practice in managing wildland fires. It also acquainted her

with the right guide, every plant reveals an interlocking web of

well with working in a field that, like botany, is predominantly

relationships. Yet the right guides, like the diverse habitats that

male. “Hey, brothers!” is Estes’s standard greeting, which he

support these relationships, are becoming increasingly rare.

apologized for when Claire arrived last fall, but she told him
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that she doesn’t mind being lumped in with the guys. She says,
“He stills stops when he notices I’m there, though, to add ‘Hey
brothers—and hey Claire.’”

governmental agency or land grant institution to protect them,
maybe ten, maybe less.” He tells me that while conducting
research for his thesis he found a community of carnivorous
plants living in a grassy acidic seep in the Caney Fork River
Gorge. “But, oh, it’s so fragile,” he says, his blue eyes gripping
mine. “All it takes is one four-wheeler doing a doughnut on it,
and it’s gone.”
It is as if Estes has lit a torch inside all his disciples, each in a
different stage of spreading the word. They have taken up the
cross he bears in knowing the obstacles facing the remaining
native prairies and how short the timeframe is to save them.
But one senses the rewards of having such a teacher, for he
has taught them to speak in the tongues of grasses that stroke
the air like the tails of foxes. He has shown them things hidden
to most people, including meadows idling beneath the feet of
forests. He has shown them how to press a blazing star to a
sheet of paper. He has given them to understand the function
of a garden that is not an orchard or a farm but a reserve of
outliers whose ingenuity is a marvel at times comparable to
miracle. They have walked beside him sowing seeds that, in
time, will come to bear one hundred grains. They have seen
tendrils split rock and others mire in tar, and they have grasped
the harrowing odds.

Prescribed fire, Bridgestone-Firestone Centennial Wilderness, Credit Dr. Craig Harper

Since prescribed burns are instrumental for restoring grasslands,
Estes’s fiery sermons have grown literal since he brought Claire
onto the SGI team. In addition to seed banking and reclamation,
future restoration efforts will include controlled burns. Most recently, though, Claire has been identifying remnant grasslands
limning natural ponds. This work involves picking through the
margins of shallow sinkhole ponds encircled by trees looking for
stalwart species that testify to their former habitat.
Although less dangerous than the burns themselves, this work
provokes another challenge for ecologists—to secure permis-

Marshallia grandiflora, Credit Chris Tracey

sion to study old-growth remnants located on private land.
Sometimes, landowners refuse out of fear that Claire will report
her findings if she locates an endangered species, and the government will take their property from them using eminent
domain. She has no power to do so, but their fear makes clear
that not everyone shares her professor’s devotion.
“Unprotected areas are currently at the highest risk,” Mason
says. “Maybe we have twenty years for grasslands with no
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Amy Wright, Ph.D.is the author of two poetry books, one poetry
collaboration, and six chapbooks, including the nonfiction
collection, Think I’ll Go Eat a Worm (Iris Press, 2019).
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To Homo Sapiens
FRANCES KAKUGAWA

I am your forest.
The sound of your ax
Silences my voice.
I am your...
I am...
…

To Homo Sapiens   23

I...
FRANCES KAKUGAWA

I am Salmon.
I am Black Rhino.
I am Honey Bee.
Soon to be fossilized
Into your earth. Unless

You learn to hear
Hummingbird wings.
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A Salmon’s Song
FRANCES KAKUGAWA

I, once sang the Salmon,
Gave you my voice
To send signals echoing
Above mountain tops
Down to rivers and valleys
As only you can do
With your wisdom—
Your knowledge—
Your creativity—
Your human heart—
A voice with no other recourse
But to do the right thing.
It is time to return
My voice to me.

A Salmon’s Song   25

Telling the Story of Nature:
The Artist as 21st Century
Naturalist
JIM TOLISANO

I

am caught between two realms. In one, I am telling
the story of the world through song, dance, the graceful stroke of brush on paper, and I am more attuned to
texture than density. The fine lines of the imagination interpret
my experience of time and space—my remembrance of every
plant, animal, stone, river, and person—and it is this creative
montage of memories that tells my story in vivid, descriptive
images to a roomful of rapt listeners. This is the artist in me,
and he lives to feel the world.
In the other realm I am a strict observer, recording precise measurements of distance, height, weight, color, and every other
discernible feature that can be tied to a metric. I see forests,
rivers, deserts, and oceans as systems connected by function
and process. This is the scientist in me, and he lives to describe
the world, and create a logical plan to survive in it.
But this is also an illusion. The artist and the scientist within
me live in the same realm with very fuzzy boundaries, and both
are essential to forge a resilient relationship with the world
we live in. Gregory Bateson understood this essential balance
with precision: “Rigor alone is paralytic death, but imagination
alone is insanity.” To be exclusively one or the other is clearly
dangerous, though we seem to toy with that danger far too
often. A much wiser choice would be to move beyond the paralysis and avert the insanity by allowing the scientist and artist
within us to collaborate and co-create, rather than be in conflict. I spend much of my time trying to maintain this balance.
Fortunately, science and art have made a kind of peace in recent
years, and most scientists are increasingly comfortable with
artists taking their hand to help us feel our world. However, the
emphasis is almost always on using the arts as a vehicle to increase our awareness and appreciation of nature. Art becomes a
communication tool, a way to help tell the story, and principally
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in a manner that will resonate for the emotions. No doubt this
is important, and perhaps essential—scientists are typically
terrible at telling their story to anyone except other scientists,
and artists have a much easier time giving us characters, plot,
and conclusions with meaning and heart. But this is also far too
limited a role. There is an immense missed opportunity when
scientists dismiss the work of artists as irrelevant to their own,
acknowledging perhaps that art helps promote our appreciation of nature, but believing it contributes nothing to scientific
process. There is far more going on in the world of the artist, and
much of it can become the seedbed for great science.
Artists who are inspired by nature and natural process—and this
encompasses an enormous number of practicing artists—are
working principally from arbitrary, but careful, observations of
the natural world. They see patterns in the lines of a leaf, the
geomorphic contours of a river channel, the transformation of
a glacier into atmospheric moisture. They see and report on the
story behind the process through poetry, dance, paintings, and
song. They are our new naturalists, and we would be wise to pay
closer attention to the results they are generating. This is not
a particularly new phenomenon. Artists are practicing natural
history in much the same way that artists have for millennia,
as excellent observers and recorders of the subtle qualities of
an ever-changing Earth. The work of ancient Chinese poets,
European landscape painters, and contemporary artists and
writers such as Andrew Goldsworthy, Terry Tempest Williams,
Maya Lin, Gary Snyder, and Diane Ackerman fall gracefully in
this tradition. Their observations show us pattern and process
in nature, but in a way that is not constrained by reductive scientific rigor. What any good field biologist knows is that observational data, whether statistically significant or not, can lead
to interesting ideas. It can form the foundation and premise on
which rigorous scientific thinking emerges.
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Art and science together allow us to bridge culture and nature. Hara Woltz, Solomon Islands, photo

Hara Woltz knows this intimately. “For me, art expands the
language of science,” she explained, while showing me images
from her fieldwork in the Solomon Islands of the South Pacific.
Hara is the perfect role model for our emerging artist-scientists. With an undergraduate focus on art, and graduate studies
in design and conservation biology, Hara settled comfortably
into her New York City studio and began crafting ways for
her art to do much more than just help scientists to tell their

to manage their forest and marine ecosystems. “The process
becomes as important as the product.”

The artist and the scientist within me live in
the same realm with very fuzzy boundaries,
and both are essential to forge a resilient
relationship with the world.

story. She has become an intricate part of the story, and the
science is incomplete without her. Her work takes many different forms, from immersive sculptures to delicate multi-layered

The drawings are captivating, and it is almost impossible to

drawings. Since 2014, she has collaborated with the Center for

take your eyes away from them. The relationships between

Biodiversity and Conservation at the American Museum of

people and forest, fish, soil, and sky are immediately obvious,

Natural History to help conduct research on bio-cultural resil-

and the drawings make me want to know more. They allow

ience in remote Pacific communities of the Solomon Islands.

me to feel the warm tropical sun that drives the lives in these

Hara joined a team of scientists and local collaborators to help

distant islands, and they give a very grounded resonance to the

envision how communities can best respond to shifting threats
such as climate change, population growth, and overharvesting of resources. Her primary role within the project has been

numbers from the field data that fill in the rest of the story.
In 2018 Hara was invited to participate in an exhibition,

to integrate visual arts into the research processes and prod-

Indicators: Artists on Climate Change, at the Storm King

ucts. Drawings were integrated with field data to help develop

Art Center, a sprawling blend of art and nature in New York’s

and collect ideas that communities can continue to build on

Hudson Valley. Her Vital Signs work is an interactive weather
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station whose ten elements refer to the disappearance of Arctic

to our climate, and how it enters my life with every turn of the

ice and the way scientists study its decline in a shifting climate.

Earth. It is telling the story of nature with a depth, intensity,

The cylindrical shape of each element mimics the storage tubes

and personal resonance that will never happen with charts,

used to house ice core samples collected by paleo-climatolo-

graphs, or equations.

gists to determine climate history. As the dark blue area on
each cylinder grows, the white surface diminishes by 13 percent
per cylinder, which corresponds to the predicted decrease in
Arctic sea ice. Likewise, each cylinder gets taller in reference to
the predicted 33 millimeters of sea level rise per decade. These
changes in color, height, and surface material from one cylinder to the next make visible the accelerated increase in dark
oceanic water due to climate change, which results in further
melting of arctic ice sheets—a phenomenon called the Arctic
amplification effect. Vital Signs invites visitors to engage with
the collection of data and experience the temperature differentials between the dark and light areas as well as the volumetric change in ice melting by interacting with each element.
Mirrored aluminum tops the middle cylinder, reflecting the
faces of visitors and sky above. Standing in the presence of this
work allows me to feel in my bones exactly what we are doing

The place of the artist in contemporary science is certainly not
limited to the realm of the visual image or the written word.
David Dunn is a contemporary sound artist whose work is inspired by natural processes as diverse as the underwater calls
of aquatic invertebrates and the communication processes of
forest elephants. But immediately beneath the surface of his
work is a process that provides yet another blur in the distinction between art and science. More than fifteen years ago,
David turned his attention to the soundscape of a tiny invertebrate roughly the size of a grain of rice—the invasive engraver
bark beetle (Ips confusus) that was devastating the southwestern conifer forests on the hillsides outside of his New Mexico
home. It began with his curiosity about the kinds of sounds
these beetles might make as they ravage their way through the
forest. David did not start out with the intention of producing
rigorous scientific principles. His intent was, at least in part, to
capture the songs in the destruction, almost as a sort of funeral
march for the forest.
Dunn built customized vibration transducers assembled inexpensively from scavenged greeting cards and discarded appliances to create listening devices that he inserts between the
outer bark and interior phloem where bark beetles attack and
colonize (like most artists, he doesn’t have much of a budget
and must get creative with his tools). His first discovery was
nothing—the sounds produced by the beetles are generally not
audible to the human ear or conventional air microphones.
They are quiet in their conquest. This forced David to run his
recordings through a laptop and then amplify them until they
were audible and clear enough to follow. Like most artists,
David doesn’t tire easily, and he kept up his beetle-mania with
continuous observations for years that have now stretched
into decades.
Dunn is an artist and makes no bones about it. The first of
his beetle recordings, The Sound of Light in Trees, may not
be sitting on top of the pop charts, but it is captivating in a
weird way, particularly to biologists—and to him. He kept listening. Over the years, his meticulous and patient observations and recordings of engraver beetle behavior continued to
grow into terabytes of sound recordings. And after a few years
of patient listening, he began to see a pattern revealed in the
songs and sounds composed by the marauding insects. Maybe

Hara Woltz, Vital Signs, 2018, Storm King Art Center
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the music of the beetles is telling us what they like and what
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they don’t, David mused, and in the process perhaps they are
giving us some ideas as to how we might improve our overall
relationship.
A half dozen years into the deepening dialogue between artist
and beetle, David’s work caught the attention of Richard
Hofstetter, a forest entomologist at Northern Arizona
University in Flagstaff. Hofstetter and his colleagues in the
forestry department listened attentively to the circuitous symphony of bark beetle lives captured on David’s recordings and
quickly realized this iconoclastic artist was truly on to something. They pushed him to explore ways to go deeper with the
research, and the artist and the scientist united to find ways to
stop the beetle’s destructive behavior. In 2017, they received a
patent for a device that uses sound fields as a sonic weapon to
disrupt the feeding, communication, reproduction, and other
essential behaviors of the beetles. In their collaboration, the
artist and the scientist may have brought us a solution to a previously unsolvable problem that was rapidly wiping out millions of acres of North American forest.
David was never surprised by this unexpected collaboration.
“Artists can ask the pithy or embarrassing question that needs
to be asked, or that quickly cuts across disciplines, or politics,
without paying a professional price. All we ask from the scientists is that that they listen, and then join the conversation.”
Hara Woltz agrees. “For me, the most interesting aspects of
these collaborations are the unexpected dialogs. And then,
where that dialog might lead my own work and the science.
The unanticipated germinations. I struggled for a very long
time thinking that I had to decide to do one or the other, and in
the same breath convincing myself that it wasn’t possible to do

photography, paintings, and other fine arts that are focused on
interpreting and evaluating human relationships with nature.
We now have conservation scientists as action heroes in films.
The streets in our cities are filled with murals, posters, and
sculptures that remind us to pay attention to earth beneath
our feet. This is now an essential element of our twenty-first
century, and we need to hear this story daily. It must become
part of the mainstream background, and our artists are getting
us there with their gifted arrangements of color, texture, sound,
and light.
But the work of artists goes deeper than simply “messaging.”
The arts can bring people to the sciences, and artists can serve
as the impetus and origination of critical scientific thinking.
And the two realms never need to be in conflict. Practitioners
like Woltz and Dunn are showing us where science needs to
go, and how our unraveling of nature’s stories can get so intertwined that the art and science cannot be easily separated.
Artists taking risks and being good observational naturalists
can give direction to rigorous field science. They can also help
interpret and provide meaning for the results of science, which
then makes this an interesting team effort. Many more artists
may be inspired to join these efforts if we invite them on our
journey. The message to practicing field scientists is very clear.
Invite an artist on your next field trip to a coastal wetland,
forest inventory, or coral reef survey. Better yet, put one on
your project team. You might be intrigued by the results.

Jim Tolisano is a conservation biologist, writer, and New York
University professor. He recently completed a memoir, Beginner’s
Map, and is now completing work on a new book exploring nature
conservation in practice.

both simultaneously. I was wrong.” Hara now views herself as
a visual artist whose scientific training feeds her artistic work.
“Science is fully integrated into my work and deeply informs
my responses as an artist.”
The work of Woltz and Dunn is exhilarating, but it only represents a fraction of the rapidly growing alliances between
artists and scientists. We will and should see much more of
this, especially as we accept that our relationship with nature
is deeply personal and requires stories that resonate with every
realm of our body and mind. Yes, the work of artists is essential
to increasing public awareness and environmental education.
Artists can bring attention to the plight of our natural world
more quickly and with greater profundity for a lay audience
than most scientific announcements. We need more of this,
and we are getting it. There are art galleries devoted entirely to
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Singing Cicadas: Climate
Catastrophe and New
Lessons in Perception
SHIRIN SABETY

I

t is no secret that we are at the end of days.
Each year I traverse the same forest and fields that I have
walked since I was a child, when my parents followed the

new human habit of seeking escape from modernity through
immersion in nature, and they grow quieter. It is certain-

speak of the glory of modern convenience, the triumph of human
rights and liberties in our modern age, all the while numbing
ourselves with addictions, television, and our anticipation of
the weekend. There is no greater punishment than this concrete
world, and this feeling—this unease that permeates everything.

ly true that terror is nothing new. Our cultures have always

In his essay defining post-modernism, culture critic Fredric

maintained a duality of threat/achievement, but in the past

Jameson highlights the schizophrenic nature of our current

hundred or so years the situation has escalated. World War I

consciousness, how we exist no longer in the temporal, but in

introduced the horrifying capabilities of modern warfare, then

an echo chamber; history now being a constant reliving, as we

the atomic bomb suddenly enabled us to annihilate ourselves.

yearn for something that never was.1 The breakdown of materi-

Each increment of technological progress is followed by its

al signifiers leaves us overwhelmed by the larger-than-life feed-

negative inverse; for every supposed societal benefit there is in

back loop of simulacra, news, and unnatural living patterns.2

turn something equally destructive. Yet normalization allows

The great network we have invented has abolished the individ-

the layers to build up. Each generation rises against some issue

ual.3 Anxiety and alienation are ubiquitous, and consciousness

that is rarely rectified, and is then forgotten in the sense that

has effectively ended since we no longer create, our only hope

it is shoved into the back of our minds—concealed beneath the

resting with the artists to whom we assign the responsibility of

accumulating layers of problems that must be repressed in our

finding utopia in our world and showing it to us.4

attempts to retain sanity.

However, even this tradition is dead, as all art is made kitsch

This phenomenon is quite new. Our perspective of human evo-

and commodified in this new phase of capitalism—the one

lution is bewildering: our bodies haven’t evolved significantly for

where commodification is everything, as all culture is ultimately

thousands of years, yet our technological and mental progress

the mask of the pervasive presence of the state economy in all

has changed with ever faster complexity; a silent moment in

aspects of life.5 We see the world ending in the reflections of our

our time is far fuller with the gravity of global problems than a

glass screens, ignoring it as we are hypnotized by the moving

moment a year ago. Not that a moment’s silence is even possible:

image, our historical capacity replaced by our ability to make

the airplanes that pass over are far too loud and often, and our

believe; anyone with a slight awareness would not contest the

phones are too self-assured of their significance to let us rest. We

assertion that praxis is dead.6 This death is not without benefit;
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indeed, most political, economic, and cultural actors thrive off of

is proving its impotence at executing the change that needs

this passivity, which is only encouraged by our social technology

to happen. Any historian will tell you that this is plain as day.

that quantifies every relationship we are possible of having.

None of these institutions were constructed to address sys-

The youth of today—my generation—are no strangers to this.
We have seen how no one talks to one another anymore, how
we can stumble into a conversation that illuminates these tragedies, but that will only leave us more miserable than if we had
maintained the illusion—the joy of self-hypnosis and normalized dread. Rates of suicide, depression, and anxiety are all
going up, and the only happy people I know are the ones who
understand that it is revolutionary to be happy, and to find satisfaction autonomously from the system. I walk the forest and
fields of my youth, but there is no longer truth in them, and the
Earth is dying. Not to be morbid, but like my friend said to me
the other day, “If the world were better, we wouldn’t be here.” I
could speak of the other branch of post-modernist thought articulated by Marshall McLuhan that encourages our happiness
with this situation. A complete embrace of our new lifestyles,
as media replaces nature, suburb replaces city, and mimicry
replaces truth. With dilated pupils we stare at the gray, repeti7

tive, overwhelming reality we have fashioned for ourselves and
proclaim with gritted teeth that we are happy.

temic issues like this, and the issues we face today won’t lend
themselves to yesterday’s solutions. In fact, their very roots
are in the framework that has been building and developing
for millennia. Humanity has a long track record of responding to these global forces with immoral choices, founded upon
self-interest, short-sightedness, and utter disregard for ecological consequences. But never have the consequences been
this dire, and that is how they were able to inch by even with
scientific warnings and the ubiquitous suppression of dissent.
The system is at the brink of eating itself, but first it will try to
make a buck, and that is why continuing business as usual is
the most destructive thing we can do. As the poet Hafez once
said, “Don’t blame your bad luck on the stars or the door of
fate that creaks, look in the mirror and ask your own eyes who
it is that wants you dead.”8 The only solutions are going to
have to come from outside the constraints of the system that
brought us here. Plain and simple, we need to radically change
our paradigm.
One of the fundamental principles of our modern paradigm

When faced with a diagnosis like that, it is very tempting to

is our “order of things.”9 The problem of ecological catastro-

simply shut down. After all, what can one human do? It is the

phe can be directly linked to the hierarchy of matter that we

ultimate form of psychological distress, to be aware of these

have established.10 The human tendency to perceive through

things when we are functionally powerless, as even democracy

a lens of duality has defined the categories of life and matter,
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thus validating the superiority of the human species and the

supposedly have control is realizing that no one has control,

subjugation of everything beneath. This traditional convic-

and that no one could stop the machine even if they wanted to.

tion is challenged, though, by developments in metaphysical
theory. In her book Vibrant Matter, philosopher Jane Bennett
traces the development of our concept of materiality, and how
throughout history many voices have expressed that there is
something more to physical matter than mere objectification.

The financial crisis of 2008 illustrated this fact, as the true naivete
of our economic captains was revealed. We therefore must take a
more complex view of events and phenomena entirely, considering even so-called extraneous factors as contributors. How does
diet shift the way we think? How do video games make us party to

This begins with the recognition of the self-organizing proper-

larger threats of violence? How does television normalize apathy

ties of inorganic matter. Following Manuel DeLanda, another

on all fronts? This elusive quality of material organization allows

influential proponent of a new realism in philosophical ontol-

us to conclude, like Hans Driesch, that there is some “knowing

ogy, Bennett stresses the “inherent vitality” of all matter, how

and willing” that is incorporated in material conglomerations’

humans are a conglomeration of minerals, and though a more

constant process of becoming.14 Nothing is purely mechanical, as

complex material system than most, a material system none-

machines cannot self-repair or divide themselves to the degree

theless.

Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari think similarly,

that most things can.15 Temporality contributes to this discussion,

considering reality as an assemblage, a heterogenous pool of

because although things may appear to be merely “objects” from

things, all pursuing their respective means of defying entropy,

our fast-paced perception of time, when viewed from a larger

beyond the realm of control or morality.12

geological time scale they can easily be considered “active.”16

This moral ambivalence of assemblages explains a great deal

These metaphysics get very muddled, as every theorist is de-

of political history, as political theorist Hannah Arendt discov-

fining similar revelations with their respective rhetoric, but the

ered when researching the roots of totalitarianism. “A cause is

gist is this: we all know and can sense that there is something

a singular... initiator of effects,” she observes, “while an origin

more to this world. There is some force, some conatus, that

is a complex heteronomous enjoiner of forces.... The event il-

manifests matter out of the momentum of quantum space—

luminates its own past, but it can never be deduced from it...

something that gives agency allowing things to come into

intentions are the key to the event.” Movements like totali-

being. It is the ambition of the vital materialist to see this, to

tarianism are the product of the strata of intentions within our

perform what Theodor Adorno describes as a “negative dialec-

assemblage, and with that we come to the horrifying realiza-

tic,” an ownership of the feeling of unease we sense when ap-

tion that no one is to be blamed. The only thing worse than

prehending objects: that there is something more to it than we

being at the mercy of a handful of fascists or capitalist pigs who

can see, and the active striving to see it.17

11

13
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Conveniently enough, humans have had a word for this for a

Hans Richter narrates the development of abstract practices

long time; we used to call this the “divine.” Bennett is hilarious-

as the refining of a universal language of ubiquitous compre-

ly dismissive of associating material vitalism with any notion

hension illustrating the “principle,” though not necessarily

of spirituality, despite the fact that her vision of a human

the “form,” of the natural organization of matter.21 Wassily

consciousness that could fix our broken conceptual division

Kandinsky advocated for painting’s advancement beyond the

between ourselves and the environment is quite aligned with

concept of world in favor of a more spiritualized and universal

the consciousness spurred by spiritual ecstasy; a complete

aim.22 This same ethos can be found in Piet Mondrian’s experi-

union and awareness of the novelty within anything.

mentation with opposition, lines, and the rhythmic void.23

The ecstatic glory! How the cells of you and the wood of this

All of these advancements developed while the sciences were

floor have just so combined! The challenge isn’t acknowledg-

dramatically advancing our abstract understanding of space

ing this, it is contemplating why! With the introduction of that

and time. Notions of relativity, wave particles, time, and speed

question, a dissatisfaction with our current human situation

were unveiling the rigid definitions of matter, illustrating that

and its present damaging and insignificant quality becomes
strikingly clear. The novelty of this universe necessitates an
evolution from our current existential adolescence into a more
mature, meaningful existence; this would be a realization of
the power of Arendt’s “intention.”
The exploration of the potentialities of this new existence can
be found in the history of creative expression. William Blake
considered the role of the artist or poet as one of unveiling
God’s “poetic genius” that is present in everything. This close
18

relationship between art and expression of the divine continued throughout the nineteenth century as painters and writers,
following the ideals of Unitarianism and transcendentalism,
sought its articulation through the representation of nature. By
the end of the century, though, God was declared dead, and the
impending prominence of the industrial landscape shifted art’s

there were perhaps more subtle, yet integral, forces at work
beyond the mechanics of the material. Mondrian defined his
movement as the “conquer”[ing] of a “culture of the ‘intuitive’ faculties,” and of a “new realism.”24 Most importantly,
this victory meant a liberation from the limiting character of
objects and form, as a thing’s true essence is revealed.
So why are we still stuck? Indeed, it appears that the proceeding devolvement from the promise of modernism to the echo
chamber of our time would seem to illustrate the risk of becoming too abstract. In The End of Art, Donald Kuspit discusses the
unreachable quality of “high” art, saying that “it lays claim to all
of one’s being, as though there was no alternative to it, which
might offer a measure of detachment—a certain uncanny aloofness and serenity... and thus a different kind of sanity than the
kind of sanity necessary to live in [the everyday world].”25 Often

responsibility.

art seems to be nothing but an “ego-orgasm,” although this is,

Writing in the late twentieth century, abstract painter Victor

alectic meditation on reality.26 There have been many instances

Pasmore describes this evolution. “Today,” he says, “the
dynamic and synthetic idea of reality, presented by modern
physics and philosophy, has placed ‘nature’ outside the range
of direct sensation. As in the Middle Ages, therefore, abstract
representation is once more necessary.”19 The abstract movement compensated for the departure from nature and God by

if anything, a departure from art’s true purpose of objective diof artists using abstraction to retrieve the lost didactic quality
of art and successfully adapting it as a vehicle for a mystical
embrace of the creative cosmos. The works of Barnett Newman
and Hilma af Klint are examples of this creative vision. This
“lost” quality of art is also expressed by Jameson’s post-modernism, as he decries the need for a new form of art that can be

declaring the significance of its art to be pure human expres-

both effective and meaningful beyond the self and commoditi-

sion: the new solipsistic religion. The absence of natural truth

zation.27 We need a middle ground, something to express ma-

necessitated our gaze to be turned inward, and our expression

terial vitality, and the close relation between the abstract and

became the metaphysical projections of our minds. Abstract

literal material. Perhaps if this intuitive balance is permitted to

artist Erich Buchholz notes the link between the rise of psycho-

reveal itself, a better means of comprehending ourselves and

analysis, a field that originally centered around the pervasive-

the world will come into being, doing away with the madness

ness of the human sexual drive in our reality, and the prominent

of duality and extremes that brought us to this dark crossroads.

sexual imagery in the works of male abstract artists in the early

Our acknowledgment of metaphysical nuances must be tied to

twentieth century.20 In his new view of historicity, Jameson

an ecstatic appreciation for their larger manifestations. When

considers modernist movements, which abstraction ought to

it comes to reality, we are what we eat, and the future rests in

be included in, as the first emergences of a global mass culture.

the presence of metaphysical wonder in our art.
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In a series of paintings exhibited at the “At Home in the

NOTES

World,” symposium at Haverford College, I have attempted to

1. F. Jameson, Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism. (Durham: Duke
University Press, 1991), 64.

unite these ideas. They play with the concept of world, light,
time, ephemeralism, and our constant unconscious dialogue

2. Ibid., 18, 26.

with this metaphysical essence. Viewing my paintings in light

3. Ibid., 14-15.

of the ideas in this essay, I hope you will sense how we are on

4. Ibid., 27, 31, 39.

the cusp of a newer understanding that centuries of human
evolution have been guiding us toward. An integral component

5. Ibid., 35-36, 48. (Also see pages 60 and 61 where Jameson discusses the “desacralizing
tendencies of capital”, as well as the inverse function of anti-capitalist cultural transformations
in this new age.)

of the necessary evolution in our societal consciousness will

6. Ibid., 27, 37; 46.

be a dialectic of how we each see these deeper truths aligning
with a healthier ecological order, and what better medium for
this discussion than our creative expressions, where concepts
can be freely played with? I would like to conclude with Aldous
Huxley’s poem “The Cicadas,” Huxley being an individual who

7. B. Jarvis, “How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Mediascape: Marshall McLuhan.”
In Postmodern Cartographies (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998), 24. (Jarvis cites Marshall
McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man, [London: Routledge], 14.)
8. Hafez, “The Ocean of Love,” In Persian Poets, selected and edited by P. Washington, translated by T. R. Crowe pg. 169. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2000), 169.

was no stranger to the idea of seeing the “living light within

9. J. Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (Durham: Duke University Press,
2010), 12.

everything.”28

10. Ibid.

there is silence underneath the trees—
The living silence of continuous sound.
... an unseen people of cicadas fill
Night with their one harsh note, again, again,
... life is their madness, life that all night long
Bids them to sing and sing, they know not why;
Mad cause and senseless burden of their song;
For life commands, and Life! Is all their cry.29

11. Ibid., 10-11. See also M. De Landa, A Thousand Years of Nonlinear History (New York:
Zone Books, 1997), 16; L. Margulis and Dorion Sagan, What Is Life? (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 2000), 49; J-F. Lyotard, Postmodern Fables, Trans. G. van den Abbeele,
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 98.
12. J. Bennett, Vibrant Matter, 23-24, 28.
13. Ibid., 33. (Bennett cites: Hannah Arendt, “On the Nature of Totalitarianism: An Essay in
Understanding” (1953), Hannah Arendt Papers at the Library of Congress, http://www.loc.gov.)
14. Ibid., 71, 73. (Bennett cites: Hans Driesch, The Science and Philosophy of the Organism:
The Gifford Lectures Delivered before the University of Aberdeen in the Year 1908 (London:
Adam and Charles Black, 1908).
15. Ibid., 74.

Thus are described the experts of true benevolent terrestri-

16. Ibid., 58.

al habitation—the exalted yet terrifyingly passive simplicity

17. Ibid., 14.

of insect madness, existing in perpetual ecstatic realization
of the miracle of life and material itself. Where do we toe the
line? I search in gardens, the sound of stream replaced by
metal highway.
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To and From the Common
Brick: Slow-Motion
Disaster on Chicago’s
South Side
EIREN CAFFALL

T

o begin, imagine a brick.

This one is vintage, sought after by collectors, made of
a unique type of clay only found from Lake Michigan
to Kankakee, Illinois; from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, to Gary,
Indiana. It is called Chicago common brick. It is pink—not
shocking pink or peony pink, but pink like well-grilled salmon,
mottled and pocked, idiosyncratic. It is anything but common.
Now imagine a wall.
This one is also vintage. It is one of the four walls of a brick
bungalow built in the 1920s, nearly identical to its neighbors. The wall hugs the prairie ground and is covered with
light powder—efflorescence—because the bricks are melting
from constant exposure to climate change-fueled stormwater
and sewage runoff backed up through the sewer pipes into
the basement.

Chicago Common Brick Wall

Cheryl Watson—retired Chicago public school science teacher,
resident of Chatham, and owner of our brick—is trying to
prevent the destruction of her neighbors’ health and economic
stability by teaching them the real reasons that their basements
are full of sewage and rainwater and their bricks are melting

It isn’t just happening to this one wall.

back into the prairie ground.

This slow-motion, mostly invisible disaster disproportionately
affects the residents of Chatham, a majority African American
neighborhood on Chicago’s South Side. Once that water backs
up into the basements of their homes, it becomes their problem,
not the city’s. These floods are exacerbated by decades of systemic infrastructural neglect that has now been passed onto
private citizens, nearly all of them low- and middle-income
African Americans.

◆◆◆

Next, imagine the lives of the people who live within the shelter
of that brick.
Cheryl Watson and her family weren’t the first people it sheltered. “This area was an industrial area, so you had laborers
who were living here: German, Irish, Polish. So the wealthier
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people had no interest in this area, in improving the infrastruc-

Chicago’s Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT) is a

ture.” Watson has pictures from the early days, the alleys not

non-profit that trains citizens to deal with the personal effects

yet completed, her sturdy bungalow intact, fresh, and brand

of climate change on Chicago’s neighborhoods. They also

new, the bricks crisp.

track its costs. CNT estimates that $773 million in damages

“My parents moved into Chatham in 1957, to a bungalow, an
older home even back then. My memories were of the horrible
flooding with sewer backup. The damage in the basement was
such that they never finished the basement. Every spring we
went through a whole gyration to throw away things that were

came from urban flooding in Cook County between 2007 and
2011. The National Academy of Sciences reported in 2019 that,
between 2004 and 2015, Chicago and the surrounding cities
lost over $1.8 billion in subsidized grants, insurance payments,
and loans to people affected by flood losses.

damaged. This went on for years as I moved into adulthood,

As the Chicago Tribune reported recently, “Only hurricane-rav-

then I was back in the home helping with my aging parents—

aged areas of coastal Louisiana, New York, and Texas received

this was a family project.”

more federal flood aid during the decade.”

It is a neighborhood project, too.

In Illinois, the Illinois Department of Natural Resources

In Chicago, the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District, or
MWRD, manages a sewer system that takes on both sanitary
(household/human) waste and storm drain runoff. It goes to
water reclamation plants. When those plants are at capacity, the water has only a few places to go. One of them is Lake
Michigan, the source for the city’s drinking water. Another is
the rivers. The last is back into the pipes. In Chatham, due to
a quirk of geography, those pipes empty regularly back into
private homes.
Cheryl won’t reveal many specifics about what happens when
her drains back up, but when they do, the water is storm runoff
mixed with sewage; it saturates her lawn and yard and those
around her.

(IDNR) found that 90 percent of flooding occurred outside
of any FEMA-designated flood maps, which means that those
floods happened mostly on property not near rivers or lakes—
houses are flooding from the inside, and they can’t be insured
against that.
Climate collapse changes everything everywhere. But in the
Midwest the major effects are grouped into problems of heat
and problems of water.
In 1995, a devastating heat wave struck Chicago, resulting in
more than eight hundred deaths, mostly in vulnerable Black
and brown elderly populations on the South Side. That disaster changed things. The city created contingency plans, added
cooling centers, tried remediation through additional tree

Sometimes new families buy onto Cheryl’s street and fix up
their basement, only to have it ruined. Drywall sits in Chatham’s
alleys, ripped out of refinished basements by people inexperienced in the ways of the sewers there. Some residents report
maggots hatching in standing water under their kitchens.
Flooding of this kind hits household infrastructure over and
over again. It destroys furnaces and water heaters, washing machines and dryers. It ruins carpets and drywall. It breeds molds,
all kinds—even dangerous black mold. And with all this flooding
comes loss: of property value, possessions, peace, and health.

planting, improved disaster preparedness, and changed first
response protocols. But in the case of water, it has prepared for
a world outside the accelerant of climate change.
In 1975 the city began work on the so-called Deep Tunnel, a
citywide response to lack of capacity for sewer and stormwater overflow. The final phase was completed a few years ago—a
$4 billion, 109-mile system of pipes excavated from dolomitic
limestone at depths reaching 350 feet below ground, running
toward giant reservoirs—cavernous rectangles cut into the
landscape, some formed from quarries. Designed to prevent
flooding in 1.5 million structures and handle the next hundred

◆◆◆

That brick wall is connected to the vulnerabilities of the
larger region.

years of rain, it may already have reached capacity.
There are nationwide assessments of urban flooding, but the
Midwest, not traditionally affected by hurricanes, has been

Chatham gets more emergency flooding reports than any other

largely overlooked. However, the National Climate Assessment

part of the South Side. Damage reports from urban flooding

(NCA) has surveyed multiple problems in the region, noting

from 2001 to 2011 rose disproportionately in the 60619 zip

the centrality of its population centers, food, and travel

code in which Chatham is located.

infrastructure.
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Flooding is a key issue. This is reflected in the fact that 2019 has
been a year of unprecedented rainfall across the Midwest, with
the water level in the combined Lake Michigan–Lake Huron
watershed thirteen inches higher than it reached in 2018, ac-

away from Jim Crow, landing in a community where most of
the other owners had the same story and a collective approach
to building fresh prevailed, even if they had to return to an unofficially segregated neighborhood to get it.

cording to the United States Army Corps of Engineers.
The problem of storm sewers comes up in the NCA report, and
it further cites an Environmental Protection Agency estimate
that “more than 800 billion gallons of untreated combined
sewage released into the nation’s waters annually.” In many
ways the report describes a return to the infrastructure collapses of the nineteenth century—the ones that gave birth to the
brick city on the marshes. The Great Lakes provide drinking
water to more than 40 million people, and those lakes are often
responsible for taking in the excess stormwater and sewage
overflow. That same report quotes a study that estimates that
“increased storm events will lead to an increase of up to 120%
in combined sewer overflows into Lake Michigan by 2100.”

Chicago Bungalows. Photo credit: Steven Martin

Watson worries about this, too. The preparations the city has
made don’t “really address the problems that are happening now [with climate change]. My sump pump is working

Chicago has seventy-seven community areas, from Rogers Park

overtime.”

in the north to Hegewisch in the south. Each one’s character

“Over time I began to notice an increase,” she says. “I put in a

proximity to manufacturing. Chatham, just ten miles south

check valve to help with that, but with climate change issues,
we were having more frequent problems. I started getting
flooding in the yard. My house and my two neighbors’, coming
down the basement stairs.”

is determined by history, racial and ethnic composition, and
of Chicago’s downtown Loop, began its life as a marshy area
called “Mud Lake” or “Hog’s Lake,” part of the wetland ecosystem surrounding the riverine waterways adjacent to the Great
Lake to the east.

Cheryl Watson’s losses are like the losses of her neighbors.

Because of the marsh, development was slow. The railroads
came first, then a watch factory, but the neighborhood didn’t
have much of an industrial life until 1900, when steel plants

◆◆◆

Watson’s

wall

holds

up

a

Chicago

institution:

the

began going up along the Calumet River and the shores of Lake

brick bungalow.

Michigan. Waves of immigration slowly altered it all through

The bungalow, a classic design from the turn of the last

Swedes, then Jews—until the 1950s, when everything changed.

century, is a staple of Chicago neighborhoods, so plentiful that
city planners refer to the areas in which they predominate as
the Bungalow Belt—a threading, twisting ring surrounding the
city from the South Side to the north, stronger in some places,

that century—Italian stonemasons, then Irish workers, then
In 1950, the population of Chatham was 1 percent Black, but by
1960, it was 63.7 percent.
Chatham drew Black residents who were focused on com-

weaker in others.

munity, neighborhood organizations, and home ownership.

In Chatham, the bungalows belong to the rich tradition of the

es, including Johnson Products Company, which made Ultra

Black working and middle class—the same Black working and

Sheen Hair Products, and Independence National Bank, the

middle class that spawned Michelle Obama, for example.

largest Black-owned bank in the United States until 1995.

Cheryl’s parents bought the bungalow with its pink brick when

Chatham is still 98 percent Black. Its population is aging, like

they moved up from the South, part of a great wave of the Black

a lot of the South Side’s residents, but with a steady median

diaspora in the United States seeking jobs and land and dignity

income of $38,000 a year. This median income hasn’t shifted

Throughout its heyday, it was home to Black-owned business-
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much in the last few census counts, although, like much of the
South Side, Chatham is also losing population.

Wetlands had to go, and go they did.

Like other parts of the Bungalow Belt, Chatham’s streets are
in a regular, orderly grid that stretches across the city limits.
Named streets run north to south; because it is the South Side,
numbered ones reach east and west. The roads are paved in
gray tarmac; there are verges in front of each home, maintained by each homeowner as per city ordinance. Mature trees
grow everywhere. But so do board-ups, vacant lots, and the evidence of infrastructural neglect.

Chatham. When she tells the story, she adds in the long view

Watson remembers the wetlands that used to be part of
of her neighborhood, referring casually to its geologic past, as
if for her the story of her home is still intimately connected to
the land around it.
“The water [from Glacial Lake Chicago] receded and this was still
considered a muddy area, a rural area. Even when my parents
bought here.... We played with turtles and ponds, and there were
even crawdads in the mud. There were even gaslights,” Cheryl

◆◆◆

Watson tells me in our phone interview. “When I was growing

To understand the melting of the brick, you have to imagine
its birth.

paid to have the alleys paved. Now you don’t have the open

Chicago common brick is a material deeply linked to the geologic and city planning history of Chicago. At the end of the last
Ice Age, Glacial Lake Chicago—the result of melting glaciers
that remade the hilly Midwest into its current lush, flat greenness—finally began to recede. As it did, there were remnants:
eskers, kames, fill, sand, erratic boulders, and lowered earth,
damped down by the pressure of ice.
Low ground like that is wonderful at creating wetlands—
vibrant and essential ecosystems that breed fish and birds and
insects, harbor unique plants, and allow water filtration. They
are both the birthplaces and the last resting places of rivers.
Wetlands aren’t sexy. They can vacillate between wet and dry
land, making them unsuitable for building, better for rice cultivation than dairy and cattle farming. They flood, making
planting tricky. Worse, they breed mosquitos, which used to
breed malaria.
In the Midwest, malaria was devastating in the early years of
white settlement, and it continued to be common until DDT
was deployed to destroy the mosquitoes that carried it around
the military bases supplying troops for World War II. By 1949,
when malaria was declared eradicated in the United States,
more than 4,650,000 house spray applications of DDT has
been made in just two years. But for the earliest settlers, the
connection to mosquitos as the source of the “ague” from
which they suffered was obscured. The link wouldn’t be made
clear until the late 1800s.
For them, the fevers were associated with the place, and specifically with “miasmatic waters.” Illinois governor John
Reynolds, who served from 1830–1834, remarked that malaria
was so linked to his state that “the idea prevailed that Illinois
was a graveyard.”
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up, this whole area was dirt roads. My parents, their neighbors
woods feel to have the water absorbed into the ground.”
Between 1780 and 1980 the United States lost sixty acres of
wetlands every hour for the entire two-hundred-year span.
Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana, Michigan, and
Ohio have lost 36 million acres of wetlands since colonization.
Those acres represent nearly one third of all wetlands lost in
the history of the United States.
But the ones surrounding Chatham and the South Side of
Chicago gave a last gift as they went—the discovery of the
layer of unique, geologically deposited clay that would become
Chicago common brick.
It is hard to build a city on the remnants of an old lakebed.
Chicago was founded on the unstable till, silt, and marsh at the
mouth of the Chicago River. That slightly malleable foundation
worked for a small trading town, even a frontier city on the
make, but as it lurched toward the turn of the century, Chicago
was finding it to be a less-than-ideal basis for a metropolis.
Standing water from poorly drained storms—as well as the
sewage from the river contaminating the lake and, therefore,
the city’s drinking water—led to an outbreak of cholera in 1854
that killed 6 percent of the population. By 1856, the city fathers
decided to raise the city up above the swamp, to create new
paved roadways, and to modernize the sewers into the bargain.
By 1858, they raised the entire city four to fourteen feet above
the soggy water table that was its prior height. In buildings
that already existed, giant wooden screws were installed under
foundations, and teams of workers twisted them slowly into the
air. Older homes in poorer neighborhoods sacrificed their first
floors as road levels were raised around them, moving stoops
and staircases, the second floor becoming the first, basement
apartments springing up like mushrooms.

MINDING NATURE 12.3

In a bad storm, the water meeting at Chatham’s center point
stalls. There is too much water pressure to take it back up the
elevation, so it begins to back up to the only place it can—basements and yards and streets—through those same pipes that
were supposed to serve Chatham as equally as the regions of
whiter Chicago.
“As a result,” Watson says, “the way the sewer systems were
built, wherever the sewer system was built the pipe has to go
up, and then get into that pipe, well, anything further north of
us, if they are getting a lot of water, we’re the last ones to get
into the pipe.”
Titanic Clay Digging

◆◆◆

The building boom that followed the Great Chicago Fire of
1871 resulted in debris that was pushed into the lakefront
and became the new downtown. Wooden construction was
outlawed within the city limits. Only brick would be allowed.
The Chicago River’s flow was reversed, sending contaminated water out toward the wetlands to keep the city’s drinking
water safe. But one part of Chicago—which included the area
that would become Chatham—was left at the original level and
allowed to remain a wetland. That land, at the time, was barely
settled, a distant neighbor of the metropolis. But it wouldn’t
stay that way for long.
◆◆◆

Chicago treated these lower water table portions of its metropolis just like any other neighborhood. North Side water and

The clay that made our brick lined the prairie and wetland for
thousands of years before Chicago discovered it. Deposits laid
down during the Ice Age created a thin band of clay, a distinctive
blue color, and a composition that includes limestone, a unique
result of its proximity to the glacial lake and all its creatures.
The clay was plentiful in the region to the south of the city,
including Chatham, Blue Island, East Chicago, and Kankakee.
In the rush to reinvent itself—reversing a river, rebuilding
in brick—the clay was discovered during the digging of ship
canals and new beds for the river. Soon after, there were so
many brick manufacturers that Chicago became one of the
largest producers and exporters in the world, setting the stage
for its later life as king of steel exports. “By the 1890s the area
boasted more than 60 brickyards, clustered near Blue Island;
manufacturers pumped out 600 million bricks a year,” reports
the Chicago Tribune.

waste went north, sometimes as far as near-suburban Skokie.
South Side water went south into huge filtration and treatment
plants run by the MWRD. In most of the city, pipes run under
the streets through stable foundation constructed when the
city was raised.
Since Chatham lies in the lower water table, it essentially sits—
as early Chicago did—in a bowl of sand and till. It also occupies
an unusual midway point of two separate water reclamation
plants—one in Cicero, and another in Riverdale.
As the pipes come in from the north, they dip lower to meet
the lower neighborhood and begin to run through sand with
all the water of the preceding areas now inside them. Leaving
the neighborhood, the pipes rise again—the water now straining against gravity—to meet the land on the other side of the
bowl and begin their trip to the reclamation plants or the
Deep Tunnel.

Clay Yards
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Chicago Common Brick. Photo credit: Wikimedia

Those bricks went all across the country and the world. They

or concrete mixture to reapply where old mortar is loose and

are still sought after, collected and reused, with a number of

bricks are damaged.

reclamation companies at work in Chicago, inspired by the
bricks left over after the uprisings of the 1960s in the city’s

When tuckpointing is completed on a brick building, the wall

African American neighborhoods.

is shored up. But use modern tuckpointing mortar on Chicago

When fired, the blue clay of Illinois takes on that soft pink

focates the more porous clay. The cement stays solid when

salmon color. The limestone in the brick is mercurial in heat,

exposed to moisture and the brick, with the moisture trapped

breaking and popping, creating its mottled color and texture.
Chicago common is better able to breathe than other brick. It
takes in moisture and sheds it easily, ideal for a wetland-founded city, but only if that moisture is not trapped by any other

common brick and the thick, non-breathable concrete suf-

against its surface, holds the water, cracks and crumbles, disintegrates, and melts, leaving a grid of mortar with nothing inside.
Whether a home gets expert tuckpointing or tuckpointing that

substance.

ignores the delicacy of common brick depends mostly on class.

When one makes a brick wall, one cements the bricks together

a tight budget, with neither time nor expertise to ensure that

with mortar. The brick in Chicago, however, requires a particular kind of mortar to survive. When a brick structure is repaired, the process is commonly called tuckpointing. Some
debate exists about whether what is sold to U.S. consumers is
really tuckpointing—a generic term used here to refer to any

If homeownership is precarious, every repair must be done on
special brick gets special treatment.
Watson’s house had the wrong kind of tuckpointing at some
point, and the damage started in earnest, helped along by the
constant presence of moisture in her yard, basement, and

rebuilding of a brick wall. Repointing—putting new mortar

foundation. “And now the bricks are falling, chipping, showing

around broken bricks and crumbling mortar uniformly, is not

moisture damages,” Watson says. She was eventually able to

classic tuckpointing, in which the mason mixes colored mortar

call in an expert. “I had a preservation specialist come out that

to repair brick and plain mortar to restore old mortar. But here

was familiar with my type of brick, a lot of brick replacement

I’ll use tuckpointing to mean what most homeowners expe-

that would be needed. Heavy efflorescent materials, totally dif-

rience in Chicago—making up a standard heavy-duty mortar

ferent than they had been. More moisture banging up against
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your walls. These Chicago walls were built with Chicago brick,

But the weather may not wait for those collective solutions to

meant to breathe, the special mortar is making it a problem,

come to pass.

occurring on the walls, even taller than me and I’m 5’9”, even
worse than what is happening from the sewers.”

◆◆◆

It isn’t only brick that makes up a home; there is drywall, wood,
◆◆◆

and carpet, all of which is susceptible to mold.

When a problem disproportionately affects a population by
race or class, people begin to believe it is being inflicted on
them deliberately. After Hurricane Katrina, residents of New
Orleans’ Lower Ninth Ward, the majority of them African
American, voiced a suspicion, sometimes passionately held,
that the levees breached by the storm had, in fact, been bombed
in an act of ethnic cleansing, a racially targeted eradication of
the Black residents.

“Stachybotrys chartarum (also known by its synonym
Stachybotrys atra) is a greenish-black mold. It can grow on
material with a high cellulose and low nitrogen content, such as
fiberboard, gypsum board, paper, dust, and lint. Growth occurs
when there is moisture from water damage, excessive humidity, water leaks, condensation, water infiltration, or flooding.
Constant moisture is required for its growth,” says the Centers
for Disease Control (CDC) website.

In Chatham, a similar suspicion sprang up. “There was a myth
that there was something going on downtown, that the city was
working with the locks downtown, that the city was deliberately flooding the neighborhood, and so the residents didn’t do
anything to address the issues,” Watson tells me.
Her neighbors’ suspicions and questions—as well as her own—
drove Watson to become a volunteer community flooding educator. She trained with the Civilian Conservation Corps (C3)
to become a leader in stormwater management planning. “We
had Army Corps of Engineers involved to dispel any mystery
and get to the facts [about the conspiracy]. But it is going to
take homeowners and business owners to think differently

They go on to say that black mold exposure can result in coughs,
upper respiratory irritation, or the onset of asthma in susceptible people. “Other recent studies have suggested a potential
link of early mold exposure to development of asthma in some
children, particularly among children who may be genetically
susceptible to asthma development.”
Asthma appears at a rate of 13 percent in Black children in the
United States, compared with a rate of 8 percent in whites,
with Black children much more likely to suffer hospitalization
as a result. In Chatham, the overall population gets asthma at
14.4 percent compared to the city’s average of 9.1 percent.

about how to do things differently.”

The World Health Organization issued guidelines in 2009

She spoke to reporters; she partnered with the Rain Ready

specifically with the effects of dampness and mold on health,

Program, an organization that is part of the CNT. “I took it
upon myself to train my neighbors—to train them about the
impact of the sewers. Beyond a certain point in their property
line, it is on you.”

for coping with mold and damp in home environments and
stating, “The overall evidence shows that house dampness is
consistently associated with a wide range of respiratory health
effects, most notably asthma, wheeze, cough, respiratory infections and upper respiratory tract symptoms.”

This came easily to Watson, her science background and historical knowledge of the community integrating seamlessly with her work in her faith community. She’s “on the green
committee for church. My church is going green in every way.”
Watson’s neighbors have responded, attended her meetings.
They have acted collectively to solve what the city would like
them to think are individual problems. She says, “We’re trying

In the aftermath of hurricane damage, black mold crops up on
any home that had been underwater for a significant period of
time. As soon as spores land on a target rich in fiber, they can
begin to grow within twenty-four hours. Mold grows at a rate
of one square inch per day. All the big storms of the twenty-first
century saw black mold contamination: Katrina, Rita, Harvey,
Irma, and Maria.

to come up with what other intermittent solutions that will

In Chicago, according to a recent study by the National

help homeowners so that we can keep from getting the water

Resources Defense Council, the South Side is disproportion-

into their house and into their yard. Collecting names of rain

ately affected by all kinds of environmental health problems

gardens, native plants, what impact do trees have, are there

stemming from pollution, industrial contamination, flood-

different trees that we could use than are already here?”

ing, and neglect. An interactive map of the city, coded blue
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for cleaner neighborhoods and red for more endangered,

In 2011, Chicago architect Jeanne Gang published Reverse

lights up crimson surrounding Chatham. But without a city

Effect: Reimagining Chicago’s Waterways. Her bold solution

plan to tackle the health crisis, residents are in the dark about

to the problems of the city’s sewage runoff, invasive species,

their symptoms.

green space access, stormwater flooding, and watershed over-

Watson began having mysterious breathing issues. Doctor after
doctor turned her away until she found a specialist who had
consulted with the first responder survivors of the September
11th attacks on their own range of mystery lung problems. “They

capacity was reintegrating the region’s traditional wetlands
and the lake, creating a city in and among its waterways—not
controlling them, but rather allowing green space and marsh to
co-exist with concrete and sewer systems.

had noticed these specks on my lungs, went in for the biopsy,

Wetland rebuilding—a slow process of removing artificially

looking at the MRI. It is common for people who live on the

added terrain and plants, allowing the watershed and its riv-

South Side to have this on their lungs because of the dampness

erine ecosystem to restore its balance of plants and animals,

and the mold.”

flood and drought—requires empty land. People still buy in

Watson had to go to several doctors before she was able to get
this diagnosis, “[He] showed me images and he said, it isn’t
life-threatening, people who live on the South Side of Chicago,
if you have respiratory problems, or asthma, for me, my lungs
were healthy, but in other people it might also be an attendant
problem. I ‘ve seen the mold; it is more prevalent. I keep bleach
around here. I’m medically minded; I wanted to be a doctor.
These things catch my attention, to put my efforts in.” Watson
recovered over time, “He gave me medication that knocked it
out, but it is a constant environmental thing that depends on
exposure.”

areas where floods occur, especially in places like Chatham, not
considered part of any flood map FEMA has ever issued. Off
the record, the people issuing flooding prevention plans for the
Chicago area refer to Chatham the way that some people talk
about the Ninth Ward—as a place that might be better served
by a buyout plan, rather than the millions of dollars that remediation requires. But there is no buyback plan for Chatham,
and the residents don’t want one.
Watson wants to understand the question, to know what’s happening at the level of the water. “The big push is to get FEMA
doing a study on urban flooding that is not related to the rivers.

But, like the slow effects of the floods themselves, there isn’t a
concerted health study for the residents of Chatham to track
the crisis. Again, a collective problem is made into a private
matter between citizens and their doctors.

Everything has been designed around river flooding.” She says,
“Whatever studies they did were on the North Side. Studies
take time. But in the meantime, this weather is taking a toll on
our properties. The bureaucratic world isn’t connecting with
the urgency.”

◆◆◆

The Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning, or CMAP, has a

The wetlands that were destroyed in the building of the city

plan for coping with the increased pressures of climate change

and the harvesting of brick remain one of the most important

on Chicago, but, like the Deep Tunnel, it might be too little too

potential solutions for flooding nationwide. Restore them and

late. CMAP looks at riverine flooding in the long term—the im-

runoff has somewhere to go—a reset valve, a failsafe.

portance of tackling the increased water in the region at every

In 2008, the Environmental Protection Agency began a
program to promote wetland restoration. On their website,
they list successful wetland remediation projects. In the
Midwest region there is only one, in Kansas. In the Great Lakes

level, from storm sewers to infrastructural improvement. But
as 2019 sets new records for rainfall across the region, their
plan looks mostly like hanging on to a world that is disappearing faster than anyone can prepare for.

there are three. Funds are available through grants to put wet-

Watson wants some planning just for Chatham. She wants the

lands back. But those projects are isolated. Wetlands continue

city to “provide funds to allow homeowners to get their houses

to disappear all across the United States, though at a reduced

retrofitted, so it is a shared responsibility.” She wants the burden

rate. An article in Scientific American quotes the U.S. Fish and

to fall more equally across the city. “There are some neighbor-

Wildlife Service as reporting that during “the 1990s the rate of

hoods up north where people are on board with this, and those

wetlands loss in the U.S. declined by some 80 percent over pre-

neighborhoods look totally different from ours. The North Side

vious decades. But the nation is still losing upwards of 50,000

was far ahead on getting adapted to the sustainable needs of

wetland acres per year.”

the community, they are at the table with their representatives.”
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Tuckpointing Chicago common brick is tricky. It requires that
the worker understand the materials, the history, the limestone. On the North Side, in the bungalows that have housed
many of Chicago’s mayors and Illinois’s governors, that tuckpointing comes as part of the responsibility of maintaining the
neighborhood. It is an expense that is easily handled in those

they protect and inhabit the land and create stewardship of
each other and all those other elements, just by staying put.
It isn’t too much to ask that the common brick of Chatham
be protected, before it melts back into the wetland ecosystem
and is gone.

well-funded areas. Flood prevention, too, is part of the cost of
keeping those historic neighborhoods of the white Bungalow
Belt intact, preserving what generations of people have protected by raising the roads and turning the rivers.

Eiren Caffall is a writer and musician based in Chicago. Her work
on loss and nature, oceans and extinction has appeared in The
Rumpus, Entropy Magazine, The Nervous Breakdown, Punk Planet,
the short film Becoming Ocean, and three record albums.

Cheryl Watson just wants the same thing for her home and her
neighbors. “In this day and age all of it falls under the issue of
social justice. It is required that we have to have a healthy environment. We have to get away from being siloed anymore. This
is an old neighborhood, so no one is going to be tearing down
and building new houses anytime soon. There is value in these
homes but we need help in preserving them.”
◆◆◆

What is the common brick of a city?
You could say it is the buildings—the physical places that make
up the experiment of living together. But events like the uprisings of Chicago’s African American community in the 1960s,
the razing of the Chicago Housing Authority’s planned highrise communities, and even the 1871 fire demonstrate that
buildings come and go.
You could say it is the real estate itself—the incorporated areas
that a municipal government declares as its own, everything
within the city limits. But as the history of Chicago shows,
those borders morph and change over the life of a metropolis.
You could say it is the infrastructure that binds neighborhoods
together—the sewers and roads, the schools and public transit,
the parks and city services. But not everyone owns those
equally; neglect is easy to enact in poor neighborhoods where
the political clout, and even the will to fight, is gone.
You could say that it is the land itself—the geology, the riverine
ecosystems, the weather and its consequences shared together, especially for a place of extremes like Chicago, where heat
and cold—and, increasingly, rain—make common sufferers of
people with little else in common.
But the common brick is really the people that make a place
their home. Even as the demographics of cities change decade
by decade, even as neighborhoods within cities change, the
common brick of a city is the histories of those people—how
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Top: Process 01, April 2017; Bottom: Process 02, April 2017
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DRAGGING THROUGH THE
FIRE: ON ERIN WIERSMA’S
KONZA PRAIRIE
COLIN EDGINGTON

Fire is primordial and eternal. It attracts us and burns us like

to the land as an active matrix in an expanded field of drawing.

moths but heats us and gives us life. The core of our planet

She uses her self as a conduit for past and present time, as in-

burns, and the center of our solar system does, too. As the

ternal desire and external reality. As a body of work, it takes

planet heats up, fires become more prominent and more

its name from, and engages with, the Konza Prairie Biological

dangerous, reminding us of our beholden existence to Gaia.

Station, particularly the controlled burns there that instigate

Their remnants of ash and char point to something volcanic

prairie regrowth or restoration. Sitting in the Flint Hills of

and ancient. These materials gave humans our first medium

northeast Kansas, the Konza Prairie Biological Station is part

for drawing, seen throughout countless caves across Europe,
Turkey, Western and Southeast Asia, Africa, and Australia—
soot and spit mixed, among other earthy pigments, then drawn
with fingers and sticks. The drawings expressed lives lived on
the land and possibly triggered hallucinatory visions as moving
images. We utilize fire but respect its boundaries; we harness it
and at times lose control. The indigenous people knew it well,

of the largest remaining expanse of tallgrass prairies in the
world, stretching across 3,487 hectares of uncultivable hills.
Shifts in landscape position and soils are revealed by the plants
in this region; the balance of grasses and forbs (wildflowers)
changes with topography and fire frequency, and the edges
of benches are often marked by the woody plants, including
the invasive sumac. The plant compositions differ based on

as poet Gary Snyder aimed to remind us:

whether the prairie is grazed by bison or not, creating differing

Fire is an old story. / I would like, / with a sense of helpful

along a sweeping demarcated yet jagged line that crawls along

experiences visually. During a prescribed burn, the fire moves

order, / with respect for laws / of nature, / to help my land /

the ground, devouring the vegetation under billowing plumes

with a burn, / a hot clean / burn.... And then / it would be more

of smoke. The winds of the land send signals up into the sky.

/ like, / when it belonged to the Indians / / Before.1

The fire line in the prairie does not become a border but a move-

We think of fire as being inside us, too—as driving us to move,

able site of regeneration and re-creation. One side consists

to act, and to create. We connect to it in ceremonial and sym-

of the current and past season’s growth in light browns and

bolic ways. Erin Wiersma, with Konza Prairie, brings her body

greens; on the other is the blackened terrain. The line moves
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Transect 310 K1B (Northward) (2018)
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Transect 315 SUB (JPW) (2018)
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along changing the landscape, preparing it for a future of new

the mind to travel. Wiersma’s own immersion in this place is

growth, in real time. The blaze follows the contour of the land,

a slow transection of material and immaterial fields and pro-

slowing as it moves downhill and accelerating when it moves

cesses that promotes the attainment of an intimate knowledge

uphill, shifting according to the dynamism of this place and its

of the place. The works vary in hues of brown and black, like

elements (wind direction and speed). In this recently burned

early sepia-toned photographs or charcoal drawings, some

space, Wiersma drags large sheets of paper across the charred

more subtle than others. These colors are generated by the in-

ground—a primeval landscape that some might confuse with

teractions of fire with plant composition, the amount of dead

a wasteland—etching and scraping the soot across the cotton

plant matter in a given burn, rainfall during a growing season

paper, marking it and scarring it. The duration of dragging, her

and current precipitation, and the time at which Wiersma puts

trajectory through the landscape, and the speed at which she

paper to ground. Thus, the works become both abstractions

moves build up the surface of the paper with layers of bio-char

and representations, both of which are bound to the natural

that create dense yet subtle images for the eye to navigate and

and man-made processes of the prairie. In Transect 310 K1B
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(Northward) (2018), lines appear vertically like meditative

obstructions to her movement, to be the impetus to spark the

strokes that resemble individual grass stems and a snow-cov-

process from idea to object, from head to hand. This action

ered prairie. Her fleeting yet conscious movement across the

requires her to drag the works through the burned fields and

land dictates the resulting image, which references her body

as such, they exist somewhere between drawing, photography,

and its interaction with the Earth’s processes at particular times
and places. This reflexivity in other works, such as Transect
315 SUB (JPW) (2018), appears speckled and hazy from edge
to edge and reminds one of the aerial footage of the process
itself while provoking a densely rendered cosmos. These drawings mark Wiersma’s process and labor through their images
and titles while denoting the prescribed burns and human interaction with nature; as such, they are a record of the land and
its renewal through fire as matrices of a complexly nuanced
and beautiful world.

and printmaking. Traditionally, the painter or drawer sets the
substrate or base material on a wall or easel, chooses their
medium (graphite, charcoal, oil, acrylic, and so on), and puts it
in hand, marking across the surface in movements of varying
speed, pressure, and layering. The resulting artwork, then, is
the result of the mind’s decision, the extension of the body, and
its impact onto a static surface. In Wiersma’s case, this traditional process is subverted and made more immediate by the
artist’s giving agency to the land itself. Here, she engages her
entire body in a radical act that allows the land itself to do the
drawing itself2—the charred grass is put into direct contact with
the cotton paper in movement, a partnership between the artist

◆◆◆

and the Earth. Like Mary Corse’s Black Earth series,3 works

Inherent to Wiersma’s process are the fleeting nature of both

molded made directly from earth into large, glistening-black

temporality and labor. What binds them, and the meaning of

ceramic tiles that are then exhibited on the wall like a drawing

her work, is walking (and running). To walk the line between

or painting—Wiersma utilizes the land and the Konza as a spe-

the body, the land, and history, the artist must overcome

cific site to realize the artwork’s final form.

2017 (Install View) K20A Goodwin Hill, charcoal on paper, 72in x 366in
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2019 105+123 2C, charcoal on paper, 60in x 45in
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Labor is essential to this connection and puts her within the

Wiersma’s tract through the land. Photographs, or “light writ-

legacy of conceptual artists Agnes Denes and Mierle Laderman

ings,” build an image over a duration of light and the reaction

Ukeles. Denes is most known for her “environmental instal-

of sensitized material. The image is an index of the thing it re-

lations” such as Wheatfield—A Confrontation Battery Park

corded, like smoke to a fire. Wiersma’s drawings also display

Landfill, Downtown Manhattan (1982), a two-acre, fully har-

markings scratched into the paper not unlike prints resulting

vestable wheat field cultivated in downtown Manhattan on a

from etchings into copper in printmaking techniques. The lime-

landfill. As a critical art installation, her gesture commented
4

on the industrialization and capitalization of the modern environmental world, a direct counterpoint to Wall Street a short
walk away. Ukeles, on the other hand, sought to draw a connection to the artist as an author of acts, particularly in utilitarian terms and according to stereotypes of gender and labor
roles. Initiated by her Manifesto For Maintenance Art 1969!
5

she began documenting the process of daily tasks like dusting
or changing diapers. She recorded these acts photographically and displayed them serially. The photographs provided
evidence of the artistic act, and eventually, she would turn

stone soils of the Flint Hills further this connection to printmaking through lithographs, or “stone writings,” which require
a large lithographic limestone, along with the incongruous
relationship of oil-based ink and water, to transfer an image
from the plate to a sheet of paper. The bio-char, only existing
from the prescribed burn, needs a matrix (the artist) to transfer
its medium to a substrate. I think of these works by Wiersma
then as Fotiágraphs, if we’re to use the Greek language as per
custom—they are not light writings, not stone writings, but,
under the expansive umbrella of drawing, are “fire writings”—
works born out of an ancient yet very present activity.

these into large performances, such as washing the steps of the

◆◆◆

Wadsworth Atheneum, at times wielding a mop like a painter

With Konza Prairie, Wiersma gives the land agency, and her

does a brush.

process becomes a method of expressing its ecology as well as

The works become both abstractions and
representations, both of which are bound
to the natural and man-made processes of
the prairie.

the act of creation. The historically incorrect idea that the environment is a stage for human drama, that it is only for human
fulfillment or entertainment, is thus rendered false. Instead,
her drawings become works that mark duration, change, creation, and destruction—all essential processes of the Earth
and life. They point to the long and changing relationship
of humans to their specific locations, their rooted place. The

Wiersma’s labor practice with the Konza Prairie series exer-

drawings demonstrate the artist’s slow discovery of the im-

cises this history of the artist as laborer and the artist’s role in

mensely diverse prairie in which these works were made. The

how a work is made. Her movement across the ashen terrain
becomes a line in the landscape in which she is an agent for
each strand of smoking grass, allowing them to make marks
as the hand might. “The primordial movement, the agent, is a
point that sets itself in motion (genesis of form),” wrote Paul
Klee. “A line comes into being. The most highly charged line is
the most authentic line because it is the most active. In all these
examples the principal and active line develops freely. It goes
out for a walk, so to speak, aimlessly for the sake of a walk.”

6

Wiersma’s walking through the land becomes a reflexive state
whereby the land marks the paper by way of her gesture, her

humility of laboring for the land and for the particular site that
is the Konza Prairie becomes an extension of the site and, as
she writes, is a testament to her “body’s capacity to absorb and
respond to the environment.” Her body becomes our body.
This dialogue between body and land reminds the viewers of
that ancient and unbreakable bond we share with the Earth,
and our ultimate reliance on its sustainability. In the words of
Rebecca Solnit, each work expresses “the rich potential relations between thinking and the body; the way one person’s act
can be an invitation to another’s imagination; the way every
gesture can be imagined as a brief and invisible sculpture; the

action. She is the dot that goes out for a walk.

way walking reshapes the world by mapping it, treading paths

Each work marks a specific duration of time and so becomes

the culture in which it takes place.”7 The recollection of ritual

something like a photograph, too. Like light, here the natural

as part of her experience is embedded in the process, and so

process—of fire converting into bio-char—results in an image

into the works themselves: her sensing of a peregrine falcon,

on paper that recalls its source: the Konza Prairie. The works

traversing the ancient cattle paths, or her own unique ritual of

then become evidence of the burning that took place and of

dragging through the fire.

into it, encountering it; the way each act reflects and reinvents
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Wiersma’s drawings become works that
mark duration, change, creation, and
destruction—all essential processes of
the Earth and life.
The images as an index of the process are then conduits
between body and land, idea and image, and connect to the
primordial existence of fire, the ancient peoples in the cave

Colin Edgington is a visual artist and writer currently living and
working in the greater New York area with his wife Jennifer and dog
Jasper. He holds a BAFA in studio art from the University of New
Mexico, and an MFA in studio art from the Mason Gross School of
Arts, Rutgers University. His visual work has exhibited internationally
and won the Iowa Review Photography Prize in 2012. He also holds
an MFA in Art Criticism and Writing from the School of Visual Arts,
NYC and has written for The Brooklyn Rail, MOMUS, Afterimage,
among others and has written several essays for artists catalogue’s
and books including a meta-fictional interview for Patrick Nagatani’s
Buried Cars (Museum of New Mexico Press).

painters and the Kaw, or “the people of the south wind,”
who once inhabited that region. A charge exists that aims to

NOTES

conjure imaginative awareness, laborious process, ecological

1. G. Snyder, “Control Burn,” Turtle Island (New York: New Directions, 1974), 19.

mindfulness, current issues in environmental effects, and
wonder. After the death of Jackson Pollock, painter Allan
Kaprow described the former’s “diaristic gesture” and breaking with tradition in his drip paintings: “Pollock’s near destruction of this tradition may well be a return to the point
where art was more actively involved in ritual, magic, and life
than we have known it in our recent past.”8 In a way, Wiersma
reminds us that ritual can co-exist with science in meaningful ways that can reverse our degraded relationship with the
terra we call home. Ritual, or magic, are tied to very real processes in the environment, connecting the human beyond cultivation and economy, beyond sustenance and exploitation,
but in pure spirit and livelihood. Wiersma has compounded
all of this into images that appear at first to be simple, but
which are in fact as diverse and complicated as the lands she

2. Industrialism and manufacturing provided artists an immediacy they had never had before.
With the invention of tubes of paint, a variety of graphite and charcoal made readily available,
they were no longer required to source their own materials, mix their own pigments or deal
with the locations of these processes to make art; they only had to find a manufacturer they
liked and go from there. This also placed yet another boundary between them and the land
itself, the materials they used were packaged, clean, and of a utility cut off from the ecology of
its homeland. Today, we experience this more intensely than ever before. Wiersma’s process
is then a return to the land and understanding of a particular place’s ecology; it is not lost on
many artists in the 21st century that their materials are tied to a cultural and environmental epoch that has caused so much harm and ultimately placed us, as a species, in a state of possible
extinction. See the work of photographer and artist Matthew Brandt for another example.
3. M. Course, Untitled (Black Earth Series), 1978, WikiArt.org, https://www.wikiart.org/en/
mary-corse/untitled-black-earth-series-1978.
4. K. Jacobs, “The Woman Who Harvested a Wheat Field Off Wall Street,” New York Times
Style Magazine, June 14, 2018, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/14/t-magazine/agnesdenes-art.html.
5. J. Steinhauer, “How Mierle Laderman Ukeles Turned Maintenance Work into Art,” Hyperallergic.com, February 10, 2017, https://hyperallergic.com/355255/how-mierle-laderman-ukeles-turned-maintenance-work-into-art/.
6. P. Klee, Notebooks, Vol. 1: The Thinking Eye, ed. by Jürg Spiller, trans. by Ralph Manheim
(London: Lund Humphries, 1961), 105.

trekked across, if one looks long enough. The mind, the heart,

7. R. Solnit, Wanderlust: A History of Walking (New York: Penguin, 2000), 276.

and the blood become the engine that drives the fire inside us

8. A. Kaprow, “The Legacy of Jackson Pollock,” ARTnews, October 1958, quoted in “From
the Archives: Allan Kaprow on the Legacy of Jackson Pollock, in 1958,” ARTnews.com,
February 9, 2018, http://www.artnews.com/2018/02/09/archives-allan-kaprow-legacy-jackson-pollock-1958/.

that moves us to action and with these Fotiágraphs are evidence akin to the soot on the walls of caves made thousands
of years ago.

Erin Wiersma studied at the Instutio San Lovidico in Orvieto, Italy as
an undergraduate; she received her B.A. from Messiah College and
completed her M.F.A. at the University of Connecticut. Wiersma is
represented by Robischon Gallery in Denver, Colorado and Galerie
Wehlau in Munich, Germany. Since 2011, she has exhibited with
A.I.R. Gallery in Brooklyn, New York, the first and longest operating
women-run gallery in the country. Wiersma has had solo exhibitions
at Robischon, A.I.R., at the Salina Art Center, Mid-America Arts
Alliance, and more. Her work has been featured in OnVerge / CUE
Foundation, Art21Online Magazine and Two Coats of Paint. She
has attended residencies through Two Coats of Paint in Brooklyn,
New York, and in Caylus, France. Erin Wiersma lives and works in
Manhattan, Kansas and is an Associate Professor of Art at Kansas
State University.
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THE HOLLYWOOD FOREST
STORY—ECO-SOCIAL
ART PRACTICE FOR
THE SYMBIOCENE
CATHY FITZGERALD

Decades later, I live in the lands of my Irish ancestors. My
ongoing creative and research work is a quest to understand
how to live well with forests, how to enact ecological insights in
these urgent times of eco-social emergency.
Ireland has suffered grievously over centuries from colonization. Famines in the nineteenth century were devasting when
the populace relied on a single food, the potato, that failed
catastrophically due to fungal blight. Ireland was socially and
environmentally impoverished. In 1903, only one percent of
Ireland’s native forests remained.1
Today, new forests have been planted in Ireland, but its lands
Cathy Fitzgerald, Forest at Hokitika Gorge, West Coast, Aotearoa New Zealand

now suffer a modern environmental shortsightedness, industrial forestry. Fast growing, non-native, monoculture plantations
of Sitka Spruce are clear cut and replanted for material and
economic profit. This capitalistic forestry model and mindset

BEGINNINGS

As a teenager growing up in Aotearoa New Zealand in the 1980s,
I loved getting the weekly illustrated Joy of Knowledge magazine. Artfully presented knowledge was my favorite means of
understanding the world. I was also blessed with regular family
trips to my mother’s home, the wild areas of the West Coast of
the South Island, now part of the World Heritage Forest, that
instilled in me a great love of vibrant, forested lands.

are anti-ecological. In Ireland and across the Earth, industrial
forestry depletes soils, pollutes adjacent rivers, limits wildlife,
and alienates many from forestry.
The globalized forestry plantation model is emblematic of
the man-made catastrophe that is the Anthropocene. Donna
Haraway identifies this when she renames modern culture’s
ecocidal era as “the Plantationcene.”2 Following recent IPCC
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Hollywood forest is a continuous cover forest growing under the Blackstairs Mountain, South Carlow, Ireland
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and WWF reports, urgent attention is being given to increased

Birdsong and beauty, always indicators of healthy ecosystems,

tree-planting in Ireland and elsewhere. However, a necessar-

will increase, too. The regular thinnings now heat our home

ily urgent shift toward ecological forestry—not only to prevent

(we no longer rely on imported heating oil, the main fuel used

climate breakdown but to counter species collapse and soil

in Ireland) and offset our forester’s tending costs, so we can

degradation and to improve social amenity—is just beginning

maintain Hollywood Forest indefinitely.

3

to be discussed.

Additionally, the slow, ongoing forest transformation suited

MY ECOLOGICAL ART AND FORESTRY PRACTICE
OUTSIDE MY FRONT DOOR

In 2008, I found myself exploring an alternative to industrial
forestry in Ireland after I built a home with my husband within
a twenty-year-old small monoculture conifer tree plantation.
I realized that I had the perfect trial place to explore new-toIreland, close-to-nature ecological forestry and develop an
ecological art practice right outside my front door. I named

my aim to develop an ecological art practice. My creative practice, The Hollywood Forest Story, was also the basis of my
doctoral art practice research, which explored why ecological
art practice continues to be marginalized in contemporary
art. Surprisingly, ecological art practices are less appreciated,
taught, and supported than one would imagine considering the
worsening planetary catastrophe.

the plantation-slowly-becoming-a-forest that we live with

WHAT IS ECOLOGICAL ART PRACTICE?

Hollywood Forest, after our rescue dog Holly and the native

The ecological imperative for a livable planet represents a

Holly that grows in the area.

massive, perhaps impossible, paradigm shift for modern cul-

To transform Hollywood Forest into a mixed-species, diverse-aged forest, Pro Silva Ireland (www.prosilvaireland.com)
foresters helped me and my husband to selectively thin around
25 percent of the Sitka Spruce every three years. Before long,
an army of native Ash and other tree seedlings appeared on
the forest floor and grew fast among the shelter of the remaining conifers.

tures that focus primarily on human interests. Simply put, an
ecological frame asks us to consider more—is it good for me?
for my community? for my environment?4 As art critic Suzi
Gablik realized in her three landmark books in the 1980s and
1990s—summarized recently in a podcast series—an ecological
worldview radically challenges the conventions of modern art
practice.5 Also, an ecological frame applied to creativity is more
than depicting images of nature or nature themes. From living
an ecological art practice and reviewing my and others’ work
in my doctoral research, I discovered the following to explain
ecological art practice.
ECOLOGICAL ART PRACTICES ARE EXPANDED,
ETHICAL ENDEAVORS

Developing over recent decades, ecological art practices are
constellations of art and non-art activities to transmit ecological understanding. They contrast with modern art’s premise
that art is about creating art objects and counter the erroneous
notion that modern culture exists apart from, and is superior
to, the living world. Ecological artists develop slow practices
to understand the interconnectedness between evolving places
Joan Fitzgerald walking in Hollywood Forest

and human and non-human inhabitants thriving. Such practices evade easy definition as they are not about creating art to

Unlike industrial forestry, ecological forestry fosters envi-

hang on walls.

ronmental and social, as well as economic values. Over time,

Ecological art practices foster encounters for much-needed

the native species that have appeared in Hollywood Forest

ecological learning and healing. These practices emit whole

will become the future trees of a mixed, more resilient forest.

systems awareness, so practitioners and the communities

The less disturbed soil will become richer, and the trees left

they work with can more fully understand ecological well-be-

to grow will store more carbon and become more valuable.

ing. They exhibit an expanded ethos toward inter-species and
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inter-generational well-being. Such practices are reminiscent

At times, I have created unnarrated works so Hollywood Forest

of how creativity is valued in Indigenous cultures, which regu-

can reveal its own transformation (the seedlings in the video at

larly remind their communities that their well-being depends

www.humansandnature.org/the-hollywood-forest-story are the

on healthy environments.

native Ash trees that appeared about a year after we first thinned
the forest).10 I also write to share the joys and challenges of eco-

ECOLOGICAL ART PRACTICES ARE SOCIAL INQUIRIES

logical forestry as much as I create imagery. My art and writing

Ecological art practices are inherently social inquiries about

are a means to an end in an eco-systemic inquiry. They help

how we can live better with the Earth and its inhabitants. Rather

spark conversation with others to bring forth new life-enhanc-

than the possessive individualism celebrated in modern art,

ing values and practices for living well with forests and others.

ecological art features collaboration between art and non-art
practitioners—ordinary people and experts who compile their
lived experience and knowledge of a place. The social power of
such practices, “the emergent form” (see diagram) is to radically change the conversation of a community toward life-sustaining living—of how they can live well with their environments
in perpetuity. Leading ecological art practitioners, Helen and
Newton Harrison, over many decades, stressed that changing
a community’s conversation is the vital outcome of ecological
art practice.6 In my work, I regularly consult with foresters,
local land and forest owners, local politicians, philosophers,
academics, and other creative people for valuable experiential and disciplinary understanding.7 I bring many ways of
knowing together to learn how best to care for Hollywood and

Action research can be used to identify a cycle of five critical method stages.

other forests.
In ecological art practice, social skill in maintaining relationships with others is as important as artistic skill. For this
reason, I prefer to use the term “eco-social art practice” rather
than “ecological art practice” (and it also clarifies for those who
think ecological artists are only interested in nature scenes).
In my doctoral research, realizing eco-social art practices are
social inquiries, I applied action research, a well-known social
inquiry methodology, to more easily explain the main stages,
dialogical form, and social power of eco-social art practice.
WHERE IS THE ART IN ECO-SOCIAL ART PRACTICE?

You might ask, where is the art in eco-social art practice? Art
activity in eco-social art practice has a critical role. In The

Gwen Wilkinson, Action research and my Hollywood Forest Story shared in a free
audiovisual i-Book, 2014.

Hollywood Forest Story, I use photography and video to
translate my experiences of learning about ecological forestry,
in this particular small forest. My photos and videos bring the
sights and sounds of Hollywood Forest and the practice of ecological forestry to others.8

HOW DOES ONE SHARE AN ONGOING ECOSOCIAL ART PRACTICE THAT CONTAINS SO MANY
ACTIVITIES?

As my eco-social art practice evolves different activities over

Art activities can powerfully transmit deep knowledge of place

years, I self-curate my practice on a blog, Hollywood Forest

to others. Art, as neural scientists and philosophers confirm, is

(https://hollywoodforest.com). My blog is both a chronolog-

the necessary, powerful complement to reason that has always

ical archive and live diary, and it builds an audience for my

moved societies toward new moral understanding.

work. Over time, followers begin to appreciate the open-ended
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storyline of The Hollywood Forest Story and the connective

Price, planted native tree species to create a permanent forest

aesthetic of my eco-social art practice activities. My PhD exam-

habitat—his response to help stop the freefall of Ireland’s wild-

iners were a little startled when I said blogging was my main

life caused by intensive agriculture. Both caught the meme of

creative practice, but I can quickly share ecological insights

ecological forestry from my humble eco-social art practice.

from a tiny forest in Ireland to neighbors and others across the
globe. Australian artist-researcher Dr. Lucas Ihlein’s doctoral work confirms blogs are an invaluable scaffold for ongoing
eco-social art practices.

11

For me, the ecoliteracy that I gained from The Hollywood
Forest Story was personal, and then unexpectedly political.
As my understanding of Hollywood Forest’s well-being deepened, I was inspired to protect not just this small forest, but

A QUESTION-BASED LEARNING PRACTICE
TRANSFORMS A FOREST, MYSELF, AND OTHERS

Questions create the form of eco-social art practices. Even
though The Hollywood Forest Story appears to consist of
seemingly unrelated activities, it is anchored by my continually
asking how I might better live with Hollywood Forest.
Ecological artist, educator, and researcher David Haley
argues that ecological art practice promotes Question-Based
Learning, not reductive Problem-Based Learning. The latter
underlines the limited, linear education model of reductive
science that narrowly presents the world only as “a problematic to be solved.”12 Ongoing questioning, valuing many ways
of knowing, drives me to constantly interrogate the simplistic,
harmful worldview of industrial culture. As Haley realized,

all forests! Albrecht describes this as soliphilia—the extent to
which one’s love of home and kin promotes political action, “at
all scales, from the local to the global.”16 Although introverted
at the best of times, The Hollywood Forest Story compelled me
to contribute to progressive Irish Green Party national forest
policy and advocate support for the developing international
law against the crime of ecocide.
ECO-SOCIAL ART PRACTICES FOR LIVING WELL IN
THE GREAT TURNING

It is now eleven years since I began transforming Hollywood
Forest. There is growing, if belated, global awareness that restorative land practices—like ecological, permanent forestry—
are urgently required across the Earth.

Question-Based Learning is the means to gain deep ecological

In 2013, I made this nighttime video of the young Ash trees

knowledge—ecoliteracy of a place and its concerns.

growing so well in Hollywood Forest.17 Around then, I was
aware that a fungal Ash-dieback disease was sweeping across

ECO-SOCIAL ART PRACTICES ARE MEMES FOR THE
SYMBIOCENE—A NEW SUSTAINABLE ERA

Europe. I somehow thought the Irish Sea and adopting ecolog-

Some people are dismayed at the ongoing destruction industri-

Ireland’s most common and beloved native trees, which grew

al clear-cut forestry promotes. Philosopher Glenn Albrecht has

in Hollywood Forest and across the country.

named Anthropocene grief “solastalgia.” The term describes
the tangible emotion that arises when we accurately sense that
our homes are being destroyed. We can be overwhelmed, even
paralyzed, by solastalgia, the now clinically and legally recog-

ical forestry would prevent this disease from affecting one of

But already in 2012, poorly regulated, globalized European
tree nursery operations had brought the airborne disease to
Ireland, and it quickly infected trees both old and young. My

nized anxiety of experiencing negative environmental change.13

solastalgia returned full force! My former vigorous Ash sap-

Importantly, the collective sharing in eco-social art practices

against the grief and realities of the planetary emergency. I, like

can transmute our grief, our solastalgia, into agency for alternatives. Albrecht believes cultural practices can shift us from
being entangled in the endgame of the Anthropocene to a new
era of the Symbiocene, when we reinvent our culture so that
the thriving of all beings is prioritized.14 For example, followers
of The Hollywood Forest Story develop ecoliteracy and agency
to embrace alternative forestry in ways that are meaningful for

lings, dying so quickly in front of me, brought me up sharp
many others, are having to rethink what species can replace the
sudden demise of an important Irish native tree species. The
Ash tree can’t be easily replaced, as it supported unique wildlife
and had excellent timber qualities and heritage values. (Many
Irish place names are derived from the beloved Ash tree, as
highlighted by Irish photographer Sarah Flynn.18).

them. One follower, Nicola Brown, enthusiastically borrowed

In recent weeks, I’ve been reading and hearing ominous reports

my forester to plant a mixed permanent forest.15 She now uses

from central Europe that Germany’s well-managed forests are

the tree leaves to print up-cycled clothing that attracts the at-

failing because their resistance to disease and pests is threat-

tention of textile artists from across the world. Another, Alan

ened by quickening climate breakdown.19 The opportunistic
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Gwen Wilkinson, Cathy Fitzgerald and others in Hollywood Forest, 2014.

Spruce Beetle in particular is decimating their conifer forests.
The arrival of this beetle would be a gamechanger for Ireland’s
monoculture conifer industry—the lessons of Ireland’s famine
past sadly have not been heeded. Ecological understanding,
ecoliteracy, is still so poor!
In her essay “The Great Turning,” Joanna Macy consoles us
in this time of planetary emergency. She reminds us that our
ecological endeavors have their own intrinsic rewards, whether
their initial goal is achieved or not. And even when failing to
reach the desired outcome, the gains can be invaluable in terms
of all that has been learned in the process—not only about the
issue, but also about courage and co-creativity.20 Facing uncertainty by linking arms with others in my eco-social art activities I know will inform, encourage, and empower me to keep
working to safeguard my forest kin outside my door.

Cathy Fitzgerald completed her PhD by Creative Practice in 2018
at the National College of Art and Design in Ireland. She is an
Honorary Research Fellow at the Burren College of Art in County
Clare, Ireland. She continues her ongoing Hollywood Forest Story
adventures with new rescue dog Willow and is currently sharing
her ecoliteracy learning to other creative workers through online
courses at https://haumea.site.
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Sierra Nevada Mountains, Poqueira Valley, Spain
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WALKING THE MOUNTAIN
CHRISTINE MORRO

The slow reception of morning, Capileira, June 2018

“Things are themselves only as they belong to something
more than themselves: I to we, we to earth, earth to planets
and stars, countless stars more themselves mirrored in the
eye and leaving room to spare for whatever occurs next.”
—David Hinton

Whitewashed villages tumble down terraced valleys of the

The Sierra Nevada is a dramatic and rugged mountain range
that extends across the southern region of Spain. At 3,486
meters, Mulhacén is the highest mountain on the mainland.
The protected area encompasses terrain with torrential rivers,
sheer-sided gorges, stony scree slopes, glacial lakes between
snowy summits, and, in the foothills of the Alpujarras, cultivated terraces of almond trees and vegetables. The Poqueira
River cuts through the Barranco de Poqueira gorge.

mountain. We shift into radiance. The arc of day begins. Dawn

Alpujarras. The highest of the three villages in the Barranco de
Poqueira, at 1,436 meters, is Capileira.
From the bellied dark, sun glazes the ridge to the east, named
Angel’s Peak. Just before 8 a.m., morning light meets the
on the mountain speaks the language of wing, grace wing, sunstruck and luminous. Angels speak.
Light awakens the world of living things. Mountains rise from
the four directions. Acequias pulse coursing water through
these ancient irrigation channels, a mingling of water and
stone. Breathing; Earth exhales presence. Chestnut trees,
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walnut, fig, cherry and olive populate the terrain. At the onset

“Put your hands into the mire. They will learn the kinship

of summer the valley is alive with green. Spring rains support

of the shaped and the unshapen, the living and the dead.”

creation. Abundance.

—Wendell Berry

The distant sound of goats’ bells rises from the valley below.
Sheep, once scattered like marbles in a child’s game, begin to
move across the hillside as one body. Antonio’s voice rises from
the southern sloping field, an invitation crossing a border into
another world. His drawn out call, hee-yup, followed by a terse
whistle signals his two dogs. Sheep and goats align neatly into formation before spilling down the hillside once again. These cues
form part of a herding language passed on through generations.
As the goats and sheep reorient, the sound of bells permeates
the silence. Wooden toggles meet the bell’s inner cave—bright
tings to deep low tongs. The language of morning.
Antonio stands poised, leaning on his staff, a hand-carved,

Antonio in recent years has shifted his tasks from herder to
farmer. His days are filled with working a modest family farm.
Last spring, he sold his horse Lucero, and his thirteen-year-old
son was heartbroken. His flock, once five hundred goats and
sheep, has dwindled to a mere fifty. Perhaps this is enough to
maintain one’s skills and ties to the land, one’s connection to the
“old ways.” Antonio tells me that he wouldn’t trade his life for
any other and smiles wryly about the cell phone his wife insists
he carry. His relationship to the land is paramount. He suggests
he would feel a loss of dignity if he had to spend life in the village.
“Traditional knowledge is rooted in intimacy with a local
landscape where the land itself is the teacher.”
—Robin Wall Kimmerer

slender walking stick. His dark silhouette punctuates the

On Sundays, Antonio heads out of the village well before day-

rolling terraced landscape. It is as if the world pauses as

break to manage the acequias, irrigation channels that run

Antonio gazes across the valley while goats and sheep graze

across his field. He bends over the earth with a spade-like

the hillside. Purple flowering alfalfa, sprays of golden esparto,

tool to realign some of the stones so that the waters spill onto

waves of avena and oat grass give description to the land. In

the fields where his animals will graze. Today they are on the

this moment it is as if nothing has changed for the past two

adjacent field below one of two eras—stone-threshing floors.

hundred years. Yet it has, and dramatically so. For the number

He lifts a large flat stone; water suddenly rushes through the

of folks in service to land is now few. The terracing remains

channel. Tributaries send mountain water down the hillside.

though the surrounding wild landscape reasserts itself.

From the northwestern edge of the village, a wide cobbled

At sixty-five, Antonio has been tending this terrain for six

path leads out to Mount Mulhacén. It is only a few days past

decades, since he was a boy. He was born in this valley and

the summer solstice, and snows gleam bright in the morning

has traveled only as a herder with his goats and sheep to pas-

sun on the upper peaks of Mulhacén, as well as on its sister

tures south on the hills above the coastal region along the
Mediterranean—a three-day journey on mule.

mountain, Veleta. Paths narrow and wind either down to the
Poqueira River at Puente Abuchite or up to a broad shaded
field where Juan takes his goats out to pasture. Juan, like
Antonio, is of this land. Born to the mountains seventy-six
years ago, Juan knows the mind of the winds and intimately
understands the seasons and bird migrations. He holds in his
head a detailed map of these mountains, his knowledge of the
land vast. His skills are sharp. Juan can look across the barranco and spot the movement of a fox, the glint of sun on the fox’s
eye giving it away.
I know that means I am welcome. His mule, handsomely outfitted with saddle and traditional hand-stitched blanket with
red embroidered trim, is tethered to the slender trunk of a tree.
Juan’s scythe leans against a plastic woven feed bag. Wooden
tool handles, well-worn and preserved with the oil from his
hands, fan outward. One of his goats stands on two legs, nibbling on the foliage of a neighboring bush.
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Acequias were introduced by the Moors and still serve the people of this region today.
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Juan takes a break from clearing the field overgrown with
grasses and motions for me to sit. Mostly I listen. I open to the
act of receiving stories of the land, of this life and the lives of his
ancestors. As a non-native speaker, one must relax into listening. I quit translating, stop trying to decode. Language is about
receptivity. It moves like water. Don’t try to grab, just be. Juan’s
voice and the knowledge he shares are without sentiment.
Language does not always follow a linear trajectory to create
story. Like nature unfolding, there is depth as well as a layering
of spontaneous arising.
A sense of timelessness envelops this space of elderberry,

As I make my way home on the dusty narrow path, the mountains, too, are walking. Readiness to accept uncertainty has
been the way for millions of ages. Mount Lújar rising in the
distance has taken on a blue hue, as if saturated with the sky.
Earth is generative. I look down, over my right shoulder, upon
a circle of oaks. What the stones hold, the Earth remembers.
“Talk of mysteries! —Think of our life in nature, —daily to
be shown matter, to come in contact with it, —rocks, trees,
wind on our cheeks! the solid earth! the actual world! the
common sense! Contact! Contact!” —Henry David Thoreau
Photo credits: Christine Morro

thistle, and sprays of yellow wildflowers, Spanish broom. The
sun is now high in the sky. I am aware that these rural ways
of life are on the edge of extinction. I don’t believe Juan has
successors. Without a deep connection to the land through the
work we do, can we experience intimately a sense of place? Can
we know belonging and kinship? Can we know ourselves?
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Christine Morro is a writer and visual artist in relationship with our
precious Earth. She has learned to listen deeply and gained the
knowledge that silence accords. She lives and works on the east end
of Long Island, NY and the Sierra Nevada Mountains of Spain.
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Wide as Sunshine
DOUGLASS DECANDIA

A step outside of thought
and I return in
to the unknown.
To the cold,
dark waters
of early Spring,

Where attention
gives us
each to receive.

Before discernment there was wonder.
Within the silence
there is song.
All around
the frogs
are chirping,
A soft red
touches
the branches,
And with eyes
as wide as sunshine,
I return to nothing.
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Petals Fall
DOUGLASS DECANDIA

Lilac petals fall
upon
a single nettle leaf

And carry
on a wind
into the river

And in
to
Sea.

Like this,
making Love
is a falling to pieces,

A generative undoing
of self
into the whole.

Thank you, Spring
for allowing us a chance
to forgive

And to make room
for your sweet light
to move.
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Come True
DOUGLASS DECANDIA

The green
has gotten greener
and the days are long

But Winter
has not
left us.

Through these leaves
the prayer of the fallen seeds
are carried,

From sunshine
into sugar
and into fruit.

May our presence be
a light
in this world

And the dream
of our ancestors
come true.
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The Pragmatist’s View:
A Conversation with
Bryan Norton
CURT MEINE

C

urt Meine (CM): In July 2016 the third Biennial
North American Congress for Conservation Biology
convened in Madison, Wisconsin. In anticipation of

could play this paradigm game historically as he did or play it

Bryan Norton coming to Madison to present at the conference, I

pretty applicable to conservation and environmental ethics”—

asked him if he would make time for an interview for the Center

the field that I gradually got into. Because what we must do

for Humans and Nature. Bryan graciously agreed and, in an

in conservation is bring together insights from many different

hour-and-a-half conversation stretching across two sessions,

disciplines, and that means you are sort of trying to hop from

we were able to explore at least a portion of his background,

one paradigm to another.

career, influences, and ideas. I have edited this excerpt of our
conversation for clarity and have also provided references. The
full interview is included in A Sustainable Philosophy—The
Work of Bryan Norton, Sahotra Sarkar and Ben A. Minteer,
eds. (New York: Springer, 2018). Bryan opened our conversation with an introduction to his academic interests and career.
Bryan Norton (BN): I have been associated with the School
of Public Policy at the Georgia Institute of Technology since
1988, and I remain associated with them. I’m an emeritus professor at this point, but I still work with graduate students. I

simultaneously and say that each field has its own paradigm.
I started to say, “Okay, what Kuhn says about paradigms is

I see a certain unity to all of that in my history, which started
with the philosophy of language and how we learn and how
science changes, but that provided the underpinnings of my
work in conservation.
CM: You did not start out as an environmental ethicist. In fact,
the field of environmental ethics and philosophy had not yet
fully emerged at the beginning of your career. So how did you
make that transition—from a more traditional academic career
in philosophy to environmental ethics?

grew up in Michigan and went to the University of Michigan

BN: Well, I had a long-standing interest in the environment,

where I studied first political science and then philosophy, and

so that was always there. When I got my degree in philosophy,

I have a degree in philosophy, working mainly in the philoso-

I studied the formal aspects of philosophy, logic, semantics,

phy of language and the philosophy of science.

and so forth. I wrote my dissertation on a positivist named

My main concern became: how do concepts change through

Rudolf Carnap.2

time? This was back when Thomas Kuhn’s work The Structure

I finished my degree in 1970 at the University of Michigan and

of Scientific Revolutions was first published, and it was all

got my first job teaching philosophy at a small college, New

about these shifting paradigms.1 What I noticed was that you

College, in Sarasota, Florida. We had three philosophers. I
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was responsible for analytic philosophy. That turned out to

environmental ethics. I would prefer to call it environmental

be an excellent laboratory. We had excellent students in small

philosophy. The reason is that I come at it from the philoso-

classes, and I had the chance to really gradually develop my

phy of science, and I’m interested in all the philosophical issues

ideas. And then, just as a stroke of luck, I received a grant from

that get involved in, first of all, making judgments about what’s

the National Endowment for the Humanities to develop a cur-

right and wrong in a society, but also putting something into

riculum in ethics and the environment. I joined a biologist and

policy form.

a literature professor, and we taught these classes jointly on
humanities and the environment.

I joined groups and spent a lot of time talking with people
who were actually doing conservation. For example, I joined

And just as that was happening, as we were working on that

a group that was interested in strengthening plant conserva-

grant, I found an opportunity through Mark Sagoff of the

tion. Back then we were mainly looking at big animals. So I met

Institute for Philosophy and Public Policy at the University of

that group. And through those conversations we talked about

Maryland. Mark had applied for multiple grants and got two at

a lot of stuff that was interesting and important policy. But the

the same time. For one of them he said, “Well, we’ll hire some-

concept of intrinsic value and that kind of argument—[that]

body to do the second one.” That second grant was a terrific

never came up. These people knew what they had to do [for

opportunity for me. It was a project funded by the National

plant conservation]—they were doing excellent work—but they

Science Foundation to ask two questions: What is the strongest

weren’t asking why. They thought it was just obvious that we

rationale for the Endangered Species Act? And, secondly, given

should save plants from extinction.

the understanding of the rationale, how should we prioritize
our efforts in order to protect species?

So that set me apart in two ways. First, I came more from a
scientific point of view, and less from the ethicist’s point of

I started working on that grant and the result was two books

view. And, second, as soon as I started doing this I was thrown

on what we today call “biological diversity”—that term came

into the middle of policy. I was on several policy boards. For

into use right after I had published my own monograph on the

example, I was one of the original members of the EPA’s

subject, Why Preserve Natural Variety?. That became the

Environmental Economics Advisory Committee. That was just

foundation on which I built my career.

one of the things I did, and other philosophers sort of looked at

3

At that point I was at the University of Maryland doing this
research, but I did not want to give up tenure. So, I went back
to New College for another two or three years, then moved on

me and said, “Is Norton still a philosopher?” And I said, “Yes,
I am! I’m a practical philosopher.” People took quite a while to
come around to that.

to Georgia Tech. When I arrived there, I was to be a member

CM: That brings us to our own point of connection, and that

of the school’s social sciences program, which was mainly

is the influence of Aldo Leopold on you, your writing, your

a service teaching unit. But then, another stroke of luck: the

thought, and your work. Leopold has always been, at least in

entire non-engineering part of Georgia Tech was reorganized

my reading of your work, a touchstone for you. Help us un-

to create, among other things, the School of Public Policy. That

derstand what Leopold’s value has been for you as you were

was just right down my alley. I was now able to do philosophy

working through these ideas—how his tradition, his contribu-

in the context of public policy. I retired several years ago, but

tion as a “proto-environmentalist” (if you will), comes in.

I’m still active with students. I can’t give up! I’m working now
with two graduate students and continue to write and attend
conferences and so forth.

BN: Well, I became friends with Baird Callicott. A lot of people
can’t believe that when they see how we write about each other,

CM: Help us understand what that moment was like for that

but we became friends. And, of course, around that time he
was working on his book, In Defense of the Land Ethic.4 He

first wave of environmental ethicists. What was the atmo-

was publishing papers in environmental ethics on that subject,

sphere of the time? And how did traditional philosophy handle

most of which ended up, I guess, in that anthology.

this upstart new field and people like you?

And so I found it necessary to bounce my ideas—which are

BN: Well, we should distinguish the field and me. I think

very different ideas—off Baird. I was introduced to Leopold by

people who started contributing to this field were either his-

reading A Sand County Almanac because Baird said I must do

torians of philosophy, or they were either historians or ethi-

so, and I did.5 And then I read Baird’s interpretation of this

cists, and that’s one of the reasons they started calling the field

and I said, “But this is all wrong!” And why? Well, I think I
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Cranes in flight

reacted against Baird’s approach of treating Leopold as the first

What Leopold came to see in thinking about cranes was that

and foremost defender of intrinsic value in nature. I realized

they are, as he said, “the trumpets in the orchestra of evolu-

that I looked at it more from the point of view of Leopold as a

tion.” Consequently, he saw them as having great value; they

scientist—a scientist who was trying to do something; but who

have a right to exist because of their long tenure. That seems

also, when he realized how difficult what he was trying to do

to me be Leopold’s core idea in “Marshland Elegy.” And I

was, could step up to the more philosophical level and think

thought, “Yeah, he’s onto something there.” In that essay he

philosophically.

talks about how the cranes were integrated into an ecological

Leopold had more training in philosophy than we think. We

ary history went way past the Ice Age, and that these “trum-

know, for example, that he and Estella used to read William
James to each other. But the fact is that he was bringing scientific concepts into the fold. At first, I was just sort of reacting,
saying, “I don’t think this intrinsic value thing is as important

system since the Ice Age. He also noted that their evolutionpets” are still with us, telling us something. And what they’re
telling us in that essay, I think, is that humans have to live in
three different scales of time. We live in human time, which
Leopold introduced at the beginning of that essay, being im-

to Leopold as most people are saying.” That was my first step.

patient as he heard cranes coming toward the marsh. He in-

But then a second step was to notice Leopold’s way of thinking

troduces the passage of time as humans experience it. Then

in two very short little essays in A Sand County Almanac: first,

he pointed out that we also live in ecological time and, more

“Marshland Elegy,” and later, “Thinking Like a Mountain.”

deeply, in evolutionary time. And these different processes
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Escudilla Mt. in Arizona

all “condition the daily affairs of birds and men,” to quote one
of the passages.
CM: What you just explained to us, Bryan, was how Leopold
anticipated the importance of understanding time scales and
the temporal dimension in thinking about how the world
around us works and how our decisions within it have to fit
that. How about the spatial scale?
BN: Well, what hierarchy theory does for us is to relate time
and space. As large systems change slowly, they become sort
of the background for what we do. Smaller systems—like our
yard, for example—change much more rapidly. I noticed that
Leopold had this very sophisticated conception of time and
space, even though he introduced it metaphorically. And then I
read “Thinking Like a Mountain,” in which Leopold described
how he had destroyed the wolf populations [in the American
Southwest] and how he later came to regret that after the deer

population he was trying to increase started to actually decrease
from overpopulation and over-browsing of the mountainside.
Leopold wrote about the famous incident where, having killed
an old wolf, he watched the green fire die in her eyes. What he
learned there, I think, was that wolves function in a larger and
slower system than humans do.
Consequently, we can come to hate something like the wolf,
even though, once you start to see the wolf’s role in longer-term developments, the wolf becomes almost like a savior,
right? Having destroyed the wolves and changed the ecological
system, he then regretted it. He fell back on that hierarchical
framework to say, “I was thinking only like a human. I was
only thinking in terms of increasing the deer herd for hunters.
But then I realized that my activities on that level spilled over
to affect the usually slower-scale changes.” In fact, he saw the
impacts on the ecological scale, the scale at which deer and
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wolves interact. The deer populations growing out of control

thought to be an outsider. In fact, there are a lot of people who

were a result of his removing the wolves. So his human think-

would love to claim that they were the ones who originated

ing destroyed a very complex system.

this sort of perspective from within public policy. And now we

So what’s interesting about that is that Leopold starts to see the
world on three different levels: the human, the ecological, and
the evolutionary. And he felt that we can see positive values on
each of those three levels. The positive level for humans is generally economic and developmental. The level of interactions

have people setting up centers that are designed to increase our
impact in public policy. For me, that was never in doubt. That
was more important to me than whether it was useful to talk
about intrinsic value or not. But of course I got branded an anthropocentrist. And so I played the game.

among species (wolves and deer, in particular) would be the

I’m really a pluralist. I’m willing to let people have the values

ecological scale. And what he realized was that, however im-

they feel and express them. But I thought that somebody needs

portant our economics are, if we destroy the ecological system,

to stand up for the point of view of anthropocentrism. Even

it’s going to come back and bite us even at the human level. So

though I have some non-anthropocentric leanings, it just

his explanation of why he went wrong was very much based in

seems more important to me that we see the world from a

a scientific model, which he showed through the metaphor of

human perspective because we’re the ones who are making the

“thinking like a mountain.”

decisions, right? Even if I think that nature has great value, I’d

CM: As you’re explaining it now, Bryan, this gives me some
new insight into one of the important themes in all of your
work. In the early years of environmental ethics, a lot of the
debate in the field involved anthropocentric and non-anthropocentric perspectives, and instrumental and intrinsic values.

rather come at public policy problems from a point of view that
asks how humans have gotten into this big problem, and how
are they going to get out of it? I tended to look at the problem
from a policy point of view, as essentially a set of problems
about human values.

I’m making the connection now perhaps that I hadn’t made

In Why Preserve Natural Variety? I argued that nature has

quite as explicitly before: that it’s not one or the other, it’s about

value to humans because we can learn from it. And I’ve cited

contextualizing these views. Can you say more about your

people like Thoreau and Muir and Leopold, all of whom have

efforts to work through that debate, to try to reconcile those

somewhere in their writings a sort of conversion experience,

perspectives? Help us understand how you have tried to work

right? Leopold had it with the wolves. Muir had it when he was

through that classic dualism in environmental ethics.

wandering in Canada, avoiding fighting in the Civil War. Muir

BN: Having come at it from a science point of view, I realized
the relevance of Leopold’s very sophisticated scientific model.

found a tiny, a beautiful orchid and fell down and wept. And
Thoreau, of course, is all about transformation.

And I realized that, yeah, that can make a contribution to policy.

So what I saw there was a sort of trope, shared by these three

But I couldn’t simply take the writings of someone like Baird

great conservationists. There was value involved, and it wasn’t

Callicott, as much as I respect his work, and drop them into a

economic value, but a kind of human value in increasing our

conversation about supply and demand curves. It doesn’t work

understanding, finding a better place for ourselves. And I think

for those people, because their whole model involves trying to

that the process of learning, the process of doing biology and

solve every problem on the first level, the human interaction

doing ecology, is one that transforms people. I tried to find a

level. I think I was able, at points along the way, to say, “Well,

position that wasn’t all the way committed to intrinsic value,

listen, you have to pay attention to scale here.” You don’t have

but that introduced values which could not be fully explained

to invoke the whole structure in order to recognize the impor-

within an economic system.

tance of scale issues.

In the paper that I published in 1984, “Environmental Ethics

That became my theme and maybe my distinctive contribution

and Weak Anthropocentrism,” I tried to show that the people

(or one of my contributions): that, coming at it from a scien-

who are arguing against anthropocentrism are actually arguing

tific point of view, but trying to deal with public policy people,

against a very narrow approach to anthropocentrism—that is,

I had to come up with somewhat different approaches than

the view that all values are economic.6 What I was pointing out

were typical in environmental ethics. Because I didn’t follow

was that there are human reasons that are not economic reasons.

the same ethical conversation that they were engaged in, I

These involve human values that are of great importance in

was considered an outsider. Well, I think today I’m no longer

terms of human maturing, growing up, learning who we are, and
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stop thinking of ourselves as God’s children and start thinking

a new era. In this era, what’s going to be really important is

of ourselves as developing better understanding and becoming

that we expand our conception of time and not think of our-

more human by understanding our real role in these systems.

selves in terms of what can we accomplish in the short run. We

CM: Let’s think about where we are at this moment. Now
you’re not the only philosopher on the block thinking about the
philosophy of sustainability. You’ve taught the other kids on

really need to be able to accomplish things that have long-term
impacts. And you and I are probably equally confused and concerned: it’s not easy to see how that goes forward.

the block, and they’re taking it in new directions with new real-

What I am saying, though, is that I think it has a better chance

ities. We have climate change coming at us. We have problems

of going forward if we start from the problems, try to develop

of justice and equity, globally now, and awareness of this in

processes where people address problems in fruitful ways. That

a way we didn’t have maybe twenty-five years ago, when you

means developing more a procedural understanding of how we

were first helping us to think through this. Give us a sense of

make environmental decisions, which is really the focus of my

where you think we are now and where this is going to take

most recent book. That’s what I think the future holds.

environmental ethics as a field.

CM: We’ve been tracking the development of your ideas and

BN: Where we are now, I think, is that two important things

thought through your writing and career. When did you start

are going on in philosophy and at the edges of philosophy, and

thinking about the theme of convergence in your work?

in the intellectual world generally. One of them is that philosophy needs to make a contribution to policy. The second one is
that when we’re talking about policy, we’re talking about very
long-term problems. Those two things are bedeviling us at this
point. We’ve had quite a few discussions about how conservation biologists can have an impact on policy makers. Those
same conversations go on in environmental ethics.

BN: As I mentioned earlier, I met up with some groups in
Washington and began to have conversations with them.
Interestingly, I was sort of a naive environmental ethicist. I
guess everybody was at that point. We’re talking about 1979
and ’80. When I was meeting with these people (who were,
again, for the most part doing plant conservation), there would
be a lull in the conversation at lunch sometimes and I would

We’re at a point where the difficulty of the problems we face

try out the idea of intrinsic value. And I got dead silence. What

and the bifurcation of our population into the people who are

I surmised from that was that these people are committed to a

pro-environment and anti-environment have brought us into

relatively clear objective, which is to save plant species.

Clouds over Animas Mountains in New Mexico
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As a pragmatist, I started thinking, “Well, you know, who’s

CM: As you discussed earlier, Bryan, one of the key themes in

wrong here? And maybe I, as an outsider to this kind of thing,

your work over the years has involved the challenge of translat-

am making assumptions that really don’t hold.” What I real-

ing philosophical values into the economic values that get trac-

ized was that we’re all doing the same thing. We were all con-

tion in the policy arena and in the “real world.” You’ve written

cerned about achieving the same goals. I thought, “Well, you

extensively about the different ways we need to think about

know, if you think about it, in the very long run, humans can be
damaged by species loss. The longer we stretch our timeframe,
the more we start to emphasize protecting plants as a foundation of ecosystems.” On the other side of that, I started to realize
that the humanists, the anthropocentrists, were as committed
to the same goals as the non-anthropocentrists. That practi-

economic valuation. And you have seen, over the course of your
career, the crystallization of this under the rubric of ecosystem
services. How does this fit together? How does the ecosystem
services approach help or hinder progress on these issues that
you have raised over the years?

cal experience led me eventually to say, “Well, you know, we
should choose those problems that are so important to humans
and so important to endangered species that we should be able
to find policies that will serve both of those ends.”
I came up with this idea as I was writing the book Why Preserve
Natural Variety?. I first proposed this in the last few paragraphs
of a paper in Environmental Ethics called “Conservation and
Preservation: A Conceptual Rehabilitation.”.7 And then I developed it in Why Preserve Natural Variety?, which had a whole
chapter devoted to what I called “the convergence hypothesis.”
Again, if we look at the broadest human values, the most longrange human values, and compare them with the values of ecological systems, these are really headed in the same direction.
If we damage nature, we damage ourselves in the long run.

Cranes etc. at Las Vegas National Wildlife Refuge in New Mexico

What’s interesting is that when Ben Minteer published the
book Nature in Common, which was really focused on the convergence hypothesis, you could go through its table of contents
and sort the people into anthropocentrists and non-anthropocentrists, into policy people and philosophers.8 What we find is
that all the policy people said, “This is obvious.” And all of the
philosophers like Laura Westra and Baird Callicott got furious
at the idea, because it debunked their claim that they were

BN: I think what happened with the initial introduction of
ecosystem services was that quite a few people saw it as a
patch on cost-benefit analysis; that is, there’s this missing part
of cost-benefit analysis, and if we start talking about ecosystem services and start putting dollar values on that, we can
bring the cost-benefit analysis to a better conclusion. But I

real radicals.

think that’s just a category mistake, you might say, in that the

So I have thought of the convergence hypothesis as sort of

and so forth—are just different methodologies than people are

the keystone of my pragmatism. I feel like the convergence
hypothesis helps us to get things done and to work together
without a lot of extraneous argumentation about what our motivations are. And since I’ve published that, I feel that, to my
way of thinking, it pretty much resolves the anthropocentrism/
non-anthropocentrism debate in favor of what I today would
call maybe “administrative anthropocentrism.” That is, when
we’re trying to decide on policy, and we’re relying on values,

methods that you use in economics—measuring preferences
using with ecosystem services. Economic values are marginal
values, values at the margin. Ecosystem service concepts are
totalistic values. You add them together and you get mush;
nothing. And so people who have tried to reduce environmental values problems to ecosystem services are, I think, doing
a real disservice. Values are diverse and you’re never going to
make them fit into one mold.

they’re going to be human values. It’s going to be humans ex-

So do I throw the concept out? No. Because, in my philosophy,

pressing those values. In that sense, humans administer the

there’s a crucial point at which humans have to recognize how

world, but for a variety of values.

the things that they care for and value are worth saving, but
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people don’t understand how to connect their values back to

better decisions. In Sustainable Values, Sustainable Change,

the physical system. And so I introduced what I think can be a

I shift away from what most philosophers seek, which is sub-

useful term, “opportunity.” Opportunity is a hybrid concept. On

stantive rationality (where a decision is defined as rational if

the one hand, it requires certain kinds of ecological functioning

it aids us in getting to a stated objective).9 But we can contrast

or natural functioning. It also implies that there’s a good thing

that with the view of Herbert Simon, the artificial intelligence

you can do with it, right? So I’ve found that if ecosystem ser-

genius. He pointed out that it’s probably more interesting in

vices is properly used, it can show people how changes to the

most circumstances to talk about procedural rationality, which

ecological systems can really matter to them.

says that a decision is rational if it was arrived at by an ap-

Here’s a simple example: skiing. There are a lot of people who

have read my work, including especially this most recent book,

love to ski; it’s an excellent sport, etc. But you can’t ski without
snow. So if somebody is saying, “Basically what we’re concerned about is if snow goes away in New England, the slopes
will no longer be very attractive. They’ll still be making snow,
but they’ll not have real snow.” And so, this is a value that is
really quite selfish in a sense (“I love skiing”). So skiing has a
great appeal to human beings, but global climate change could
totally wipe out that whole option, that opportunity. There’s an
example, I think, where opportunity requires a certain physical
system, one that’s cold enough to foster snow. And that con-

propriate method or process.10 So I hope that the people who
will see the opportunity here to shift away from many of their
arguments about who’s right about what values and so forth,
and toward a position that says: “Let’s allow diversity. Let’s
encourage some people to defend intrinsic value, other people
to defend transformative value, and others instrumental value.
Let’s be sure that they’re interacting in a way that’s fair, where
all the voices are being heard, and where rationality is based on
appropriateness.”
CM: Bryan, obviously we can’t cover all your work,

nects to a real human value, recreation.

which is vast—

CM: Bryan, when I think of your work, the image of a stream

BN: The secret to that is that I’ve been at it a long time!

comes to me, and I see channels braiding. You start out working

CN:—but thank you for all you’ve done. Thanks so much

on endangered species, which flows into scale issues, which
flows in and out of sustainability philosophy and pragmatism.
And looking forward, now that you’ve earned your retirement,
I know that you’re not going to stop, and the river will keep
flowing. And your students and those who’ve read and found
value in your work will continue to develop your ideas as we
face new circumstances and develop new concepts. I’d like to

for sitting down with us, and for what you’ll continue to do,
because I know that you are hardly done. We’ll look forward to
continuing the conversation.
BN: Okay, great. And I enjoyed it also.
Photo Credits: Curt Meine

conclude with an open-ended question about the next generation of philosophers who want to contribute to environmental
sustainability discussions. What will our next generation, our
next wave of thinkers and doers, need to help us sort through
these challenges going forward?
BN: To comment, first, on all of the different threads that
have, in some ways, come together and gone apart—the core of
that is pragmatism. Pragmatism is a forward-looking philosophy. The truth is that which emerges over time. We’re always
going to make mistakes, but science, through many, many iterations, gradually gets further away from error and maybe even
a little closer to the truth. So that’s the pragmatist view—that
we’ll never have complete knowledge, because it’s constantly changing.
Looking forward, and putting all those things together, I think
the most important thing that we face today is the need to make
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You Belong to the Land:
A Conversation with Karen
Washington and Leah
Penniman
KATE CUMMINGS

W

hen the Center for Humans and Nature set out to
shape a question on farming for its Questions for a
Resilient Future, we asked grower-teachers Karen
Washington and Leah Penniman if they would be willing to have
a conversation about their work. In the midst of their full days of
growing food and community and traveling to teach and share
their experiences, we gathered on the phone for a conversation.
Sharing is a core part of both Karen and Leah’s philosophies
around farming. When we spoke, they were just back from the
Black Urban Growers (BUGS) conference, an organization that
Karen helped to found focused on strengthening the network
of Black farmers and food justice advocates. They shared
open-heartedly about their journeys back to the land, the lessons
they have learned from the land, and their visions for farming
and our food system. Karen and Leah affectionately refer to each
other as “mama” and “daughter.” Bound by the land and their
work of reconnection, they are part of a chosen lineage.

Leah Penniman (LP): Elders first.
Karen Washington (KW): Okay, thank you. Well, first of
all, as a Black woman, I feel, in the twenty-first century, the fact
that Black and brown people are starting to realize their connection to their past and the importance of land. However, in
this century, the struggle continues. I mean, there continues to
be racism; it’s difficult for farmers to get land. It’s still difficult
to make a living. Most farmers still must have a second job, and
there are still many obstacles based not only on race but based
on gender and ethnicity.
LP: I’ll say everything Mama Karen said. Mama Karen is a
mentor and dear friend of mine. I would not be a farmer if it
was not for her because when I was a young woman—I was
a teenager just getting into farming—I had a lot of doubts
about whether I belonged in that movement as a Black woman,
looking around and seeing a lot of white faces at the sustain-

◆◆◆

able farming conferences and in the rural landscape. I had

Kate Cummings (KC): I want to begin by asking about this
question of what it means to be a farmer in the twenty-first
century: What do you think about it? What does it mean to you?

no idea that Black folks had any relationship to land that
was not circumscribed by the oppression of enslavement and
sharecropping.
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Soul Fire Farm

So it was Mama Karen bringing us all together as the returning

enslavement of Black people, in some instances we were given

generation of rural and urban Black farmers that really made

the leftovers that nobody wanted. If you look at my food system

me realize that, as farmers, not only do we have a noble legacy

in my neighborhood, we have the leftovers that nobody wants.

thousands of years old going back to the continent, but we are

We have the processed food. We have the junk food. We have

the stewards of the future. We are the ones calling the life back

the food that nobody else wants, and so for me when I look at

into the soil and sequestering the carbon from the atmosphere

the food system, to me it’s like, “Wait a second. What’s happen-

and providing food to those who would never otherwise have

ing here?” It’s like a genocide of people that is happening all

access, those who are living under food apartheid, which is also

over again. So when we talk about food apartheid, the reason

a concept Mama Karen taught me.

why we bring it up is because food desert doesn’t cut it. Food

And so I really feel like farming is one of the most important

when it comes to race, when it comes to income inequality,

things that we can be doing. And it is one of the great tragedies of the twenty-first century that we have so undervalued
farmers that well over 80 percent of the people who are actually doing the farm labor are folks who are here on a guest worker
visa and who are treated with horrendous working conditions
and unequal pay, wage theft, and abuse. And so we really need
to rethink how we are conceptualizing farmers and treating

desert doesn’t open up the conversation that we need to have
when it comes to so much.
And so the food system, when people say that it’s broken: No,
it’s not broken. It’s doing exactly what it’s supposed to do, really,
in terms of the caste system, keeping people down, keeping
people sick. As a matter of fact, last night one of my students
was talking about the food system in jails. The food system

farmers in this century.

within the jail system is another form of oppression that needs

KC: You both talk about food apartheid. How do you see the

food system because at the end of the day, it’s the food system

role of the farmer in changing that kind of systemic violence? I
guess more specifically I could ask: What are you each doing on
your farms and in your work, both as farmers and as leaders, to

to be dealt with. We need to have a conversation around our
that is killing us. And for me, and I’m going to shout it out: It’s
modern-day genocide and modern-day slavery.

shift some of these historic injustices?

LP: Mama Karen pretty much laid it out. To answer the second

KW: Well, I can say I still live in the Bronx, even though I

there’s a Jewish teaching from Pirkei Avot that says, “You are

also farm upstate. The fact that you look at the food system

not obligated to complete the path, but neither are you free to

in my neighborhood. It’s modern day slavery, and I say that

desist from it,” which is something we talk a lot about at Soul

in terms of what the food system looked like back during the

Fire because it can feel like we’re just up against empire, you
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know—the beast—because we are, and what can we do as one
farm or even upholding a natural network of Black farmers?
But it is imperative that we do whatever small part we can.
What that looks like at Soul Fire—which is a small, community-run, people-of-color-run farm in upstate New York—is
we have an ujamaa farm share. Ujamaa means cooperative
economics in Swahili, and we box up all the produce and the

decided to grow food. Once I tasted the food that I was growing,
right then and there I knew something was up in terms of the
food that I was getting from a grocery store. My relationship to
food prior to that was from a grocery store. I never questioned
where my food came from, never questioned the fact of who
was growing it. Was it sprayed with pesticide or insecticide?
How long was it stored?

chicken meat and the eggs and herbs and fruits from our farm
every Wednesday and we deliver it to zip codes that are labeled
by the USDA as food deserts, which should be termed “food
apartheid.” But people can pay whatever they can afford for
those boxes, and many neighbors pitch in for the cost of the
shares, especially refugees, immigrants, new Americans, and
folks impacted by mass incarceration.
So in that way, fresh food is getting to the communities right
around us—Albany, Troy, and Schenectady—where there are
not grocery stores, there are not farmers’ markets, there are
not acceptable community garden plots, and so on. While
we reach a few hundred families with this program, it’s certainly a drop in the bucket. We did take some time this past
year and wrote out a step-by-step manual of how we do this
program, what types of funding are out there, what are some
other models. And we’ve been training farmers in our area and
encouraging farmers like, “You don’t have to go broke to help
your community. There are strategies and ways that you can
take a portion of your harvest and share it with those who need
it the most.” That’s important to us. We have a couple farms
who are on board, setting aside some solidarity shares or some
donated shares to make sure that we’re not treating food as a
privilege but really what it should be, which is a fundamental
human right.
KC: That’s really beautiful, and that’s something about your
approaches that I really admire. A lot of people are working at
various levels of the system, but you both went to the land and
to—literally—the root to shape change. Why did each of you
take up the work of farming? What was your avenue into it?

The real reckoning came for me, I would say, a couple of years

KW: So for me growing up, the message for farming was
always in terms of slavery. It was something that people
frowned upon, people ridiculed, they laughed about it. And so,
growing up, no one spoke about farming because farming was
like “you’re working for the man, you’re picking cotton.” And
so, again, there are these stories that have been put in my mind
and so many other people’s minds, in terms of really getting us

ago while standing in the midst of the land and looking at the
color of my skin. I realized that the color of my skin is the color
of soil, and so putting my hands in that soil and finding that
connection, right then and there I knew I belonged. And so
what I try to speak to young kids out there [is]: look at the hue,
look at the skin color; that should let you know that you have a
belonging to the land.

away from the land. It wasn’t until I guess I was in my mid-thir-

So what I’m starting to see is that the connection of young

ties and moving to the Bronx, where I had a backyard, that I

people understanding, and Leah can speak to this as well—the
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energy—the young people are starting to understand the connection to land, the value of their power, the value of history,
of storytelling, which is now moving, I mean, fast speed within
the Black and brown community.

to a dignified and autonomous relationship on the land, so
you will see me here on this land for as long as my body is
doing me right.
KW: I love you.

LP: That’s really beautiful. Yeah, that makes a lot of sense. I
mean, for me, it’s sort of a trauma-rooted connection to land

◆◆◆

in some ways just because I grew up rural in a really white,

KC: Not just in the United States but around the world, people
are moving into more built spaces. What are your dreams
for how people return to the land? How do you see this kind
of healing and this movement going forward in an urbanizing world?

very conservative, poor New England town. It was a hostile
place to be a brown child and to be a poor brown child, and
so my siblings and I, nobody would play with us. People beat
us up. It was a hard time socially in the schools, and we didn’t
understand why. We thought something was wrong with us.
It was not until later that I developed a race analysis to understand what all those names meant that kids were calling
us. So we just spent all our time in the woods. We played in
the forest; we played with each other. We thought we invented Irreechaa religion, African traditional religion, because we
would pray to Mother Earth and stuff, and we didn’t learn
until later that we were just channeling our ancestral ways of
knowing the divine.
Because of my passion for the Earth, I started being an environmental activist at age six, picking up trash and going up to
loggers in the forest and telling them that they needed to not
cut down the trees or not hunt animals just for sport. My sister
and I were very bold, trying to interrupt what we saw as the
exploitation of our dearest friend. So when it came time to get
a paid job, I was looking for something connected to the Earth,
and The Food Project had a job. My mom lived in and around
Boston, in different projects and temporary living situations,
so I would spend the summer with her when she was able, and
so that’s why I was looking for a job in that area. The Food
Project hired me. I got my hands in the soil for the first time
as a farmer, harvesting cilantro and hoeing rows of peppers
and bringing that food to pantries and soup kitchens where we
were feeding people who needed it. And I just felt in alignment.
I was like, “I am outside. I’m using my body. I’m getting to take
care of the Earth. I’m getting to take care of my community.
This is the thing!” And I just kept farming after that.
I went on to work at The Farm School in Athol, Massachusetts.
Many Hands Organic Farm co-founded an urban youth
program called Youth Grow in Worcester, Massachusetts, and
then I moved out here and started Soul Fire. It definitely was
not an easy road, choosing that path in the rural northeast,
but it’s always felt for me like the Earth and the ancestors
are not giving me an option. I have a requirement to do this
work and to also be part of the homecoming of our people

KW: So—and I guess I get this from Leah—it’s basically that a
lot of white people got to give up their land. I mean, basically.
There’s a lot of land, and there’s a lot of stolen land, and so
let’s not talk about pushing people away from the land in urban
areas. Let’s talk about: How do we bring people in urban areas
back to the land, especially land that was stolen?
And so, we’re starting to have that conversation of reparations.
I’m still waiting for my forty acres and a mule. I think my ancestors deserve that, and I think that the conversation needs to
be less about what’s going to happen as more people come into
urban areas. It’s about how are people in urban areas going to
have their land restored, and that’s a conversation that we continue to have and are beginning to have amongst people who
have land, lots of land, and most of it is stolen. How do they
now return that land?
Because I tell people—this is my sort of mantra that I tell people
when it comes to power—either you’re going to share it, give it
up, or I’m going to take it. In essence, this is what we’re starting
to feel as Black and brown people. Our land has been stolen,
so you got three things: Either you’re going to share it, you’re
going to give it up, or eventually we’re going to take it. So that’s
the conversation that we’re having within our communities, in
urban communities, is going back to the land, not about trying
to continue to find places in cities as more people come in. It’s
like, “You know what? We got land. Where is our land? There’s
stolen land.” So how do we have that conversation of returning
back to the land instead of thinking about trying to build and
find more land here in urban cities.
LP: Yeah, Mama Karen pretty much said it all. Nature exists
under and between the concrete, so I also don’t want to say
that just because you live in a city, you can’t have that connection. Another one of my mentors, in blessed memory, Brother
Yusef Burgess, he actually grew up in the Prospect Park area of
Brooklyn, and he found his whole world of nature in the acorns
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that he collected from that park. After a lot of traumatic experiences in his life, he went back to nature as a way to attain
healing and ended up coordinating a whole statewide—through
the Department of Environmental Conservation—urban youth
program that took young people out to the wilderness. So you
would see Brother Yusef always with a kayak and a bunch
of children in tow taking the kids to the Adirondacks or the
Catskills or out to Soul Fire Farm, and he was committed.

KC: I know a lot of people are looking to both of you right now.

So there is something about that dandelion in the cracks, the
bird that comes to the feeder in the window outside of your elementary school building. It’s not that you have to be in a completely wild space to be able to access the wisdom of nature. It
doesn’t mean then that that absolves white folks from giving
up their land, so I’m not saying it contradicts Mama Karen, but
it’s just not like all hope is lost just because you don’t have your
forty acres yet.

Black child comes running. “Ms. Washington! Ms. Washington,

Your leadership, the clarity, the love, the strength with which
both of you speak and live is really inspiring. I’m wondering,
what are your sources of inspiration, and where do you look in
this work that you’re doing?
KW: Oh, definitely towards the youth. I had an emotional—
like, I don’t know—feeling of awe when last year I was on a
panel and I was leaving, and this woman and her five-year-old
I know you’re busy. Can we take a picture with you?” And I
said, “Sure, you can take a picture.” And then she turns and
says, “You know what my daughter said at five years old? She
says, ‘Mommy, when I grow up, I want to be a farmer.’” The
tears just came. I mean, five years old saying that she wanted
to be a farmer. That is what I live for. Whenever young people
come up to me and tell me that, “It’s because of you,” or, “I
want to be like you,” that’s where I get my inspiration and my

KW: I’m still waiting for it.

strength. When the Creator says, “You know, Karen, it’s time to
◆◆◆

go,” I can say, “You know what? I think I’ve done good. I think
I’ve done good because I never never kept my knowledge, my
resources, to myself.”
I said, “You know, I feel that I’m blessed to be on this Earth, but
I have to be intentional in owning the fact that whatever wealth
that I have, whatever knowledge that I have, that the Creator
gave it to me to share. Not to keep it, not to own it, because I
can’t own anything. The only thing I can own is myself.” And
so for me the biggest thing, my inspiration, is the youth, the
youth of today. That’s where I get my encouragement. That’s
where I get my strength. That’s where I see the possibility of
changing the food system in such a way that when it talks about
sustainability, when it talks about equity, it shows the faces and
diversity of people.
LP: What you’re saying, Mama Karen, it reminds of this really
beautiful moment at the Farmers’ Conference we were just at
this past weekend. When I ask at the beginning of my talk, I ask
for everyone who’s Black and loves the Earth to stand up, and I
later heard from a parent that their five-year-old child stood up
on the chair with two hands in the air. I was like, “Yes.”
KW: You go.
LP: You get it, babies! And so, yeah, definitely the next generation—and it’s also the ancestors that came before us, Fannie
Lou Hamer, Booker T. Whatley, Ralph Paige, in blessed
memory. So all these folks, George Washington Carver, all
these folks who really were visionaries way ahead of their time
in terms of thinking, “We need to diversify our agriculture and
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conserve the soil and rotate our crops and have cooperatives.”
All these things now that people are thinking are new and hip,
these folks have been doing this for a long time.

concerned with the connections between human and nature’s health
and wellbeing. She is co-editor of a book (forthcoming) on the
practices of a good ancestor.

Sometimes when I get discouraged, I think about that and what
they were up against, the kind of ridicule they faced, and how
they persisted, and so I just say, “Well, if they didn’t give up
on me, I’m certainly not giving up on that five-year-old child
who was standing on the chair going, ‘I’m Black and I love
the Earth.’”
KC: That’s so beautiful. Thank you both, so much, for sharing
all of this.

Karen Washington is a farmer and activist. She is Co-Owner/Farmer
at Rise & Root Farm in Chester New York. As an activist and food
advocate, in 2010, she co-founded Black Urban Growers (BUGS) an
organization supporting growers in both urban and rural settings.
In 2012 Ebony magazine voted her one of their one hundred most
influential African Americans in the country and in 2014 she was the
recipient of the James Beard Leadership Award. Karen serves on the
boards of the New York Botanical Gardens, Why Hunger, Just Food,
and Farm School NYC.

Leah Penniman is a Black
Kreyol educator, farmer, author,
and food justice activist who
has been tending the soil for
twenty years and organizing
for an anti-racist food system
for fifteen years. She currently
serves as founding coexecutive director of Soul Fire
Farm in Grafton, New York,
a people-of-color led project
that works to dismantle racism
in the food system. She has
been recognized by the Soros
Equality Fellowship, NYSHealth Emerging Innovator Awards, and
Fulbright Distinguished Awards, among others. Her new book is
Farming While Black: Soul Fire Farm’s Practical Guide to Liberation
on the Land (Chelsea Green Publishing, November 2018). Find
out more about Leah’s work at soulfirefarm.org and follow her
@soulfirefarm on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
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Fire Followers
CATHERINE MONTAGUE

Five months after the fire
visitors to burned hillsides talked about
a plant they’d never seen before—
the Whispering Bells.

Emmenanthe penduliflora
the lone species in its genus
requires the heat of wildfire
to rise from seeds hidden for years.

California’s chaparral country—
canyons stacked with fuel—
only noticed by outsiders when the winds
throw flame across the ridges.

After the rainfall of the winter months
charred branches point toward endings—
the shattered soil holds a different story—
new stem and leaf, then inflorescence.

The Jepson taxon page, precise and dry,
calls the calyx lobes “bell-shaped, glandular,
yellow or white, hairy, persistent in age,
withering, papery, enclosing fruit.”
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No mention of how the bells whisper
until I turn to the Calscape page—
“a rustling sound when a breeze comes through”
describing those persistent, aging lobes

hanging along the tough, sticky stems
each fruit waiting to become a seed
patiently standing through the dry season
dropping back to earth among sisters

dreaming for years about the next fire
each Emmenanthe seed, flat, wide-elliptic,
brown, surface honeycombed,
holding the memory of the landscape.

Those fresh yellow bells of May are not
the ones that whisper. I will return
to hear for myself their rustling sound
in the season we call September.
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REVIEWS AND REFLECTIONS

TAKING A NEW PATH
David Taylor

A Review of Magdalena Mountain: A Novel, by Robert Michael Pyle
(Counterpoint Press, 2018)

“...the intelligent trail.”
Excerpt from a poem by Bel, a girl in Vladimir Nabokov’s novel Look
at the Harlequins!

I read most of Robert Michael Pyle’s new book Magdalena
Mountain from the balcony of my apartment in Havana. That
isn’t a wholly inappropriate place to read Pyle’s novel, which
is set on the campus of Yale and in the Colorado Rockies. In
December 2016, he was among a group of U.S. writers who
came to Havana for a five-day conference with Cuban writers.
We stayed in casas particulares (private houses) only six blocks
from where I am sitting. Our goal was an exchange of work
and cultural perspectives and to begin walking a bit of common
ground. One of the highlights of the trip was a tour of the botanical gardens in Havana. Our host Armando Fernandez had
arranged for two bilingual guides, young biology students at
the University of Havana, who gave us more information than
on a typical tour—all thanks to Bob’s incredibly kind and very
specific questions and reflections about the flora, their interpretive display on Cuban snails, questions about their use of

the gamut of nature writing: scientific publications, an IUCN
red data list, field guides (including a children’s coloring book
of insects), natural histories, nature essays, memoir, columns,
poetry, and now a novel. From his early publications until now,
Pyle has consistently avoided falling into a pattern of genre and
style. He is as comfortable working on detailed field notes as he
is working on line breaks in his poetry. His writing life is a tes-

the words indigenous or native in reference to certain species,

tament that the best of what a writer can do is let her passion

and, of course, the mariposario (butterfly house).

carry her along an “intelligent trail.”

If you’ve spent any time with Pyle, you know these moments—a

Magdalena Mountain is set in the early 1970s and follows the

beautiful, joyous, free-spirited, passionate, thoughtful, and in-

stories of three characters: James Mead, a new Ph.D. biology

quisitive mind at work and play. Bob’s twenty-two books span

student at Yale; Mary Glanville, a mysterious character with
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a head injury we meet in the first chapter as her car flies off a

novel take a severe turn when he decides to leave his obliga-

mountain road; and Erebia magdalena, the Magdalena Alpine

tions at Yale for the summer and travel to the Rocky Mountain

butterfly which lives its life above timberline.

Biological Laboratory, possibly alienating Dr. Griffin and com-

Mead’s story begins by recounting his fears as he begins his
studies at a prestigious eastern university far away from his
home in New Mexico. Mead’s trials and successes at Yale, treading the tortuous path of appeasing prima donna faculty, such as
Dr. Griffin, or finding academic and intellectual mentors, such

plicating the future of his Ph.D. Between his desire for Noni,
his love interest, the possibility of tracking down the enigmatic
Carson, and his growing interest in the Magdalena butterfly’s
name and natural history, Mead takes the risk he realizes he
needs to follow.

as Dr. Winchester, mark a theme throughout the book—finding

Mary Glanville’s initial narrative is less clear to the reader as

one’s place by taking risks to follow one’s passion. Even the

she wakes in a medical center, unable to speak and with no

wise old specter of Evelyn Hutchinson makes an appearance,

clear memory of her life before her car plunged off the road.

bemoaning to Mead the popular misuse of his coined term eco-

Slowly, Mary recovers, and, when not drugged for the conve-

logical niche and offering some life wisdom: “In science and in

nience of the medical staff of a nursing home, begins to regain

letters, as in life itself, the rewarding course often proves to be

speech and a sense of her mental stability. Her time there leads

the risky one, where the outcome is uncertain.”

to despair, though, and she contemplates suicide.

Mead’s work in the entomological collection puts him into

As spring comes, a chance meeting with another patient,

contact with the journals and field notes of an iconoclastic

Howard, begins her own journey to freedom, as he says to

character named October Carson. Mead is inspired by Carson’s

her about leaving, “Why not just go?” She leaves and hitches

journals that depict the trained eye of an excellent field natu-

her way into the high country. There, when Mary collapses by

ralist, but it’s also the personal stories and descriptions of a

the side of the road, Oberon and Attalus, two members of a

life dedicated to freedom and intimacy with the other-than-hu-

nonconformist group called the Grove, dedicated to a more

man world that shape Mead’s thoughts. Mead’s story and the

thoughtful and spiritual way of living with nature, rescue her.
They take her to the old monastery on the side of Magdalena
Mountain. These two become savior and persecutor to Mary:
Oberon’s gentle and kind protection versus Attalus’s misogyny
and eventual violence toward her. During her time at the monastery, Mary comes to believe she is the reincarnated biblical
Mary Magdalena.
The third story woven into the novel is the life cycle of Erebia
magdalena, the Magdalena Alpine butterfly. In an ingenious
structural part of the work, Pyle weaves short natural histories
describing the life cycle of the butterfly corresponding to the
seasonal changes in the novel. These sections aren’t placeholders between chapters of human events; they are essential and
integral to the grander story. The novel would be diminished
if a reader overlooked these sections and read only the human
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narratives or vice versa. These descriptions connect intimately
with the narratives in ways only a fine work of art can show—
that there is far more subtlety at work in our understanding
and relationship with the non-human than we can easily articulate. For example:
But one of the siblings feels a walkabout urge prior to settling down.... This creature, called Erebia for his genus,
wanders many times his body length [as a baby caterpillar]. A chance left turn at a lichened cobble keeps him from
a lethal head-on with a ground beetle. Finally, he pauses
in a tussock at the base of a great boulder, hunkers in, and
shuts down but for a flicker of life in his dormant cells.
The specificity and lushness of these interspersed sections
remind the reader Pyle is a truly gifted natural history writer.
I’ll not spoil whatever “cliffhangers” the novel may hold when
the relevant characters come to their inevitable meeting. The
conclusion holds a unique and quirky turn on any expected
resolution to the stories. Also, I have glossed over many of the
well-drawn characters in the novel whose descriptions and
manners give the work a depth and playful resonance, especially with readers who know much about Pyle’s remarkable
background in the field with many of the twentieth century’s
best lepidopterists and naturalists. Some of these characters
are clearly drawn from field biologists Pyle has encountered
for over forty years. The novel also readily uses non-fictional
characters and storylines in its fictional tale (for example, Enos
Mills; the story of Vladimir Nabokov’s proximity to Magdalena
Mountain; even Nabokov’s Bel poem). Readers will note the
playful name of one character, Michael Heap, a butterfly expert
who resembles Pyle himself in look, talk, action, and net.
Magdalena Mountain is a project of many decades and drafts
in the making, and its clarity and word choice reflect Pyle’s
work and patience.
What might Bel’s line “the intelligent trail” refer to? Robert
Michael Pyle’s Magdalena Mountain offers a possible
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answer—take the risk of following a passion; give it work, attention, and kindness; and even though the outcome is unknown,
that risk might just lead you to a place you could not have imagined otherwise. Like any excellent work of art, Pyle’s novel isn’t
prescriptive but suggestive. The novel draws the reader in with
the characters’ and Erebia’s stories, but it also gives space for
the reader to forge ahead and reflect on one’s own trail ahead.

David Taylor is an Assistant Professor of Environmental Humanities
in the Sustainability Studies Program housed in the School of Marine
and Atmospheric Sciences at Stony Brook University.
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SHAPING A PLASTIC PLANET
Katja Jylkka

Review of The Synthetic Age: Outdesigning Evolution, Resurrecting
Species, and Reengineering Our World, by Christopher Preston (MIT
Press, 2018)

One million plant and animal species are now facing possible extinction due to a range of anthropogenic factors, from
climate change to humanity’s unsustainable use of natural resources. This is one of the main conclusions drawn in a recent
report from the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) and presented in
May 2019 at the United Nations. The report stresses that we
are at a critical moment for the planet’s biodiversity: while it
is not too late to prevent many of these extinctions, doing so
will require immediate and dramatic changes from the local to
the global level. Losing these species would not only deplete
the richness of life on Earth but would also detract from progress in reaching international development goals, as human
well-being is inherently connected to the life of non-humans
and the health of the environment.
Mainstream and scientific media outlets disseminated the
news of the IPBES report with an urgency that is becoming
more commonplace in discussions of climate change and the
state of the planet. Christopher J. Preston’s The Synthetic

The book’s title derives from Preston’s discussion of what to
call this new geological era of large-scale human impact on
the environment. Many writers and scholars have considered
whether the widely known and used term “Anthropocene”
truly captures the reality of this new age and have offered
up alternatives such as “Capitalocene” or “Manthropocene.”
Preston ultimately decides on “Plastocene,” not because of our
current dependence on plastics, but because of the unprecedented ways in which the Earth has become plastic—pliable,
capable of being shaped by our technologies and intentions.
Unlike some of these other writers, Preston sees the naming
of the era as the beginning of a conversation rather than its
end result. The remainder of the book is intended to educate
average readers about the future of the Plastocene by explaining the technologies that are already shaping our planet.
Preston thus aims to empower these readers to conscientiously
choose a path forward.

Age: Outdesigning Evolution, Resurrecting Species, and

As Preston writes, “More important than what we choose to

Reengineering Our World resonates with this sense of urgency

name this new period of geological history, however, is how

in that it, too, locates humanity at a novel and crucial moment

we choose to shape it” (xvi). The book’s mission captures the

in history. In order to avoid mass extinctions and fundamental

Janus-faced quality of this new age: we are in this predicament

changes, humans must make careful and difficult decisions.

because of our effects on the environment, yet we also have the
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power to fix some of these problems. Each chapter focuses on

and “culture.” Many of the ethical debates discussed in the

one field of research or technological advance, from the small-

book are founded on the question of whether it is necessary

est scale—nanotechnology and molecular manufacturing—to

to preserve something called the “natural,” something that is

the largest—ecosystem management and atmospheric regula-

distinct from humans and their creation—a question that pre-

tion. In each chapter, Preston explains how the science in ques-

supposes that there is anything separating humanity from a

tion works and explores the advantages and possible disadvan-

capital-N “Nature.” Preston briefly touches on this problem in

tages of the technology. Rather than dictate what his readers

his chapter on nanotechnology: “The territory is complex, and

should think, Preston attempts to construct a neutral picture

there is an interesting conundrum buried in the debate over

of each advancement, giving both the promise and the dangers

how to regulate nanomaterials that dogs many of the technol-

equal weight. The Synthetic Age, then, is a tool meant to help

ogies of the Plastocene. It concerns whether the distinction

bring about the democratic engagement that Preston considers

between the natural and the artificial can still be a reliable

essential to making these important ethical decisions.

guide at the dawning of the Synthetic Age. Traditionally, there

Throughout these chapters, a few themes emerge, demonstrating that the same moral and logistical questions form the foundation of many of our current problems. One of these themes is
that humans have a greater capacity than ever to alter the planet
and its life, a development that makes our species more godlike
than it has ever been. This power is particularly evident in
moments when humans enact novel forms of creation; genomic

has been a tendency to associate the natural with the normal,
the ecological, and the safe. The synthetic or the artificial, on
the other hand, has been associated with the humanized, the
unnatural, and (often) the potentially suspicious” (16). In
not answering his own question, Preston may be attempting
to maintain the ideologically neutral stance that is part of the
text’s project.

researcher J. Craig Venter and his team, for example, created a

Yet that neutrality comes into question in other moments in

totally new form of bacterial life in their lab in 2010. However,

the text, such as when Preston dismisses fears that nanotech-

with that unprecedented ability to shape the Earth comes a pre-

nology may “replace” nature: “Short of a rapidly spreading grey

viously unknown level of risk and uncertainty. Preston vividly

goo, there will always be a healthy supply of natural, biologi-

conveys how this risk resides in countless endeavors, from na-

cal nature to be found. The world will retain a complement of

nobots self-replicating out of control to our efforts to counteract

ferns and waterfalls, beetles and sparrows, mountain lions and

global warming sending the planet into a deep freeze. The book’s

octopuses, all of which will continue to make the place more in-

chapters are also linked by the complexity of their subjects. In

teresting and lively for us, whatever devices nanotechnologists

example after example, Preston reveals how a technology or area

dream up” (33).

of research transcends disciplinarity, requiring input from biologists, chemists, physicists, city planners, ecologists, and philosophers. All of these perspectives are necessary if we are to avoid
“let[ting] ourselves be dragged by commercial interests thoughtlessly into a full-throttle Plastocene” (xx). Instead, we should
be choosing which elements of non-human nature to alter and
know the reason why.

Unlike Preston, I feel less confident in the continued existence
of such a “complement” of species, especially given the U.N.
biodiversity report discussed earlier. Take the United States
mountain lion population, for example. While they are currently classified as “Least Concern,” the Florida panther sub-species is considered endangered, and mountain lion populations
throughout the rest of the country are decreasing due to the

The underlying theme perhaps most significant to Preston’s

loss and fragmentation of their habitats. More importantly,

book is parsing where the supposed line falls between “nature”

Preston’s stance on “the distinction between the natural and
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the artificial” permeates the rest of the book. Framing non-human nature such as beetles and sparrows as doing something
“for us” demonstrates that remaining agnostic on defining
“nature” is impossible: even when we think we are being impartial, our fundamental assumptions about the natural world
shape our speech and our actions.
Overall, though, The Synthetic Age succeeds quite brilliantly in
its goals. In providing clear, engaging explanations, often with
an effective use of humor, Preston offers non-specialist readers
a useful understanding of technological advances that are often
hidden behind paywalls or impenetrable thickets of jargon.
Preston has made thoughtful choices in terms of his audience:
his intended readers may appreciate the fluid readability and
concise length of the text, while scientists may disagree with
the simplifications or chafe at the lack of footnotes or other
forms of citation through much of the book. Similarly, scholars in the environmental humanities may feel the disconnect
between the text’s supposed neutrality and its unexamined
biases. Ultimately, Preston’s position as a non-scientist is a
strength and demonstrates the interdisciplinarity and democracy essential to consciously choosing a new age that reflects
the best that our species has to offer.

Katja Jylkka is a Visiting Assistant Professor at Westfield State
University in Massachusetts. Her dissertation and subsequent
research focus on the distinction between the natural and
supernatural, the history of science, and animal studies. Her
writing has been published or is forthcoming in Humanimalia,
Configurations, ISLE, and elsewhere.
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DESCENDING INTO THE ANTHROPOCENE
Gavin Van Horn

Review of Underland: A Deep Time Journey, by Robert Macfarlane
(W.W. Norton and Co., 2019)

Near the end of Underland, author, Cambridge professor, and
mountaineer Robert Macfarlane makes one of his many descents. In this particular scene—one among several throughout
the book that tingle flesh—he dangles in ice-blue air, suspended from a rope dozens of feet down the throat of a glacier.
There is a name for the vertical shaft carved by meltwater in
which Macfarlane dangles: moulin. Earlier, when standing
on the ice looking down at this sheer drop into the icy depths,
Macfarlane tells us that this moulin is “surely the most beautiful and frightening space into which I have ever looked” (369).
As a person with zero experience navigating the potentially
perilous contours of a glacier, I was both fascinated and un-

on the ice and I spin out from the face and into the torrent,
which crashes down on my head with cold pummeling fists
and the force of it punches me back out of the torrent, but
from there I cannot catch the glassy sides of the moulin
again and so I swing back further into the torrent, and
there I am knocked out of it again, and so I begin to pendulum back and forth in and out of the torrent, and with
each cold dousing I am losing strength, and I feel that I

nerved by his description: “Its mouth is oval and around twelve

am trapped in a perpetual motion machine that can run

feet across at its widest point. Its sides are of blue ice that are

indefinitely even after I have ceased to function. (389-90)

polished as glass, and scalloped in places. It drops vertically
from the glacier’s surface like the shaft of a well. Twenty feet

Ceased to function equals dead. I was nowhere near a glacier

down all light is lost and so is all sight” (369).

when I first read this passage, but I felt unsafe while reading.

On the day Macfarlane descends, the ice has already begun

Fortunately, we are given a lifeline: we are told there is a backup

heating up (heat is a relative term here). The glacier complains
as water pours into the smooth-sided cylinder. Suspended
by his rope, Macfarlane marvels at the intensity of color.
Memories of Mediterranean seas with unseen bottoms flash
into his mind. Then, the reverie turns more threatening:

(This insecure feeling recurred many times as I read the book.)
plan if circumstances begin to deteriorate. Verbal communication rendered obsolete by the roar of the tumbling waters,
an agreed-upon hand signal is to be used: forearms should be
crossed in an X, for the benefit of the person keeping watch up
top “in that porthole of sky rimmed with white and gold light”

The deeper I go, the closer I come to the meltwater stream

(390). The X, we are informed, roughly means Get me the fuck

that is falling down the moulin, and then my crampons slip

out of here.
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When the pummeling begins, I expect Macfarlane to give this

Sea studying dark matter from outer space, and the fungal net-

signal, which would raise him to surer ground above. He does

works that make up the “wood-wide web.”

precisely the opposite: he descends further.

Chamber two, “Hiding,” takes Macfarlane to continental

The reasoning is that this will get him out of the torrent, swing-

Europe, plunging him into one of the largest known under-

ing him closer to a side passage and free of the water’s batter-

ground canyons in the world and its river systems, which

ing. And it does. This time.

cut deeply into the karstic rock of Italy. There are also the

Such an instinct—Macfarlane’s inclination to venture further
below the surface when others might opt to be hauled up
and out in favor of surer footing—speaks to the contents of
Underland as a whole. He traverses dark chambers and eerie
passageways that, for most readers, are unseen, unknown, and
even unimagined. In a manner unlike any of his other books,
he stares straight into the recesses of human folly and human
possibility, unflinching in his descent—though appropriately
apprehensive at times. Wide-eyed, self-effacing, and always
with sharp and vivid sentences, Macfarlane unearths fascinating imprints of human history and stirs the imagination with
mind-bending geological timelines, bringing to the surface
those things from which we cannot escape as we careen into
the so-called Anthropocene. What the reader discovers, along-

Slovenian Highlands, where cave systems and sinkholes double
as “warrens of war” and mass burial. This section includes a
standout chapter, “Invisible Cities,” a guided exploration with
fellow cataphiles (“lovers of the below”) of the city-below-thecity of Paris (a subterranean “mirror-city”). Macfarlane crawls
into the vast maze of tunnels, narrow passageways, former
mushroom farms, galleries, and catacombs created by six centuries of limestone quarrying and burial of the dead. Of this
adventure, he notes, it “is the longest I have ever gone without
seeing sunlight” (131).

What the reader discovers... is an affirmation
that the past is part of the present, which is
inevitably part of the future.

side Macfarlane, is an affirmation that the past is part of the
present, which is inevitably part of the future. In particular,
Underland excavates what kind of imprint we are leaving to our

The third chamber is aptly titled “Haunting.” Here Macfarlane

ancestors in a rapidly changing world. It is unsettling because

meditates on Nordic ice and the messages it carries while vis-

we are shown, all too clearly, the Earth’s upheaval—the un-

iting tempestuous seas and deteriorating glaciers. In Lofotens,

burying caused by our own attempts at control. To repeat the

Norway, he hikes a rugged coast to be among Bronze Age “red

phrase Macfarlane uses while peering down into the glacier’s

dancers,” anthropomorphic figures traced by human fingers on

moulin, which would do nicely as a summation of Underland:

sea-scoured cave walls. We learn of the perils of oil explora-

“surely the most beautiful and frightening space into which I

tion off the coast of Andoya, Norway, and bear witness to the

have ever looked.”

melting ice shelves and glaciers of Greenland. Finally, we reach

The structure of Underland roughly divides along geographies and varieties of underground ventures. Three sections
of the book, called “chambers,” hold stories that revolve

Olkiluoto, Finland, where the difficulties of containing nuclear
waste beg questions about human foresight, perhaps leading
readers toward their darkest speculations.

around a theme. “Seeing” is chamber one and closest to home

This sketch of the book’s subject matter is only the tip of the

for Macfarlane as he explores Britain’s underland—mining

melting iceberg. Underland is a delight to the senses as well

tunnels and limestone burial sites, scientists beneath the North

as a magical mystery tour of infrequently seen places, with
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interesting characters sprinkled in along the way. It also carries

I was reminded of my parents who live in Oklahoma, far from

a sense of urgency from start to finish. Macfarlane exhumes

any natural fault line, now dealing with earthquakes caused by

subterranean themes that will remain under a reader’s skin

fracking. One of the tremors put a lightning-bolt-shaped crack

long after one stops turning pages.

in the foundation of their home. What to do? Buy better insur-

One of the more prominent themes to repeatedly surface is
how we might grapple with the notion of the Anthropocene,
a term coined in 1999 to signify the widespread stratigraphic
imprint of human activity. In a book that journeys into geological layers, dealing with the implications of the Anthropocene
may be unavoidable. “What a signature our species will leave
in the strata!” Macfarlane exclaims. “We have become titanic
world-makers, our legacy legible for epochs to come.... Philip
Larkin famously proposed that what will survive of us is love.

ance? Thank the politicians for keeping the economy humming
as the ground under their feet literally breaks apart? A monument is probably being built to commemorate the energy companies’ contributions to the nation; a catchy jingle will play over
television advertisements assuring folks of a prosperous future.

Seen in deep time... the idea of human
dominance over the planet seems greedy,
delusory.

Wrong. What will survive of ours is plastic, swine bones and
lead-207, the stable isotope at the end of the uranium-235
decay chain” (76-77).
As it is throughout his body of work, Macfarlane’s writing
in Underland is beautiful, arresting, and visceral, yet I don’t
recall such a degree of urgency in any of Macfarlane’s other
excellent books. The social commentary is more prominent, as
well, ranging from observations about abstracted human labor
to get at Earth’s goodies (testimony to “an asymmetry of power
and suffering”), to the cityscape’s “verticalization of wealth and
power,” to the injustices visited upon present and future generations through nuclear “disposal” (a misnomer, if ever there
was one, for radioactive elements that will persist for millions

A few passages in Underland use repetition to special effect,
collapsing distant times, revealing a shared Earth-story.
Perhaps nowhere is this more powerful than when Macfarlane
is led into Onkalo, a nuclear waste storage facility in Finland
built fifteen hundred feet into bedrock “to keep the future safe
from the present.” He tours the center, internally chanting,
“This is the way the world ends, this is the way the world ends,
this is the way the world ends—not with a bang but a visitors’
center” (402). At one point during his tour, an animatronic
Einstein, presumably meant to assure visitors of the wonders
of nuclear power, loses half his moustache with a jitter of his

of years).

mechanical head. It’s a wonderful way to unsettle the read-

In Greenland, we witness firsthand the extremes of climate

conceit that problems of our own creation can be healed with

change, even as business as usual continues, with mining corporations whetting their chops at the rare Earth metals made

er’s confidence in this storage facility and, more generally, the
spin doctoring alone.

accessible by the disappearance of the ice. “Our modern spe-

A consistent refrain swells up in Underland: by going un-

cies-history is one of remorselessly accelerated extraction,

derneath, “backward” in time, geologically speaking, we are

accompanied by compensatory small acts of preservation and

compelled to think of our own legacy inscribed in the rocks of

elegiac songs,” Macfarlane writes. “We have now drilled some

future generations. “As we have amplified our ability to shape

30 million miles of tunnel and borehole in our hunt for re-

the world,” Macfarlane writes, “so we become more responsi-

sources, truly riddling our planet into a hollow earth” (312).

ble for the long afterlives of that shaping. The Anthropocene
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asks of us the question memorably posed by the immunologist

pass along to them. Gift or curse? What kind of ancestor do

Jonas Salk: ‘Are we being good ancestors?’” (77)

you want to be?

This question may be more on Macfarlane’s mind than usual.

Some of the most powerful “deep time” moments—ones that

Throughout the book, in some of the more touching, intimate

give abstract concepts like the Anthropocene psychological

moments, he allows us glimpses of parenthood:

and physical weight, while simultaneously serving to critique

I stand over my son and he is lying so still that panic sluices
coldly through me, my heart thumps in my ears and I reach
my hand toward his mouth to feel his breath, to search for
proof of life in the darkness.
Nothing, no breath, no breath—and then there it is, on the
exhale, drifting faint and warm on my skin, and I rest the
back of my fingers for a few seconds on his cheek, feel the

our self-appointed Ages—are the products of ice. During an
extended trip on the Rasmussen glacier, Macfarlane observes:
“The immensity and the vibrancy of the ice are beyond anything I have encountered before. Seen in deep time—viewed
even in the relatively shallow time since the last glaciation—the
idea of human dominance over the planet seems greedy, delusory. Up there on that summit, at that moment, gazing from
the inner ice to the berg-filled sea, the idea of the Anthropocene

mass of his body.

feels at best a conceit, at worst a perilous vanity” (362).

Still there, my love?

Human presence is relativized by such Earth-immensity. That

Breathe.

immensity of climate crisis) and ask, “What does it matter,

Breathe again. (82-83)
These tender moments heighten the stakes. There is something we are passing along, something that will confront us
much sooner than we thought. With the release of each new
climate report1 or biodiversity assessment,2 the timeline for
meaningful change constricts; no longer is it the Storms of
My Grandchildren that Dr. James Hansen warned of, it is the
storms of our children.
The question “Are we being good ancestors?” caught my attention because the Center for Humans and Nature framed one of
our “big questions” around just such a theme: “What Kind of
Ancestor Do You Want to Be?” Such a question breaks through
the ideological commitments of modernity—emphasizing the

could lead someone to shrug his or her shoulders (as could the
then?” Macfarlane has an answer:
We should resist such inertial thinking; indeed, we should
urge its opposite—deep time as a radical perspective, provoking us to action not apathy. For to think in deep time can
be a means not of escaping our troubled present, but rather
of re-imagining it; countermanding its quick greeds and
furies with older, slower stories of making and unmaking....
When viewed in deep time, things come alive that seemed
inert. New responsibilities declare themselves. A conviviality of being leaps to mind and eye. The world becomes
eerily various and vibrant again. Ice breathes. Rock has
tides. Mountains ebb and flow. Stone pulses. We live on a
restless earth. (15-16)

greater Earth community, not the individual; suggesting the

Time intersects here with place and story, providing perspec-

value of generosity over exploitation; and helping us to think

tive on the tumultuous present. Underland inspires fascina-

in timescales that extend beyond the next election cycle. One of

tion for what is below, to be sure, but it is also a powerful call to

Macfarlane’s talents is inviting readers to think in “deep time”

consider what we do with that knowledge when we re-surface

and especially of those generations who will receive what we

with an altered perception of time and place. Sometimes, the
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results are epiphanic: an overwhelming appreciation for the
everyday gifts too often taken for granted, along with a fresh
set of eyes through which to see the familiar world. Macfarlane
exquisitely captures these sensory contrasts:

kind of ancestors do we want to be?
As an exploration of the past and a hope in a just vision for the
future, Underland brings us back to the present with a thud:
How do we participate in a way that the living can live more

Up the gorge, up the notch, through the squeeze, the smell

fully in a new, less Anthropocentric epoch? In a spellbinding

of green growing in the nose, up into the belly of the el-

passage when he sees the “red dancers” within the recesses of a

der-filled dip of land, and up to the level of the fields, the

Norwegian sea cave, Macfarlane is caught within the net of this

horses, the swooping swallows, out of the Carboniferous

time-collapsing understanding:

and into the Anthropocene.

Their red is rough at its edges, fading back into the rock

Sundown on the surface. Pupils shuttering to pinpricks.

that made it, blurred by water and condensation, and all of

Colour is preposterous, gorgeous again. Blue is seen

these circumstances—the blur, the low light, my exhaus-

utterly as blue, green known fully as green. We are high

tion, my blinks—are what give the figures their life, make

on hue, high on the wild noise in the wind, high on the last

them shift shapes on this volatile canvas in which shadow

of the sunlight that glosses the streamers of the veering

and water and rock are all artists together, and for once

swallows, high on the huge vault of the sky and the boiling

the old notion of ghosts seems new and true in this space.

clouds it holds. (39-40)
Epochs, separated by millions of years, exist meters away from
one another, like a page with a timeline folded in on itself by a
pinch of the fingers. “To understand light you need first to have
been buried in the deep-down dark,” he writes (50).
To produce such effects, Macfarlane buries the reader, at
least vicariously, and expands the reader as well. We oscillate
between the claustrophobic and the cavernous, depending on
the story being told. Both movements induce humility about
human smallness and frailty. He notes, for instance, the experience of freedivers who, without scuba gear, explore the
great voids of water-filled sinkholes. One of the more famous,

These figures are ghosts all dancing together, and I am a
ghost too, and there is a conviviality to them—to us—to the
thousands of years for which they have been dancing here
together.
Suddenly, unexpectedly, my head begins to tingle and then
my back and my chest start to shake, and I find myself
crying, sobs shuddering my body in the teardrop-shaped
rift, far from another human and so close to these generous
figures. The dangers of the journey to reach the dancers
ebb from me, the joy of their movement ebbs into me and I
cry there, surprised and helpless, deep in granite and darkness, weeping for feelings I cannot name. (278-79)

Natalia Molchanova, understood her experiences of the great

Our lives are still surrounded, enmeshed with this dance of the

watery voids as “self-dissolving.” Macfarlane himself has

other. When it comes to ethics, there is no away—any “waste”

several such experiences throughout the book. “In the under-

you dispose of becomes someone else’s problem.3 Macfarlane

land I have seen things I hope I will never forget—and things

reminds us in Underland that what is buried will inevitably see

I wish I had never witnessed,” he reflects, yet he also writes,

the light of day again, if it has not already. When such things

“What I thought would be my least human book has become,

are lifted to the surface, whether they will see a sky that radi-

to my surprise, my most communal” (18). This communion

ates a welcome or a desolate light depends on what we do now.

stretches through time. What is our communal legacy? What

What maladaptive stories do we have to hide our faces from in
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order to persist until we persist no longer? Facing the world
on the surface requires acknowledging earthen facts as hard
and unyielding as granite and societal values built on rapidly
melting ice.
The word sublime, in current vernacular, is a word that has
been rendered wholly positive—and perhaps a little pretentious. What a sublime cheesecake, someone at the country club
says while dabbing her lips with a silk napkin. But the older
meaning of the word carries the feeling of overwhelm—both
beauty and terror can fix you with a decentering gaze. The
sublime, when delivering its greatest emotional impact, does
both. Underland is sublime in this more comprehensive sense.
The awe-full beauty and beautiful awful interpenetrate one
another, amplifying the energies of both. Macfarlane proves to
be an excellent ferryman to chthonic worlds. He leads readers
both into and out of peril, and the result is that the familiar world within which we spend most of our daylight hours
becomes more uncanny, more sublime—and our actions more
urgent, more pressing—by the knowledge of what lies beneath.

Gavin Van Horn is Director of Cultures of Conservation at the
Center for Humans and Nature. He develops and directs a series
of interdisciplinary projects that seek to illuminate what it means
to be human in a more-than-human world. He is author of The
Way of Coyote: Shared Journeys in the Urban Wilds (University of
Chicago, 2018).

NOTES
1. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Global Warming of 1.5°C. An IPCC
Special Report on the Impacts of Global Warming of 1.5°C above Pre-industrial Levels and
Related Global Greenhouse Gas Emission Pathways, in the Context of Strengthening the
Global Response to the Threat of Climate Change, Sustainable Development, and Efforts to
Eradicate Poverty, V. Masson-Delmotte, P. Zhai, H.-O. Pörtner, et al., eds. (Geneva, Switzerland: World Meteorological Organization, 2018), https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/.
2. The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services,
Summary for Policymakers of the Global Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem
Services of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, S. Díaz, J. Settele, E.S. Brondizio, et al., eds. (Bonn, Germany: IPBES Secretariat, 2019),
https://www.ipbes.net/global-assessment-report-biodiversity-ecosystem-services.
3. In his essay, “What Is Your Rice? Overcoming the Spiritual Danger of Alienation,” my friend
John Hausdoerrfer has addressed this point. February 28, 2017, https://www.humansandnature.org/what-is-your-rice.
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SHOES, MINING, AND CUTTING TO THE TRUTH:
FLAMBEAU RECLAMATION
Alex Moore

When I visit my friend’s house, I am sure to hide my shoes
behind a closed door. This is a safety precaution I have learned
over the years. Upon arriving, as I undo my laces, slobbering
jaws tend to lurk just beyond the doormat, patiently waiting for
the opportunity to snatch one of my shoes. The culprit’s name
is Winslow, a ten-year-old yellow lab whom I have known since
he was a puppy. He enjoys using my shoes to play Keep Away, a
consequence I face if they are not hidden out of sight.
Winslow enjoys making me
the retriever, but he does
this by cheating. Once one of
my shoes is locked between
his teeth, he’ll dart for the
kitchen

table

and

slide

beneath it. He gains an advantage thanks to a thicket
of chair legs that make him
difficult to reach. From the
fortress, he’ll wag his tail

While failing to hide my shoes on arrival might become Keep
Away for Winslow, my end of the situation can be described as
a process of reclamation, getting back what’s rightfully mine.
This typically entails waiting for Winslow to put the shoe down

in mockery, thwacking the

and grabbing it when he isn’t paying attention. Aside from the

wooden seats as he stares me

dealings of human and dog, reclamation is a common occur-

down as if to say, I win! I win!

rence and term used in everyday language. It may be used to

It’s not that Winslow is
Winslow

Flambeau Reclaimed Mine brochure cover

without toys. If he chose his
squeaky squirrel or raccoon,

I’d be more than happy to chase him around until he needs a

describe the return of objects to their rightful person or place,
like a person reclaiming their car after it has been stolen. Or, a
parent may reclaim candy from a child after they have snuck it
out of the pantry. Reclamation can also prove fitting for use in

big bowl of water. But somehow, he finds my wrinkly, fraying

storytelling, like a knight who reclaims his honor from a pow-

pair of Goodwill Doc Martens to be the perfect makeshift toys.

erful dragon.
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History & Significance

Rules

The site is beautiful and inspiring, and also has a
rich history. The Flambeau Mine operated from 1993
to 1997 and produced tons of
copper, silver and gold. In fact,
the orebody is one of the richest
ever identified in the world, and
the minerals it supplied were
used worldwide to manufacture
electrical wiring, computers, cars, surgical equipment,
church bells and more.

To ensure the Reclaimed Flambeau Mine Nature Trails
& Recreation Area is enjoyable for all who visit, please
be aware of the following rules:

The Flambeau Mine also is historically important to
Wisconsin, as it was the first mine to be approved and
operated under the state’s stringent mining standards.
As part of that approval, and the company’s Sustainable
Development Policy, the Flambeau Mining Company
made many promises to the
state and local communities.
The company promised to bring
economic opportunity, provide
safe and family-supporting jobs,
protect the environment and the
Flambeau River, enhance community and educational
resources, and reclaim the site.
The Reclaimed Flambeau Mine Nature Trails &
Recreation Area, which is the result of a $20 million
reclamation effort by the Flambeau Mining Company,
is just one example of how all of those promises
were kept.

• No motorized vehicles of any kind
• Dogs are welcome if they are under
control at all times

The Reclaimed Flambeau Mine Nature Trails &
Recreation Area is an environmental and educational
destination located in Rusk County, Wisconsin. The
150-acre site, once home to the historic Flambeau
Mine, today has been reclaimed to allow the land to
serve as a recreational resource for the community
and its visitors.
The site is free and open to the public year round, from
dawn to dusk. Just a few of the activities encouraged
at the site include:
• Hiking
• Biking
• Birdwatching
• Dog walking

• No horseback riding on the hiking trails
• No hunting is allowed
• Fishing is allowed at the Flambeau River,
but not in wetland areas
• Always stay on the marked trails
• While using the site, you are responsible for
your own health and safety

Location

• Fishing and Picnicking
along the Flambeau River
• Community and
fitness events
• School fieldtrips

The Reclaimed Flambeau Mine Nature Trails &
Recreation Area is located on Highway 27, about 1.5
miles south of Ladysmith in Rusk County, Wisconsin.
Free parking for visitors is located at N4339 Highway 27.
For more information, visit www.flambeaumine.com.

• Snowshoeing
• Cross country
skiing

• Geocaching

Photos by Jana Murphy
and Jeff Miller

Flambeau Brochure Fold out

While reclamation might describe these simpler situations, I’ve

and gone, and its traces are no longer visible. Yet the brochure

been wondering about it in the ecological sense. Recently, I was

boasts that materials mined from the Flambeau site have been

reading a brochure for the Flambeau Reclaimed Mine, a nature

“used worldwide to manufacture electrical wiring, computers,

area located in northwestern Wisconsin. The brochure provides

cars, surgical equipment, church bells and more.” This illus-

information about the history of the site, like how the mine “op-

trates that mining is an activity of permanently taking from

erated from 1993 to 1997 and produced tons of copper, silver, and

an ecosystem—materials are removed and transformed, which

gold”—words that twist around a picture of mineral ore. A list of rec-

renders their reclamation impossible. To say that reclamation

reational activities also takes up the center of the tri-folded paper,

can describe a mine is therefore a mistake. It would be like me

lying beneath images of delighted bird watchers, a cyclist, and a

leaving my friend’s house with only my left shoe as wagging

cross-country skier. But although I’ve never been to Flambeau, I

Winslow watches me depart, my right shoe in his mouth.

can tell the brochure’s language is misleading its visitors.

Flambeau, then, is not a reclamation site but rather a site with

It is not fitting to describe the ecosystem of the Flambeau Mine

its metals missing. Flambeau lights my living room. Flambeau

as something that can be reclaimed. Yes, the mine has come

is parked by my apartment. Flambeau is what I type upon.
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mine operation creates. The Flambeau brochure shows that
misinformation lurks in even the most commonplace sources.
While I’m being critical, it’s important to acknowledge that
ecological issues are complex and do not often present easy,
black-and-white decisions. In talking about the mining operation, the brochure cites job opportunities as having been part
of the mine’s goals. Certainly, rural areas often face specific
sets of economic challenges, and the employment offered by
an extractive business can be a financial lifeline. This makes
fully dismissing extractive jobs trickier because even the most
damaging environmental acts have a valid human stake. But
extractive industries are notorious for short-term planning
that favors profit over long-term ecological integrity. Calling
Flambeau Mine Map

the Flambeau Mine a reclamation may be inaccurate, but some
consideration of ecological healing is better than none. While
I’d prefer less extraction from our species, my hope is that at

Flambeau removed my wisdom teeth. Flambeau dings in my
neighborhood on Sundays.

least a minimal amount of ecological planning can be incorpo-

Aside from this, the reclamation described by the brochure
contains another blind spot. By making no mention of the indigenous people of Wisconsin, the brochure fails to acknowledge that there was a seizure of the land by white settlers, and
that this occurred long before equipment clawed its way into
the soil. Truthfully, the alleged reclamation in the 1990s eclipses a reclamation that has yet to be completed.

What should be taken away from this? In these troubling

I find this dishonesty especially worrisome because of its location in a brochure. Spotting certain kinds of misinformation
is easy—as easy as giving Winslow a belly rub when he’s not
stealing my shoes. A report denying climate change turns out
to be authored by scientists linked to a fossil fuel company.
A vapid talking head spreads lies in a news interview, hiding
behind the credentials that flash on the screen below her tailored suit. But neat, tri-fold brochures are typically trusted
by tourists, and Flambeau’s “$20 million reclamation effort”
offered as a form of ecological promise keeping is admittedly
seductive. However, it avoids the true ecological aftermath a

really have fewer harmful chemicals, or does the product create
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rated into all human activity.

ecological times, the Flambeau brochure reveals the need to
expand environmental critique into unconsidered places. This
is not to say glaciers, coastlines, or even the Flambeau River
should receive any less attention in favor of a brochure. Rather,
the misuse of language found in the Flambeau brochure and
elsewhere should nudge nature lovers always to be on the
lookout for environmental falsehood. Does that cleaning agent
harm in a different way? Is that Michigan tourism advertisement really depicting a healthy ecosystem, or is it a cleverly
cropped image taken next to a coal or nuclear power plant?
Does my local food truly come from a place I could identify
near me? How much range are free-range chickens actually
given in order to be called “free range”?
Ultimately, this is about being careful with language. Therefore,
I’d like to suggest one thing for Flambeau. Instead of reclamation, let us speak of recovery—a term that better captures the
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Recovered history cut-up

reality of a post-mining ecosystem. A healthy future for the

Lastly, rest assured that no brochures were harmed in the

Earth begins with the precise use of language; being honest

making of this revision; I used a copy of the original version.

with words is what spurs action.
In hopes of getting matters onto the right track, I’ve revised
the Flambeau brochure to create a summary of the site. Quite
literally, I have used the brochure’s own words to do this by
utilizing a writing style known as the cut-up method. Cut-ups
involve exactly what one might expect: cutting up an existing
text. Once paragraphs become bits of paper, the words are rearranged to evoke new meaning, wrestling control to present
the truth of the situation—that Flambeau is not reclaimable
post-mining.
Note that the available words for writing are limited in contrast
to other styles. I have included a few of my own words in the
piece, though over 90 percent of the language is taken from
the brochure itself. Because of this limited selection of words,
sentences will feel as though they are crying out for editorial
attention. But this is what makes cut-ups unique.

NO PROMISES MADE ARE THRIVING

Please be aware: The Flambeau Mine is historically not reclaimed. It’s a popular site for minerals. In fact, throughout
The Flambeau Mine, no healthy environment and species is
the result. Wisconsin standards encouraged land to serve as an
economic resource to manufacture electrical wiring, computers, and cars. The company equipment promised to hunt rich
tons of copper, silver and gold and cover the site’s two wetland
areas. The orebody at the site supplied use worldwide. No
promises made are thriving, but plants are encouraged to use
the site and bring reclamation effort on the site.

Alex Moore is a graduate student at the University of Montana,
Missoula where he is studying environmental philosophy. His
research interests are environmentalism of urban areas, Thoreau,
and wilderness. He has recently completed a summer internship in
Chicago working with the Center for Humans and Nature.
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GRIEF AND THE DEPTH OF YOUR LOVE
Rose Gordon

boulder. Each wooden stick reached from the earthen ledge to
the face of the rough rock, creating what I saw as a wall of offerings—a collective, prayer-filled action to prevent the boulder
from rolling down the hill and crushing everything in its path
before it reached the ocean.
The nuns silently added their sticks, carefully wedging them
into the dirt. I picked up a branch from under a mass of
bramble bushes and wedged it into the ledge alongside the

Tendrils of sweet smoke rose into the silver sky above the carved
stone altar that sits on a hilltop on Putuoshan. Putuoshan is an
island in southeastern China revered as the home of Guanyin,
the Buddhist Goddess of Mercy. I watched as three Chinese
nuns dressed in gray robes lit sticks of incense, placed them
in the ash-filled bowl on the altar, bowed, and then walked
toward the edge of the cliff.

others. Just one more slender stick, another small prayer to

The beat of ocean waves was muffled by the steep rocky cliffs
between the hilltop and the Eastern China Sea. In the stillness,
the Chinese coins I dropped into the red offering box chimed
as they joined the coins others had offered. I lit a long stick of
incense and placed it beside those already burning. The tendrils
of smoke gathered to form a small cloud that rose upwards,
lifted on the currents of the light afternoon breeze.

ing our willingness to be part of an action that has meaning, not

The tallest of the nuns turned to me. “Amituofo,” she said,
using a Buddhist greeting I heard often on the island.. Her
head was cleanshaven and smooth. Dark almond-shaped eyes
and high cheekbones rested above a slender smile. She nodded
to me and gestured gracefully with her long fingers, indicating
I could follow them.
The nuns walked lightly down a narrow dirt trail that wove
along the cliffside facing the sea. Their long gray robes swayed
lightly against their ankles as their soft-shoed feet nimbly navigated the rocky path.
They stopped beneath a large boulder perched on the cliff
above us. Uncountable twigs and branches had been wedged
into a dirt ledge that jutted out below the exposed belly of the
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keep the boulder in place. That boulder is still there, I believe,
along with those slender twigs.
To me each stick was an offering made to support the boulder,
to uphold something that needed to be upheld. They spoke to
the importance of making a gesture of support in whatever way
we can. And each gesture, each offering, is a statement signifybecause our contribution is grand, but because, together, our
collective actions and the values they demonstrate support life.
“Small actions done with great love,” as Mother Theresa
might say.
◆◆◆

What moves us to make our own small offerings to the welfare
of the world? To discover the action that is ours to take, I
believe we must first know what losses we would mourn. We
must first know what would break our heart and bring us to
our knees in grief—because our grief shows us the depth of our
love. And love is what moves us.
Mother Theresa said this of love and the pain of love: “I have
found the paradox, that if you love until it hurts, there can be
no more hurt, only more love.”
Turn gently now to your grief and listen. Grief will tell you
what you treasure. It will name what you are called to tend
and protect.
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Just for this moment set down your plans and agendas, the

names of what we treasure, loudly or in whispers that encircle

spreadsheet of goals and measurements. Just breathe. Breathe

the globe, carried on winds that know no boundaries.

and let your heart break open to the world that is calling for
your attention. And from the depth of your broken open heart,
know what you love.

We are called to declare our love. To know what it means to
tend what we love, to respect and protect what we love.

Feel the grief that arises when you think of the environmental
disasters, the end of species, the disappearance of forests and
wetlands and lands of snow and ice. The grief that chills your
heart when you think of a world without butterflies, or bees,
or blue skies and fresh breezes. The piercing pain of grief you
feel when you see a future that holds little hope for the rivers,
forests, deserts, mountains, and jungles of our world.
That grief is the wild, keening cry of love. It is not a hopeless
despair. It is a declaration of love and a lament over the possible loss of what is loved.
Now breathe and let your heart open wider. What images
of love rise in the spaciousness of your being? What land-

◆◆◆

To love deeply is go beyond the joy of love and be willing to feel
the pain of love. This takes courage, and the word “courage”
comes from the word “heart.”
Love: earthy, “lotus growing in the mud love.” That is what we
need now. And to be fully alive in the joy and pain of our love,
we must act now in ways that are born of love.
We can fall in love wherever we are. It is not enough to fall
in love with the quiet, spacious forest, or the rain-drenched
greening hills; not enough to love only the roar of the ocean,
the blanket of stars gleaming overhead, or the cold magnifi-

scape beckons?

cence of a full moon; not only the wide-open space of our

Is it a field of medicinal herbs or miles of waving grassland?

ice. We can also love our city streets—the rush of sound and

Or the wide-eyed face of a child? Is it the song of a stream
that calls to you as it cascades down a granite mountain face,
frothing into a swirling pool and flowing to the ocean? Are you
beckoned by the majesty of a necklace of waterfalls tumbling in
streams that turn to rivers and irrigate miles of rich land? Or

deserts, the flight of falcons, or the vast expanses of Arctic blue
scents and lights. We can feel love as we walk on sidewalks that
are sprinkled only with an occasional tree, but adorned with a
rainbow of people who jostle and talk and laugh as they make
their way through this world.

does your heart sing seeing a welcome oasis of a city garden of

We can fall in love amongst the cacophony of city sounds.

wisteria, ivy, and roses? A communal city landscape of cabbag-

We can adore the man selling hot pretzels or the lady who

es and onions, carrots and herbs?

makes fresh, corn-husk-wrapped tamales. We can love the

Is it rows of ripening corn, squash, and beans that call out to
you or rice paddies or fields of hemp? Does your heart rejoice
imagining herds of elephants, pods of dolphins, or the alive
bustle of the marketplace of your hometown, with all its fragrances and bright colors?

girl with waves of black hair and sparkling eyes standing at
the truck where we buy our hot, chili-smothered burritos, or
the grandma setting out freshly baked bread. We can swoon
over the enticing scent of spicy Thai noodles served up by the
tattooed fellow on the corner, the hot cups of fragrant coffee
handed to us by an almost toothless man selling magazines and

We are called to know that our love is a part of the Love that

newspapers, or the person who sells us a hot cup of creamy,

has cradled life since life began. We are called to speak the

cardamom-rich chai.
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To love life is to love it in all its forms and to know that each of
them... Matters... Deeply.
Fortified with love and the fierce, brightly burning light of love,
we can go out and do what love does. We can go forward and
give life to life.
Are our small actions enough? Yes. Together our small actions
become significant. Like the twigs and branches placed with
love and intention beneath the boulder on Putuoshan, our
actions combine to uphold life.

Rose Gordon is the Spiritual Care and Bereavement Provider at
Mountain Home Healthcare & Hospice in Taos, New Mexico. She
co-produced the award-winning documentary Bon-Mustang to
Menri and is author of The Gatekeeper, based on the life of a
Tibetan Bon monk.
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HOPE IN DISCUSSING ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Rachel Yoho

communicate. The emotional pendulum accompanying staying
current in my work—or following general societal discourse—
repeatedly disrupts how I interact with the world. The boulder
grows. The frequency of the interactions increases. Just like
the invasive honeysuckle creeping ever closer to my home, the
potential for learned helplessness grows nearer. It’s a constant
struggle to create balance.

The narrative is changing, albeit slowly. “Climate change”
terminology is sliding into “climate crisis.”1 Environmental
issues are at the forefront of national and international news.
However, every day in the life of the environment feels like one
step forward and at least one step back. Progress gained stands
alongside profound loss.
Whether it’s on the news or right outside our door, we can find
negativity about the environment all around us. Recently, I sat
awake in the middle of the night and watched an incredible
lightning show from the window. It quietly passed by with flash
upon flash. At the time, I thought nothing more than it was a
spectacular display of energy. In the morning, I found that, just
forty miles away, this same storm’s accompanying tornadoes
devastated several suburbs. The tornadic activity in the area
was exceptional and forecasted to continue. Although individual events are difficult to attribute to climate change, these
shifts are likely signs of the future.2
Environmental news and rhetoric have transformed a significant portion of climate change denial into a sense of fatalism
and hopelessness. The constant barrage of loss, destruction,
and extinction, along with the seeming inevitability of deleterious climate change, can create a vortex of learned helplessness
from which it’s difficult to escape. It’s both fatigue and a form
of propaganda. If we can’t stop the tumbling boulder, these
voices scream to just step out of the way and watch it roll.
As a scientist, I’ve studied many environmental topics, including waste treatment, clean energy technologies, and how we

Honeysuckle
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In the classroom, current events provide a perfect opportunity

Reconsidering the classroom, I wonder if I’m doing justice to

to create additional relevance through showing connections in

the environmental connections in everyday life and current

environmentally focused courses. Yet I struggle. The connec-

events. Am I effectively using Swaisgood and Sheppard’s “lan-

tions are straightforward, relevant, and intellectually stimu-

guage of hope”? They recommend intentional incorporations

lating. They’re convenient to find and use. However, I wonder

of hope into the scientific culture and norms of the practi-

about the implications of what I bring into the classroom. Am

tioners in their areas. Among other recommendations, they

I projecting the emotional fatigue of yet more stories of gloom,

also discuss the importance of time in nature.5 I’m concerned

even if they connect with the discussion topics? Should I more

that my neighborhood nearly fails that classification. Instead, I

actively curate and artificially balance the types of current

turn my focus to my classroom practices.

events included to create a more even or perhaps positive
outlook? Or is the role of education to inspire by focusing solely

After studying the communication of climate change and

on the good?

energy technologies in education, I understand the challenge.6

In the work of Swaisgood and Sheppard, the field of conser-

of bringing environmental current events into the classroom,

vation biology provides a valuable model to follow when discussing hope.3 Perhaps we need more than that in environmental discussions. Anyone studying the natural world, from
the microscope to the ecosystem, is an observer of some form
of change. And what we see is so often in the direction of increasing entropy, heightened uncertainty, and more frequent
natural disasters. Beyond this, we’re also humans who have
complex interactions with society and the natural world. We’re
participants, educators, speakers, communicators, and, importantly, bearers of constantly modulating hopefulness or

Evidence-based practices are necessary to research. In the case
however, putting evidence-based practices into action becomes
difficult. I’m watching the boulder pick up speed down the hill.
In recent work on climate change and human health, I considered the different factors that I could discuss. The direct
impacts of climate change on health, like extreme weather
and heat waves, are straightforward to discuss, while some
of the indirect impacts are as well.7 Crop yields, disease outbreaks, and vector populations, as well as social conditions
more broadly, economic prosperity, and the built environment

helplessness.

are complex topics, yet they pose relatively few difficulties in

I can ponder creating an intentional balance in environmental

discussed impacts of climate change and human health—topics

current events connections as I walk around my neighborhood.
Inevitably, I end up picking up the signature detritus of our

education. Instead, what I decided to focus on were the less
like allergens and mental health.

time—bits of plastic carelessly discarded or blown from their

What I found was that I wanted to focus on the areas that were

intended location. My time spent in this convenient outdoor

not acknowledged or well understood. Educationally, this pres-

location becomes just a version of nature, with the drone of

ents a challenge. It’s difficult to say that “I don’t know” or “we

landscaping services going about their work, signs for chemi-

don’t know.” Unfortunately, the key is often that we don’t know

cal application dates on lawns, non-existent recycling bins, and

yet. When I brought mental health and climate change into my

enormous dark SUVs zipping past. Perhaps my once-calming

work, I found it compelling to note that these “tertiary effects”

outdoor break and ritual isn’t enough. The location itself rein-

are not widely recognized.8 Projections question whether

forces several environmental challenges. The walking becomes

climate change, as an important systemic multiplier, may be

just exercise, rather than filling any sort of deficit by spending

close to the same level of acknowledgement as primary and

time in nature.4

secondary effects (like natural disasters and diseases) by 2050.
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Plastic debris from the author’s neighborhood

I found that I could incorporate certain concepts that I occa-

health benefits. Or, less vaguely, exacting case studies may

sionally use in environmental discussions into the work. These

reveal investigations and build evidence in the discussion, but

might include biophilia (the love for nature), nature deficit dis-

remain separated from the personal, making it easier not to

order (the non-clinical theory that less time in nature is det-

think about the abstract concept of the boulder rushing down

rimental), solastalgia (distress caused by unwanted changes

the hill. My line of thinking wasn’t yet connected to my lived

to the home or local environment), and ecosystem services

experience beyond the academic. However, when I turned to

for mental health (generally local resources) or deeply held

my local area, the environmental current events became more

socio-cultural environmental values (for example, religious

negative—tornadoes, floods, crop failures.

practices or cultural mythologies).

The amorphous forces urging the boulder onward are fading.

Even as I considered all this about climate change and mental

More frequently, I find hope in the broad discourse. Leaders,

health, I found that I wasn’t thinking about my own experi-

activists, scientists, and policy wonks are acknowledging the

ence. It was easy to frame the discussion as concerning some

environment and working to create a more sustainable future.

vague “they.” They may experience solastalgia. Their area

More people are concerned with environmental issues—par-

has certain ecosystem services that include potential mental

ticularly climate change from a broad perspective—than have
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been in recent years.9 The number of hands reaching up to slow

adding relevance to the class. Is the current events topic im-

the boulder is increasing.

portant to mention? Am I being authentic from my own lived

I know that humans have incredible power to destroy. The
Anthropocene has documented this well. Yet I also see the inherent spark of change for the better. Humans have the ability
and the means to interact productively with our habitat. The

experience in my reactions and teaching by using this material? Through this reflection, I can analyze my response to
events from my various lenses—professor, scientist, and community member.

strikes and demonstrations of the youth climate movement
show the spark that may earn the youth of today the title of
“greatest generation” someday. Just as the World War II
Greatest Generation was shaped by complex socio-political
forces, long-term war, economic turmoil, and rapidly changing technology, the late Millennials and Generation Z are reshaping activism, education, and heightened awareness of our
only habitat. Similar to those during other critical periods of
youth activism in history, their voices are strong. So, too, are
the older voices. The intergenerational relationships are building. Key players are recognizing the role of the environment in
our collective future.
More than this, recognition of the complex intersections of
environmental issues with social justice, human health, and
mental health is increasing steadily. Policymakers are recognizing the need and setting the stage for comprehensive environmental action around the world. Grassroots activism is
combining with top-down governmental action. Social justice
and environmental justice are aligning in the dominant narrative pushing for action.
Perhaps any environmentally related classroom needs its own
set of guidelines for hope when discussing environmental
topics. Covering current environmental topics can be emotionally taxing. However, seeking and including these connections
can enrich the discussion and learning experience substantially, while overlooking them can create a dilemma. Swaisgood

I also spend time reflecting on the reasons for the choice. Does
the example or connection include a next step forward for the
environmental discussion? If not, can I? Through a focus on
next steps or broader impacts, the example builds additional
relevance. I can attempt to create a culture of realism, nextstep action, and hope. Finally, I acknowledge the primary,
secondary, and tertiary impacts of the environmental current
event topic and the resulting future outlook on and actions
spurred by environmental issues. Unfortunately, environmental challenges and issues do not exist in a vacuum. Connections
with environmental justice, social issues, social media trends,

and Sheppard provide guidelines for the field of conservation

or pop culture are both realistic and build an additional layer of

biology with respect to “hope,” but I primarily focus on au-

authenticity in the classroom. Perhaps explicit guidance on an-

thenticity—asking myself about whether the example’s inclu-

alyzing multifaceted environmental issues may help students

sion creates an authentic connection and learning experience,

create similar understanding and connections later.
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I realized that I’ve found my hope. It wasn’t necessarily in the
space around me. It wasn’t contained in the majority of the
news. Instead, this hope lies in the changing narrative, the vast

9. A. Gustafson, A. Leiserowitz, and E. Maibach, “Americans Are Increasingly ‘Alarmed’
about Global Warming,” Yale Program on Climate Change Communication, February
12, 2019, https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/publications/americans-are-increasingly-alarmed-about-global-warming/.

number of voices, and the action across demographics. The
hope is now creating action and a feedback loop—this time, a
valuable one. While the time I’ve spent reflecting on my use
of environmental current events returned me to near where I
started, now at least I’m acknowledging the struggle. I don’t
need to create balance in the classroom; I need to be real. As a
scientist and educator, I can implement evidence-based practices, create inclusive learning environments, and most importantly, be authentic about my own struggle with hope. Perhaps,
like the fortune cookie I opened earlier today said, hope does
actually spring eternal. I just need to consider where to look.
Photo Credits: Rachel Yoho.

Rachel Yoho, PhD, is a Visiting Assistant Professor at Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio. She teaches courses related to
environmental education and studies interdisciplinary and
crosscutting concepts in environmental fields and science education.
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CHN Bookshelf
A regular feature calling attention to important books and
articles that CHN staff, board, and collaborating scholars are
reading and recommend. Quot libros, quam breve tempus.

Monique Allewaert

Timothy Beatley

Ross Gay

Ariel’s Ecology:
Plantations,
Personhood, and
Colonialism in the
American Tropics

Biophilic Cities:
Integrating Nature
into Urban Design
and Planning

The Book of Delights:
Essays
(ALGONQUIN BOOKS, 2019).

(ISLAND PRESS, 2010).

(UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
PRESS, 2013).

Amitav Ghosh

Stephen Jenkinson

Trebbe Johnson

The Great
Derangement:
Climate Change and
the Unthinkable

Come of Age: The
Case for Elderhood in
a Time of Trouble

Radical Joy for Hard
Times: Finding
Meaning and Making
Beauty in Earth’s
Broken Places

(UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
PRESS, 2016).

(NORTH ATLANTIC BOOKS,
2018).

(NORTH ATLANTIC BOOKS,
2018).

Stephanie Kaza

Lynda Mapes

Ben Minteer

Green Buddhism:
Practice and
Compassionate
Action in Uncertain
Times

Witness Tree:
Seasons of Change
with a Century-Old
Oak

The Fall of the
Wild: Extinction,
De-Extinction,
and the Ethics of
Conservation

(BLOOMSBURY USA, 2017).

(SHAMBHALA, 2019).

William Stolzenburg
Heart of a Lion: A
Lone Cat’s Walk
Across America
(BLOOMSBURY USA, 2016).

(COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
PRESS, 2019).

Elissa Washuta and
Theresa Warburton eds.
Shapes of Native
Nonfiction:
Collected Essays by
Contemporary Writers
(UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
PRESS, 2019).

Dina Gilio-Whitaker
As Long As Grass
Grows: The
Indigenous Fight for
Environmental Justice,
from Colonization to
Standing Rock
(BEACON PRESS, 2019).

Monica White

Andrea Wulf

Freedom Farmers:
Agricultural Resistance
and the Black Freedom
Movement

The Adventures
of Alexander Von
Humboldt, with illustrations by Lillian
Melcher

(UNIVERSITY OF NORTH
CAROLINA PRESS, 2019)
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are a part—including rocks, rivers, oceans, prom-

THE KINSHIP PROJECT

inent geographic features, and other non-human
plant and animal persons—provide a shared sense
of place and require appropriate human care
and respect.
This kinship is deep and wide—and dwells within
the human body. In the last century and a half,
evolutionary and ecological sciences have brought
I’d like to use this “Last Word” to announce a
beginning. We are launching a new project at
the Center for Humans and Nature that revolves
around the theme of kinship. From biogeochemical planetary cycles to our microbiomes, being
human is deeply and necessarily relational. As
humans, “we are stardust” (as singer-songwriter

GAVIN
VA N H O R N

Joni Mitchell put it) and, simultaneously, could
1

be “classified as a bacterial ecosystem” (as renowned biologist E.O. Wilson put it). But what

additional insights to bear on what it means to be
human. In only the last few decades, evolutionary models are being rejiggered by research into
symbiotic mergers at the cellular level, horizontal
gene transfer, and seemingly chimeric creatures
that rely on cooperative relationships between
species from entirely different kingdoms of life.
Kinship, it would seem, is key to understanding
biotic and abiotic entanglement.

2

might such kinship mean for conscientious, day-

GIVING VOICE TO PERSONS

to-day engagements with other species?

One manifestation of a kincentric worldview

Knowing we are related—that human existence
depends upon countless other species—doesn’t
automatically make us good relatives. If Western,
post-Enlightenment, settler colonialism could
be personified, it might be depicted as the crazy
uncle who shows up at the house party only to
break valuables, consume the entire buffet, vomit
in the kitchen sink, and then refuse to leave. In
other words: Knowledge of kinship is one thing.
Practices of kinship—time-tested, grounded in
stories, beautifully adapted, and suited to place—
are another.
“Kincentric ecology,” a phrase coined by ethnobotanist Enrique Salmón (see the recommended

is that “person” encompasses much more than
humans. In the West, many of us have inherited
a worldview that uplifts the human individual as
the locus of meaning and center of importance,
while reducing nature to resources, property, or
fungible commodities. Bootstrap economics and
the literary hero’s journey reinforce such thinking—the lone figure encountering and overcoming obstacles, conquering beasts, and emerging
victorious above the fracas. From this vantage,
there are human persons (and now corporate
“persons”), and there is everything else.

Kinship is deep and wide—and
dwells within the human body.

resources below for a link to his article about such
a perspective), provides a helpful guide to the intertwined threads of kinship: social, mythologi-

In graduate school, I read a book entitled Animism

cal, and practical. Salmón asserts that “life in any

by religious studies scholar Graham Harvey. It

environment is viable only when humans view

upended my views about personhood, while si-

their surroundings as kin; that their mutual roles

multaneously striking a bell of recognition deep

are essential for their survival.” This perspective

within me. Harvey observes that from an animis-

stands in marked contrast to the familiar if not

tic perspective, “the world is full of persons, only

predominant human chauvinism toward other

some of whom are human.” “Persons,” he goes on

species and alienation from nature in so many

to write, is the broader umbrella for those beings

contemporary socio-political systems. From a

who are perceived as displaying agency (and

kinship perspective, the landscapes of which we

this encompasses landscapes, rocks, and bodies
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of water, in addition to plants and non-human

by focusing upon the “Rights of Nature.” (See the

animals). Harvey asserts that:

Craig Kauffman and Pamela Martin article, listed

Persons are beings, rather than objects, who
are animated and social towards others (even
if they are not always sociable). Animism
may involve learning how to recognize who
is a person and what is not—because it is not
always obvious and not all animists agree
that everything that exists is alive or personal. However, animism is more accurately
understood as being concerned with learning
how to be a good person in respectful relationships with other persons.3
At the time, I didn’t know how or if this type of
cosmology could ever make its way into mainstream Western consciousness. Then, in March
2017, the Whanganui River (Te Awa Tupua), the
third largest river in New Zealand (Aotearoa),
grabbed international headlines. The Whanganui
officially gained legal status as a living entity with
the same rights of personhood as a human being.
More than a change in legal nomenclature, this
reclassification of the river is a significant act of
bicultural reconciliation among New Zealanders
of European descent and the native Māori population (Te Āti Haunui-a-Pāpārangi).

We anticipate stories that do
the following: disrupt human
chauvinism, counter and
complicate narratives of human
identity that are based on
individualistic ideologies, and
celebrate what it means to be
human in relation to our fellow
earthling kin.

below, for an excellent summary of the contexts
through which these laws emerged). Ecuador and
Bolivia both included Rights of Nature clauses in
their national constitutions in 2008 and 2010,
respectively. In Columbia, courts ruled in favor
of personhood for the Amazon and Atrato rivers.
In 2016, the Ho-Chunk Nation in Wisconsin
amended their tribal constitution to include
Rights of Nature language: “Ecosystems, natural
communities, and species within the Ho-Chunk
Nation territory possess inherent, fundamental,
and inalienable rights to naturally exist, flourish,
regenerate, and evolve.” In 2017, the Ponca Nation
in Oklahoma recognized Rights of Nature as statutory law to combat fracking. Australia, India, and
Nepal have also taken steps toward establishing
Rights of Nature. These actions represent efforts
to give “voice” to other-than-human beings, ensuring their inherent rights to exist and flourish.
Gerard Albert, the lead Maori negotiator on behalf
of the Whanganui iwi (tribe), summed up this
sense of responsibility well: “We can trace our genealogy to the origins of the universe. And therefore, rather than us being masters of the natural
world, we are part of it. We want to live like that
as our starting point. And that is not an anti-development, or anti-economic use of the river but
to begin with the view that it is a living being, and
then consider its future from that central belief.”4
THE KINSHIP PROJECT

The Center for Humans and Nature’s “Kinship
Project” will put together an edited volume
about kinship that thinks about our connections
through a range of different scales: from deeptime cosmic and evolutionary relationships to
community watersheds, landscapes, and bioregions; interspecies entanglements; and biological and mythological understandings of human

The designation of the Whanganui River is one instance in a growing number of cases in which legal
personhood is being granted to non-human entities. An overlapping set of local and national gov-
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interbeing. I’m delighted (and you’re hearing it
here first!) to have John Hausdoerffer and Robin
Wall Kimmerer as co-chefs to create this kinship
project stew. Important to all of us as co-editors
is to invite diverse perspectives and approach

ernmental precedents, many of which involve per-

this topic from as many creative angles as we can

sonhood language, began to gain traction in 2006

muster in a single volume.
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In addition to a book, the Center for Humans

BOOKS

and Nature is in the process of creating a podcast

Graham Harvey, Animism: Respecting

series on this topic, and I’m pleased to announce
here (you’re also hearing it here first!) that we’ll be
working with audio wizards Anne Strainchamps

the Living World, second ed. (London: C.
Hurst, 2017).

and Steve Paulson from Wisconsin Public Radio’s

The term animism has a checkered history, but

To the Best of Our Knowledge to put this aural

a reclamation is ongoing. Harvey provides a

experience together. Other possibilities for the

careful treatment of historical and contempo-

Kinship Project are on the horizon: an audio/art

rary animist perspectives, personhood, and the

exhibition, experiential walks and “field trips,”
and we’re even considering how we might facilitate a Global Kinship Day to celebrate local instances of kinship across the globe.
No matter what expression of media is used for
CHN’s Kinship Project, we anticipate stories that
do the following: disrupt human chauvinism,
counter and complicate narratives of human identity that are based on individualistic ideologies,
and celebrate what it means to be human in relation to our fellow earthling kin. At a time when
human fidelity with the natural world seems to

formation of animistic sensibilities. The dominant cultural narratives in North America and
other nation-states have frequently assumed a
firm distinction, even a gulf of ontological separation, between the human and the non-human. This “otherness” has typically been seen
as a sign of inferiority, and difference has been
understood as signaling lesser worth. In contrast, animist worldviews and practices open
up questions largely untouched by such dualistic understandings. As Harvey notes, “If every
‘thing’ we humans encounter might in fact be

be fraying, the Kinship Project will bring forward

a living person, the implications and ramifica-

stories of solidarity, highlighting the deep inter-

tions are immense. It is this that generates the

dependence that exists between humans and the

particular etiquettes, protocols and dialogues

more-than-human world. We will explore chal-

that are at the heart of the lived realities that are

lenging questions, including how communities

animisms.” In short, animisms foster a constant

might fairly and effectively give voice to non-hu-

dialogue between humans and non-human per-

man beings and landscapes, including the cos-

sons—a kind of social, spiritual, and ecological

mologies, mythic narratives, and everyday prac-

conversation that is continuously negotiated. It’s

tices that embrace a world of other-than-human

a valuable perspective, and we need a name to

persons as worthy of response and responsibility.

hold onto it. Harvey provides a clear case for why
animism will do.

RESOURCES FOR YOUR KINSHIP JOURNEY

For those who have an interest in this topic, I
would like to recommend a handful of resources—five books, six articles, and two short films—
that provide an excellent introduction to this venerable and emerging line of thinking. The books
provide foundational concepts, frameworks, and
specific examples for thinking about how practices of kinship reach deep into human history and
are reflected in contemporary contexts. The articles detail the ways in which such expressions
of kinship—most often making headlines when

For additional works that reveal how widespread—and contested—animistic views are, see:
nn Bron Taylor, Dark Green Religion: Nature

Spirituality and the Planetary Future
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 2010);
nn Vine Deloria, Jr., God is Red: A Native View

of Religion, third ed. (1973; repr., Golden,
CO: Fulcrum Publishing, 2003);
nn Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing

“personhood” is granted to a non-human entity—

Methodologies: Research and Indigenous

are beginning to make inroads in various parts of

Peoples, second ed. (London,: Zed

the world.

Books, 2012).

5
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Martin Mueller, Being Salmon, Being

Robin

Human: Encountering the Wild in Us and

Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific

Us in the Wild (White River Junction, VT:

Knowledge, and the Teaching of Plants

Chelsea Green Publishing, 2017).

(Minneapolis, MN: Milkweed, 2013).

Hailed as a “new genre of nature writing,” Mueller’s

Following

book is species-specific, dwelling upon the lives and
deaths of salmon, yet the subject matter could apply
to any creature that has become a commodity within
late-stage capitalism. Mueller focuses upon the
Norwegian farmed-salmon industry and the increasing mechanization and reduction of living beings to
things (which, unsurprisingly, tends to create an
ever-evolving series of problems that needs continuous input and correction). He contrasts the lives
of these pen-raised fish to wild salmon populations
and native people’s perspectives from the Pacific
Northwest in the United States. And he dares to take
on the perspective of salmon, sprinkling memorable
and moving vignettes throughout the book, helping
readers imagine the world from a salmon’s-eyeview. This work of interspecies empathy is a rare and
welcome contribution to thinking about personhood

the

Kimmerer,

delightful

Braiding

Gathering

Moss,

Kimmerer broadened the subject matter of her
writing without losing any of the lustrous prose
and deep insights into human–non-human relations. Kimmerer is a unique entity herself, braiding scientific training and indigenous knowledge
in complementary ways. She explores her own
history of loss and recovery as a member of the
Potawatomi Citizen Band and how such indigenous perspectives can transform one’s engagement with a living world. Perhaps nowhere is this
clearer than when she contrasts the “grammar of
animacy” embedded in the Potawatomi language
to conventional English, with its noun-heavy
sentences and objectifying pronouns. An ethical
revolution might depend on a language revolution. Finding ways to properly and respectfully

through a lens that is other-than-human.

acknowledge ki (the pronoun Kimmerer pro-

For additional stunning books that explore kinship

place to begin.

with non-human animals, see:
nn Freeman House, Totem Salmon: Life Lessons

from Another Species (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1999);
nn Doug Peacock, Grizzly Years: In Search of

the American Wilderness (New York: Henry
Holt, 1990);
nn Lyanda Lynn Haupt, Crow Planet: Essential

Wisdom from the Urban Wilderness (New
York: Little, Brown, 2009);
nn Deborah Bird Rose, Dingo Makes Us Human:

Life and Land in Australian Aboriginal

poses for our other-than-human kin) is a good

For more excellent works on kinship, language,
and landscape, see:
nn David Abram, Spell of the Sensuous:

Perception and Language in a MoreThan-Human World (New York: Vintage
Books, 1996);
nn N. Scott Momaday, The Man Made of

Words: Essays, Stories, Passages (New
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1997);
nn Keith H. Basso, Wisdom Sits in Places:

Landscape and Language among the

Culture (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge

Western Apache (Albuquerque: University of

University Press, 2000).

New Mexico Press, 1996);

nn Paul Kingsnorth’s call for more non-human

nn Richard H. Nelson, Make Prayers to the

perspectives in fiction may also be of interest;

Raven: A Koyukon View of the Northern

Paul Kingsnorth, “We Imagine How It Feels

Forest (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago

to Be a Character, Why Can’t We Imagine

Press, 1983).

How the Land Feels?” Guardian, July
23, 2016,
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/jul/23/paul-kingsnorthimagine-how-land-feels.
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Wall

David George Haskell, The Songs of Trees:
Stories from Nature’s Great Connectors
(New York: Penguin Books, 2017).
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Books about trees are proliferating, sprouting

Anna Tsing, Heather Swanson, Elaine

everywhere. Amidst this dense thicket of books

Gan, and Nils Bubandt, eds., Arts of

about tree communication, forest therapy, plant

Living on a Damaged Planet: Monsters/

sentience, distributed intelligence, and mycelial
mutualisms, Haskell’s The Songs of Trees stands
out. Haskell offers perspectives from diverse
places (from Ecuador to Jerusalem to an urban
river in downtown Denver) and demonstrates
the value of listening deeply in those places. His
immersion in the lives and sounds of trees leads
to, among other things, profound observations on
tree memories and the ways in which “an ethic of

Ghosts of the Anthropocene (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2017).
Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet is the best
available interdisciplinary (or, as the editors put
it, “purposeful promiscuousness amidst disciplines”) edited volume on topics that resonate with
various kinship themes. The book is divided topically into two halves, “Ghosts” and “Monsters.”
“Ghosts” includes essays that highlight the haunt-

belonging” and a non-dualistic, relational under-

ings of our time, losses and untanglings and sim-

standing of nature can be cultivated. As he writes

plifications of symbiotic relations and complex,

in the preface: “Tree songs emerge from relation-

dynamic systems—life and its pauperization in

ship. Although tree trunks seemingly stand as de-

the Anthropocene. “Monsters” takes the reader

tached individuals, their lives subvert this atomistic view. We’re all—trees, humans, insects, birds,
bacteria—pluralities. Life is embodied network.
These living networks are not places of omnibenevolent Oneness. Instead, they are where ecological and evolutionary tensions between cooperation and conflict are negotiated and resolved.
These struggles often result not in the evolution
of stronger, more disconnected selves but in the
dissolution of the self into relationship.”
For other floral and vegetative excursions into
kinship, see:
nn Matthew Hall, Plants as Persons: A

into fascinating “chimeric entanglements,” from
bobtail squids to Australian termites to intestinal bacteria to coral reefs. It raises a tentacle of
warning about the forces humans unleash when
they act with a lack of care for other earthlings.
Due credit is given to evolutionary biologist Lynn
Margulis and her theories of cellular symbioses,
and the book contains an admirable mixture of
scientific and humanities voices. Expressions
of “art-science activism” are also prominently featured. As the editors suggest, “Perhaps
counterintuitively, slowing down to listen to the
world—empirically and imaginatively at the same
time—seems our only hope in a moment of crisis
and urgency.” It is fitting to link, mingle, and

Philosophical Botany (Albany: State

connect creative practices that for too long have

University of New York Press, 2011);

been isolated. Symbiotic mergers, indeed.

nn Stephanie Kaza, Conversations with Trees:

An Intimate Ecology, updated ed. (Boulder,
CO: Shambhala Publications, 2019);
nn Florence Williams, The Nature Fix: Why

Nature Makes Us Happier, Healthier,
and More Creative (New York: W.W.
Norton, 2017).
nn For perspective-altering fiction, the

Pulitzer-winning The Overstory (New York:

To dive further into these shifting, symbiotic evolutionary paradigms, see:
nn David Quammen, The Tangled Tree: A

Radical New History of Life (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 2018);
nn Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan, What Is

Life? (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University
of California Press, 1995).

W.W. Norton, 2018), by Richard Powers,

ARTICLES

is a masterful work of complicated and

Recent developments regarding kinship, person-

sympathetic characters, including the non-

hood, and Rights of Nature legal precedents have

human variety.

begun to make headlines. In addition to those
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books I’ve suggested, I’d also like to recommend

For notable news about other rivers and bodies

six articles that provide a window into the flurry of

of water receiving personhood designations or

activity taking place around the politics of “living

“living entity” status, see:

entities” and the ways that kinship discourse is
being negotiated at different scales of governance.

Just Established the Rights of the Klamath

The following are two foundational academic

River,” Intercontinental Cry, May 20, 2019,

articles, specific in their geographical and cul-

https://intercontinentalcry.org/the-yurok-nation-just-establishedthe-rights-of-the-klamath-river/?fbclid=IwAR2THC1N78ZBxHgnVg
MAe8b6eU4sWD2N_NqAHPFEIpCEZ6egyHLEqZBoO1w.

tural context yet advancing fundamental frameworks for thinking about kinship, animism, and
personhood:
nn Enrique Salmón, “Kincentric Ecology:

Indigenous Perceptions of the HumanNature Relationship,” Ecological
Applications 10, no. 5 (2000): 1327-32,
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Enrique_Salmon/
publication/242186767_Kincentric_Ecology_Indigenous_
Perceptions_of_the_HumanNature_Relationship/
links/5c34e542a6fdccd6b59c2aa1/Kincentric-Ecology-IndigenousPerceptions-of-the-HumanNature-Relationship.pdf.

nn Nurit Bird-David, “‘Animism’ Revisited:

Personhood, Environment, and Relational
Epistemology,” Current Anthropology 40,
no. S1 (1999): S67-S91,
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/pdfplus/10.1086/200061.

For recent overviews of legislation and newsworthy announcements related to personhood and
Rights of Nature designations:
nn Guillaume Chapron, Yaffa Epstein, and José

Vicente López-Bao, “A Rights Revolution for
Nature,” Science 363 (2019): 1392-93,
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/363/6434/1392.

nn Craig M. Kauffman and Pamela L. Martin,

“Constructing Rights of Nature Norms
in the U.S., Ecuador, and New Zealand,”
Global Environmental Politics 18, no. 4
(2018): 43-62,
https://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/pdf/10.1162/glep_a_00481.

nn Warne Kennedy, “This River in New Zealand

Is a Legal Person. How Will It Use Its
Voice?” National Geographic, 2019,
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/culture/2019/04/maori-riverin-new-zealand-is-a-legal-person/.

nn Winona LaDuke, “The White Earth Band

of Ojibwe Legally Recognized the Rights
of Wild Rice. Here’s Why,” Yes! Magazine,
February 1, 2019,
https://www.yesmagazine.org/planet/the-white-earth-bandof-ojibwe-legally-recognized-the-rights-of-wild-rice-hereswhy-20190201.
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nn John Ahni Schertow, “The Yurok Nation

nn Jens Benöhr and Patrick J. Lynch, “Should

Rivers Have Rights? A Growing Movement
Says It’s About Time,” Yale Environment
360, August 14, 2018,
https://e360.yale.edu/features/should-rivers-have-rights-a-growingmovement-says-its-about-time.

nn E.L. O’Donnell and J. Talbot-Jones.

“Creating Legal Rights for Rivers: Lessons
from Australia, New Zealand, and India,”
Ecology and Society 23, no.1 (2018),
https://doi.org/10.5751/ES-09854-230107.

nn Simon Davis-Cohen, “Toledo Residents Vote

to Recognize Personhood for Lake Erie,” The
Progressive, February 27, 2019,
https://progressive.org/dispatches/toledo-residents-vote-torecognize-personhood-for-lake-erie-davis-cohen-190227/.

nn Grant Wilson and Darlene May Lee, “Rights

of Rivers Enter the Mainstream,” The
Ecological Citizen 2, no. 2 (2019): 182-87,
https://www.ecologicalcitizen.net/pdfs/v02n2-13.pdf.

Finally, the following are short videos that
provide visual complements to two of the articles
listed above.
nn “I Am the River, the River Is Me” on the

personhood of the Whanganui River:
David Fried, “How a River Was Granted
Personhood,” The Atlantic, April 22, 2019,
https://www.theatlantic.com/video/index/587689/river-me/.

nn The “Rights of Manoomin” on Rights

of Nature for wild rice: Community
Environmental Legal Defense Fund, “9th
Interactive Dialogue on Harmony with
Nature: Frank Bibeau’s Video Message,”
February 8, 2019,
https://celdf.org/2019/02/the-rights-of-wild-rice/.

◆◆◆

This selection of suggested readings and media
is, of course, in no way comprehensive. The “Last
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Word” of this issue of Minding Nature is not the
last anything! As with most Center projects, for the
“Kinship Project,” we’re motivated by a process of
inquiry. Questions create open-ended conversations, call forth alternative narratives, awaken us
to diverse ways of being, and provide new sightlines for critical paths. I’d encourage readers to
use the comments section below to share other
books, articles, websites, and artistic works that
have moved them toward new understandings of
kinship with non-human people of all sorts.
We are not alone. We have never been alone.
Inhale. Take a sip of water. Pluck a wild blackberry. Warm your knees by the fire in the winter,
or let a cool breeze caress your cheeks in the
summer. Wake to birdsong. All are gifts of planetary affirmation. Gifts that connect us to a multitude of beings. Gifts that embed us in cycles of
wild energy. Gifts that bind us together as fellow
earthlings. As kin.

Gavin Van Horn is Director of Cultures of
Conservation at the Center for Humans and Nature.
He develops and directs interdisciplinary projects that
seek to illuminate what it means to be human in a
more-than-human world. He is author of The Way of
Coyote: Shared Journeys in the Urban Wilds (2018).

NOTES
1. Apologies to those who don’t immediately recognize the reference.
Joni’s heyday was largely before my time, but her lyrical wisdom is
timeless and her voice warbles through my head on occasion. The song
“Woodstock,” which references that hopeful gathering of 1969, includes
the line: “We are stardust / We are golden / We are billion year old
carbon (this is sung in the background)/ And we’ve got to get ourselves /
Back to the garden.” You can refresh your memory through the wonders
of YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aOGnVKWbwc
2. E.O. Wilson, The Creation: An Appeal to Save Life on Earth (New York:
W.W. Norton, 2006), 118.
3. G. Harvey, Animism: Respecting the Living World (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2006), xi.
4. E.A. Roy, “New Zealand River Granted Same Legal Rights as Human
Being,” The Guardian, March 16, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/
world/2017/mar/16/new-zealand-river-granted-same-legal-rights-as-human-being.
5. Special thanks to Alexander Moore—summer intern at the Center for
Humans and Nature and graduate student in environmental philosophy
at the University of Montana—for his assistance in foraging for relevant
articles.
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To The Best Of Our Knowledge is a nationally-syndicated,
Peabody award-winning radio show featuring long-form interviews that dive headlong into the deeper end of ideas. Episodes
include conversations with novelists and poets, scientists and
software engineers, journalists and historians, filmmakers and
philosophers, artists and activists—anyone with a big idea and
a passion to have a creative and engaging conversation about it.
To the Best of Our Knowledge considers ideas big and small,
conventional and dangerous, and marshals them into shows
centered around a theme. A show’s theme sometimes centers
on a big question, other times it will zero in on the small things
that give us pause.
To the Best of Our Knowledge is a valued partner of the Center
for Humans and Nature, and we are pleased to announce
several upcoming collaborations that will be of interest to those
who follow and engage with the Center.

1. We are thrilled to announce that CHN and TTBOOK will be
collaborating on an upcoming podcast series on “Kinship.”
This series of podcasts will explore what it means to be
kin to other creatures, landscapes, and one another in a
more-than-human world, and is sponsored in part by the
Kalliopeia Foundation.
2. Tune in to hear the recent TTBOOK episode “Who Owns Seeds?”,
which features Center contributor Robin Wall Kimmerer.
Available at https://www.ttbook.org/show/who-owns-seeds
3. Be on the lookout for a future episode on “Pilgrimage” to air
this fall on TTBOOK. This episode will include interviews
with speakers and participants from the Geography of Hope
conference, which is hosted by our collaborators at Black
Mountain Circle.

